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INTRODUCTION 

The First Year Progress RiPort of the Differential Treatment Environments 
for De1'lnquents Project (DTED) submitted to NIMH in August, 1967, covered the 
period April 1, 1966 to July 1, 1967 and contained a historical perspective on 
the implementation of the proposal. This included: (a) the rationale of the 
study, (b) Program and Procedures, (C) the Development and Status of the Group 
Homes, (d) Issues Relating to Feasibility (e.g., contracting, communication) 
and, (e) Summary Impressions to Date. I'he appendices ~ncluded various population 
descriptions, staffing guides and data collection instruments, descriptions of 
the alternative ~ays of contracting ~ith group homes, and an outline of the 
specific contracts and budgets for each of the homes that had been developed. 

The present report covers the period July 1,· 1967, through June 30, 1968. 
It consists of an overview of the pt'ogram and major projec t developments, a 
summary of the operation and development of the group homes, general discussion 
in regard to research goals, and a section by the Group Home Coordinator. Various 
descriptive tables appear ir. the text and appendices. 

Data collection Will continue through approximately June, 1969. The remaining 
four months ~ill be spent in extensive, detailed evaluation and presentation of 
data for the P):oject's final report i.n September, 1969, Other separate reports 
may be published prior to September, 1969, dealing with spe.cific aspects of the 
total projec t. 

The las t year has seen the Proj ec t become more IIse ttled in", with three 
long-term hmues in operation. The first DTED heme to be established (Type II, 
Containment) was cane:ei:!.ed at the close of the reporting year, and efforts to 
establish the Tylle V (Temporary Restriction) home were terminated. However, an 
additional home ("eype VI, Individualued) has been developed and research involve
ment with a non-DTED git'ls group home may begin before very long. 

Many :f.lllportant issues relating to feasibi hty and other research goals have 
emerged during this year, ge.nerally with an increasing degree of complexity. We 
will attempt to convey the quality of these experiences often in the form of 
impressionistic reporting and discussion. S1nce the Project is, by design, of 
an exploratory rather than hypothesis-te.sting nature, succinct reporting is 
difficu:.t - and, vie feel, often inappropriate even though many readers may not 
have the time or the will-power to bear w:th us. However, by reporting in 
depth and ill detail we hope that some aspect of our experiences may provide a 
clue, a augges cioro, to someone involved i.n pt: 'Jgram plarming or implementation. 
To report oth(~r(/Jise would be to lose tht:. qua 11 ry of our experiences arld perhaps 
that clue or suggest1on. 

Future reports - such as the present onE and rhe First Year Progress 
Report - wilJ continue to be addressed to a br<CJad range of readers; however, 

IDTED and Group HomE: Pr::lJect will be 'ls~d lflrerc:hangeably to refer to the 
present project. 

-1-· 



their main audience should be those in child care services who may wish to become 
vicariously in~olved in our program in depth and detail, An Interim Progress 
Report (July J 1968) and possibly a short ''highlights ll swnmary of results in 
September, 1969, will provide the casual reader with a succinct overview. 

For the most part the reporting and impressions are those of the Research 
Analyst assigned to the Project. Much of the supportive data has not been 
fully analy&ed as yet. However, the reporting here comes as a re~ult of first
hand, systematic involvement in all aspects .of the project. Many issues and 
impressions which are presented represent a substantial amCiunt of canYerglillg 
evidence and agreement, among a wide range of CTP and Group Home Staff. 

This report has been reviewed prior to publication - both by Parole Opera
tions and Research Staff. In general, it has been seen as an accurate synthesis 
of the past year's experience. There are, of course, some areas of disagreement 
and to the extent possible, the areas have been specified as suc~. Beyond this, 
however, some areas are quite complex and need more in-depth study than can be 
done at present. For example, in describing the ProjectOs experience in attemp
ting to operate on the basis of a team approach to the management of given 
homes, an attempt has been made in the present report to outline significant 
issues and dimensions. The in-depth evaluation of our experiences in this 
area will come in the coming year. 

lExcept, of course, for the section written by the Coordinator. 
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OVERVIEW OF THE DTED PROGRAM
l 

Background 

Tht! Group Home Project, though separately funded, is an integral part of 
the Coumrunity Treatment Project (CTP) in Sacramento and Stockton, California. 
CTP, a !'esearch-demonstration project, also jointly sponsored by NIMH and the 
California Youth Authority, has been ope't"ating since 1961. It compares an 
intensive treatment-control program in the community (average of twelve cases 
per Agent) with the traditional California Youth Authority program (typically 
inBtitut:lonalizat~on), for Juvenile Court committed wards from the Stockton and 
Sacramento areas. 

An experimental-control design carried out in CTP has permitted random 
assignments of wards to the community program and to the traditional program 
from a pOlo1 of eligible subjects. All CTP cases are classified according to 
the "Inte17personal Maturity Level Classificat~ on: , Juvenile (I-level). ,,3 

CTP's goals to date have been: 

(1) Comparison of the effectiveness of a period of treatment 
in the community with a period of incarceration; 

(2) the refinement of a classification scheme (the Interpersonal 
Maturity Level Classification: Juvenile); 

(3) the development of treatment models which describe specific 
treatment plans for defined types of delinquents in specified 
kinds of settings; 

lThe First Year Progress Report (August, 1967) went into greater detail in this 
area. The overview section of the present report is only a summary of major 
points. 

2In 1965, the Community Treatment Project was expanded to include an additional 
two units in San Francisco. One is a Differential Treatment Unit similar to 
the Stockton and Sacramento units. The program of the other unit is designed 
along lines of Empey's Guided Group Interaction approach. 

3The code names and delinquent subtypes of the classification system are as 
follows: 

Code Names Delinquent Subtypes 

12 Aa 
Ap 

13 Cfm 
Cfc 
Mp 

14 Na 
Nx 
Se 
Ci 

-3-

Asocial Aggressive 
Asocial Passive 

Immature Conformist 
Cultural Conformist 
Manipulator 
Neurotic Acting-Out 
Neurotic Anxious 
Situational Emotional Reaction 
Cultural Identifier 



(4) detailed d~script1ons of CTP program elements, as a means 
of creating an £mpirical base for expansion of community 
treatment program; 

(5) comparison of CTP approaches with alternate community 
programs . 

Thus far, the experime~tal comruu~ity program has shown to be more effective than 
the traditional Youth Authnrity program for most types of delinquents 8S measured 
by lower recidivism rates a~d more positive pre-post test psychological score changeB. l 

In developing am:d carryL:ug out treatmeITlt-control plans for CTP wards during 
Phase I (1961-1.9614.) l COOImunity Agellllts 2 experienced continued dissatisfaction 
v1th facilities uaed fo!' tempc,rary detention (usually a Youth Authority or 
County facility), ,!llllld difficulty in locating and maintaining adequate foster 
homes. They were, at the same time, using out-of-home placements to a greater 
extent than were Agents in regular parole units (30% vs. 5~). This led to 
the development of the DTED proposal which suggested the development and 
study of a variety I')f IUPr":·£.e:ssi'ooal" group homes, designed for (a) long-term 
placement of specific types of y«ji~llllgsters defined along the lines of particular 
treatment models) and (b} t£.;np·orary holding homel3 for youngs ters needing 
either control, 01' a protective setti1l1lg vhere control was not the central cons idera tian. 

The research gt::~als of the D'rED Project are: 

1. To determine the feasibilitr of establishing five different 
typss o'f gr;:·::J!p homes - with the five varying in stance taken 
toward wards a~d 1~' modes of handling interpersonal relation
ships - a~d with each type of h~e representing a type of 
euwironment speCifically related td the growth and development 
ueed6 of partic~lar types of delinquent youths. 

2. To develop a ~~ of group home environments t describing in 
detail the important aspects of the five environments. This 
is an attempt to define environments differentially in treatment
relevant ways, rather than through a controlled experiment. 

3. To evaluate the impact of tlhle group borne experience on the 
youngsters 8s8igThed to them, 

Underlying tihaBe thre:e goals is the 6:dditi.onal research attempt to levaluate 
the relative 'Worth aULd utiU:E1. ,uf each home. as a placement alternative 8l'!.d f:"f~.!tTi:)l1L 

.. -
Iprevious CTP articles a~d pu~11cations describe in detail the classification 
8y8 tem, the program t all1\d I'esul ts tv d,ate. For further information write the 
Community Treatme~t Project, 3610 Fifth Aveo t Sacramento t California 95817. 

2The title "COIm!lumlty Age<lrnt" (or Agenlt) is used to identify Youth Authority 
Parole Agents working in th.€o Community Tr~atment Project. Their official 
job class ificatlon is "Parole Age1l1It~' 

" 

.. 

f 

P and to relate the use of group homes to settings 
treatment resource with~n CT,.' arole operations, probation, welfare, etc.). In 
other than CTP (e.g., regula_ p j t may have several implications in exploring 
addition, the findings of this pr~se~f out-of-home placement (e.g., foster homes

j the differential use of other typ t ) in the matching of people, program and . receiving homes, part-way houses, e c. 
varying kinds of clients. 

~ I Containment Home model and has developed 
DTED s taft has revised _he Type i I il for those I youngs ters who do not 

a model for a sixth type of home. pr maBr Yd' <7 Uome A~SO there are plans to 
" f th Type III oar 100 n. , 

fit the model des1gn or e kID crlptions of the original five types 
' home i11 Stoc ton. es di A 

study a girls group - 'VI Individualized Home model appear in Appen x . of group homes and the Type , 

Study Population 

'J l'd tl ose male wards in the experimental The DTED study pop'J.lac.Lon inc_u es Ii1
ho 

are placed in anyone of the 
group of the Conmrunity Treatmenthpr~ject ~hemselves (their method of operation, 
group homes. It also includehs t e ome~ all potential candidates, and CTP management, etc.), the group ome paren s, 
staff . 

. homes have been available to female 
To date, none of the Project groupo the fact that none of the homes (except 

wards. This has been dued pri~rilYi ~acility that would permit both boys and 
the Type III home) has ha a p ys ca t the same time In addition~ there 
girls to be placed within the same home a ed by o~erations staff in having 

continuing interest express i 
has been no strong or 1 ~ive to this being seen either as a posit ve 
the homes co-educational, re. a None of the homes were originally 
and/or necessary treatment condition, f I Agents in the Project (one Agent 
developed exclusively for girls, since ema eseload in terms of I-level 

) ~~ned a heterogeneous ca 
in each unit are ass .. "b bl that the needs for out-of-home 
classification a~'\d it appeared impro a e t p home that would be consistent 
placement for girls would justify a separa e grou 
with the DTED research dasign. 

Management Of The ProJact And The Homes 

./ l'al art of CTP, and as such, a given 
The Group Home Project .LS an integ f Pt £ home placement alternatives for 

group home represents one of a number II~ au -0 - t at that point transferred 
1 d i hO a group lome are no 

CTP Agents. Wards pace IIh. t different Agent what so to speak, is to 
to the Group Home Coordinator or ~ a . iding within the given home. Transfer 
have responsibility f~r all youngsters r~:r is placed in a group home would most 
to another Age.nt sim~lY because .a young~chin ~'ocedure that had already taken 
likely interfere witn or destroy the rna. Ig PAgent together with the treatment 
place in assigning a youngster to a part1cD ar 

I . "official" project home although The girls' home will not oe an h '11 be collected 
- 11 d i projec tomes W1 

data that is being co ectet~ ng'irls' home appears later in this home. More discussion on ue 

most of the 
in the girlEJ' 
report. 
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relationship which had already been established (or was in the process of being 
established). It would also be generally antithetical to the research design 
of CTP.l 

Current treatment needs and Agent styles are considered in the original 
selection and ongoing training of group home parents, and also in the management 
and development of the homes. This allows the homes to be operated and evaluated 
according to current treatment thinking and needs. Thus, all operational 
procedures attempt to integrate or involve CTP staff. Problems arising from 
this type of arrangement are dealt with through what is essentially a team 
approach. In addition, the various types of meetings and discussions through 
which this approach is implemented serve a research function: They provide a 
source of information regarding (a) events occurring within the Project and 
within any given home, and (b) the dynamics of issues. They also provide a 
setting (and a mechanism) through which (a) and (b) may be evaluated and 
resolved. 2 The four basic types of staffings which have been developed to 
coordinate the D~ED program were described and discussed in the First Year 
Progress Report, 

In addition to these formal aspects of the program, Group Home and CTP 
staff maintain routine~ ong01ng contact with the group homes. The Group Home 
Coordinator maintains contact both with the group home parents and Agents in 
regard to over-all procedures relative to running the homes, gaining first-hand 
information about the daily operation of the homes, and providing orientation, 
training, acceptance and support for the group home Earents. The Coordinator's 
role thus involves a wide range of responsibilities.· (Her role does not, 
however, involve any direct case work responsibilities for individual youngsters). 

lIn addition, the DTED Project is not a controlled experiment in which youngste.rs 
are randomly assigned either to a group home or to some other type of placem~nt. 
Requests for placement into a group home are handled in terms of a treatment 
decision by each given youngster's Agent in conjunction with the treatment 
supervisor. 

2A basic goal of the present study relates to the empirical description of the 
operational aspects of the program. A great deal of interest has been expressed 
in this type of arrangement, particularly by some County Welfare and Probation 
Departments who have "speCialists" whc dupervi~e youngsters in out-of-home 
placement, and who -,when a placeme"lt is terminated - are charged with trans
ferring the case. Later in this report, the operationel aspects of the Project 
will be discussed and evaluated at greater length. 

3These include Group 'Home Administrative Meetings; Management Stafrings; Mainten
ance Staffings; Ward Intake Staffings. 

4Beginning on page 60 is a sec tion written by the Coordinator. 
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In the long-term placement homes, Community Agents have primary responsibility 
for the communication of individ~al and general ward needs to the group home 
parents, for interpreting individual youngsters' behaViors and background informa
tion, and for suggesting specific techniques for handling youngsters. The 
Coordinator handles treatment concepts and iS8ues on a more general, abstract 
level. In addition, the Coordinator relieves Agents of some of the more routine 
elements involved in the operation of a home. Included here would be: providing 
general orientation regarding the Youth Authority and its procedures; interpreting 
living and dietary standards; budgetary matters; interpreting the contract and 
handling attendance reporting and payment problems with the Youth Authority 
Administration. This allows Agents to focus their efforts more directly or 
exclusively UpOfl treatment and placement iss~ as they relate to givp.n young
sters in given homes. 

Community Agents also see youngsters placed in the group homes on an ongOing 
basis and in a number of contexts - as, e.g., individual treatment sessions, 
group meetings, recreational outings, away from a home or even within a group 
home either in connection with routine or crisis-related meetings (with or 
without the presence of the group home parents).l 

Research guidelines or requirements for admission to a home are spelled 
out in general, and are then interpreted on an individual case basi's. Ge'oerally 
speaking, research gUidelines for admission to a long-term placement home are: 

(1) the youngster being considered must be currently classified under an 
I-level subtype for which the home is deeigned; 

(2) at thE! time of p~ ::;.cement, it should be the Agentis intent that the 
youngsl ter be placed within the home on a permanent basis, or at 
least: on an open-ended type of placement (Le., not temporary or 
transient) ; 

(3) the AgentDs projected use of the home should fit the model of that 
home; and, 

(4) the youngster!s placement should not negatively affect the loog
range developmental goals for that home. 

In the ~Jpe IV T~mporary Care home, all of the above except (2) apply. 
Youngsters are not allO\ved to remain in the Type IV Home on a permanent basis. 
~mximuru placement time, while flexible~ is limited to about three or four weeks 
longer under unusual circumstances - but under no circumstances longer than 
two months. There is no minimum placement time and, on a temporaL~ basis, a 
wide variety of uses may be made of this type of home. 

1 The opportunity (or permiSSion) to do so is always present. The nature and 
extent of these types of contact is left primarily to individual Agent 
preferences. 

-7 -



For the mos t P/{r.t l:ecruJ. tment and development of the group homes has 
followed the patter.n. eSi::3blished in most agencies in connection with individual 
foster homes. HOllsing arl':l equtpment are not leased or bought by the Youth 
Authority, either in this P~ )je.ct or in the r.egular Youth Authority group home 
program. Thus, :l.t fal1~ upon the group home parents themselves to provide 
adequate housing. 

The major focus in "'he selection of group home parents is on matching 
them with part:i.culaJ: r:ypes r)[ youngsters wHh a particular type of group home. 
Thus, once individuals appear to h~ve a general capacity or potential for foster 
care, they are then further Hcrepueri and evaluated with regard to their potential 
for effectively deaLing Wj~(ll particl!lar type of youngster, as well as their 
potentl.al for devE",·CJP~~lg <>,:,d1p21"attng P. given type of group home. In addition, 
consideration ie also 8,w.m to the question of whether condidates meet licensing 
standards s1-nee; 1.11 CaU.J:,}r·~~a, a home must be licensed to accept youngsters 
under the age of 16. 

To aid h~ cn€; ,,~I eLi:.f:l· :"('C'C':':>1 Group Home staff utilizes their previous 
experience in the G·:mrnw,'d':i ~r€Ci':lIle~lt Project, together ,~ith results of CTP 
Research findinGs relativr.-! !:Q the question of which major characteristics and 
styles of inte'!."ilcting appeax to be most and least appropriate with which types 
of youths. 

Initial rec:ruitruent; .md f'lcy(~ening is done by the Group Home Coordinator. 
Candidates are r,~j'>;!"(rel~ I'~n' further inte',::'v:'ewing and testing, by the Research 
Analyst, if they 8f'pt~,H ,'0 ha.ve a number of general and/or specific, desirable 
qualifications. 'Loge-the' ~,lth oth::.r evaluative measures, the information which 
is gathered by the R,::sedl",:::h.Jr is used to determine which particular types of 
youngsters the given carvIio[.I:("s·Jeem best matched with. Following this, the 
candidates are l"ev,l.e,,~ej by ttle G1."OUP Home stafi.:. If at this point they are felt 
to be appropriate for GHf! r.' ~ more of the group homes yet to be developed, the 
Coordinator and Researc ~;"~~ ilieet with Lhe CTP unit in the city in which the home 
is to be loc.-:tteq Eo·~ the o\;.r'·u::le of arrivtug at a fi11al decision about the candi
dates. Thus, tthuiug H ';01' not; at this point becomes a joint DTED-CTP decision. l 

A contt'ac t spel"; ~ fV Lng L:1\:: group home parents v obligations and the specific 
subsidy which the ;Co!.\e,·ii.,1. ::.<~·ceive is then agreed upon and signed by the group 
home parents. (The L~p~ci£i.c s1.Ibs1.dy that is offerred to the group home parents 
is determined by DTIi;:O . taG: ~'" assessing monetary needs and what appears to be 
a "reasonable" amount of paymerlt, and one which ots,ys within the limits of each 
home's budget).2 The cont>;'<lct :(8 then submitted to Youth Authority Administrative 
Services for processing. it hatJ taken, on the average, two to three months for 
a con trac t then to hee orne e 1.. tee. ti ve . Wards have been placed in homes in the " 
interim by pa)Tl.ng teguL:n: ff)U :'el' ho.oo i)aymeKlts ($94.00 per ward per month), where 
the group home paretlLs teel Lhey can manage temporarily on this amount. 

ITable 1, page J, sUll1II1urizes some of the factual information about the candi
dates who have been sele=ted thus far to operate a group home. 

2See Appendix 13 ~or further cli!;cuSsion in regard to contracting. 
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TABLE 1 

DTED Group Horne Parents: Population Data 

Typel Agel 
Occupation 

Name Race Others Religion and 
2 

Education fPrevious Foster Dates of 
Home In Home Income/Mo. ~ome Experience Operation 

,Mr. D II 58-8 Cauc. daughter, 19 Morman Janitor ($350) 8th~&rac!e None 11/1/66 - 7/1/67 

~rs. 
(part-time) 

D II 53-4 Caue. Morman House.wife 8th grade None 

2 sons, Tallyman 3 years~ welfare 
1'3 & 17 l--"-C:;;;:..a~th~o:....:1..;:;i..;:..cf-(,,-!:$....:.4..:..75::...~,---__ -+..;:1..::.1..;:..th~~K~r.::;.ad.::..e~(lieensed), CYA I g 1/1/67-3/17/67 
da'ughter, 25 (CTP Group Home 

I I 6 
ttr, N I IV 47-0 Me;{/Am 

I I 6 
I !Mrs. N, IV 40-6 Mex/Am ~mdson 2 Catnolic Housewife 11 th~grade 1966) IV; 3/17 /67 -7 /1/61 

\0 
I 

3 daughters, Warehouseman & 
1M!. B. III 40-3 Negro 10, 17 & 18 Baptist Janitor ($510) 

Mrs. Bis 

!!irs. B III 47-6 'Negro Brother Baptist Housewife 
., 

Mr. a I 27-3 Caue. 2 sons Lutheran Mechanic ($550) 
3 & 5 

>irs. H I 24-8 Caue, Catholic Housewife 

3 
Mr. F IV 74-4 Caue. None Prot. Retired~325) 

Childcsre 
i!1rs. F IV 52-11 Cauc. Prot. to 6/68 

~r. U VI 25-7 Caue. son, 18 mo. Baptist Engineer ($5~ 
daughter, 4 

!Mrs. U VI 26-4 Cauc. Baptist Housewife 

lAll references to ages are ages at time a home began. 
2Income is net per month (Approximate). 
3 Includes retirement, and rental income. 

,~ 1 year: CYA & 
~2th grade Proba t im':j boys 2/20/67-Present 

girls; '57-'60~ 
11th grade African Student 

1 yr 
Jr. College 1 yr CYA 5/1/67-Present 

Girls 
12th _grade 

~grade school 4 y;:~ Probation 4/1/68-Present 
grade school boys, licensed 
(Voe. Nurse) 

3yr Colleg~ 2 mo: Probation 7/1/68-Present 
boy 

1 yr College 



Research Activities 

Generally speaking, the research role is directed toward the goal of 
describing - globally and in detail - all significant aspects of the Gnoup Home 
Project. This role is thus simil~~ to that of an anthropologist (in observing 
the culture) and/or a historian. This is carried out by means of consistent 
and systematic involvement with every participant of the study population. 

DTED research staff uttli~es five major techniques for data col1ection~ 
(a) interviews, (b) questionnaires! (c) research observation and participation, 
(d) staffings, and (3) rating of desctiptive items. 

Most of these instruments will be used for descriptive and evaluative purposes 
in terms of pre-post and/or specified time-interval test comparisons within homes, 
between homes, and with respec.t to differing subgroups within the total project 
population. A number of instruments can also be used for item analysis. In 
addition, data is being collected relative to a number of the routine program 
activities - e.g., meetings with Agents, group home parents, and the like. 

As predicted in the First Progress Report, research activities and involve
ment have been broad and diversified. Aside from routine data collection, 
considerable time continues to be spent participating in the Overall management 
of the Project relative to developing major policies, and in participating in the 
handling of day-to-day issues which have implications for the research design 
and for the collection of data. Research, for example, has been involved with 
DTED and CTP staff in evaluating and discussing means of handling major issues 
that have come up in each of the homes; in expanding the scope and detail of 
research by assisting in the development of the ~jpe VI home and the development 
of additional instruments; in pursuing the possibility of researching a girls 
group home; in discussing with CYA Administration the various means of contracting 
with group homes t~ arrive at the present policy; involvement in the selection 
and termination of group home parents and admission of wards tOlhomesj and in 
responding to requests for information about the project. 

Appendix C contains a chart of all data collection instruments and forms, 
developed to date, together with their source or origin, and the timetable which 
guides their usage. Given this large number and wide range of research instruments 
plus the numerous other research commitments as well - it has been difficult to 
maintain the original, proposed sc.hedule and method of application in the case of 
all instruments. Group home parents and Agents have been more than tolerant and 
patient with Research demands, Parti.cularly with regard to Agents, these demands 
have been added on top of their already heavy research commitment in CTP. 

In the Type I, II and III homes, DTED research has spent apprOXimately 
sixty hours in two-hour blocks of time, jointly interviewing group home parents, 
using the Group Home Management Instrument. The scope and detail of this 
instrument is extensive, and there have been differences between homes with 
respect to the ease with which they are able to respond to it. In some instances 
the originally designed degree of detail was difficult to elicit, but in almost 
every instance the scope of the instrument was utilized. The: recordings from 
these interviews are currently being rated an.d e.valuated for presentation during 
the coming year. In addition, this instrument will be used again with the Type I 
and III homes to describe changes that have occurred. It will also be used with 
newly developed homes so that a complete set of inter-home comparisons can be made. 
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DTED research has developed a student intern position attached to the 
project. One senior Social Welfare student each semester (four thus far) from 
Sacramento State College has been interviewing and testing foster and group 
home parents from CTP (excludin£ t~ose in the DTED study) and Sacramento County 
Welfare and Probation Departments. The presence of this additional data will 
broaden our base of knowledge about individuals who are engaged in foster work. 
It may also provide a population against which to compare the relatively small 
DTED group home parent sample, 

In addition to answering inquiries from the Youth Authority a~d other 
agencies (in and out of California), providing ongoing feedback to CTP staff, 
and reviewing some of the literature on out-of-home placement programs, DTED 
Research has, during the past year, published the following: 2 

Pearson, J. W. and Palmer, T. B.: Group Home Project Research 
Report No.1: A Demonstration Project, Differential Treatment 
Environments For Delinquents, First Year Progress Report, August, 
1967. 

Pearson, J. W. and Palmer, T. B.~ The Use of Group Homes For 
Delinquents in a Differential Treatment Setting. Group Horne 
Project Interim Progress Report, July, 1968. 

. Pearson, J. W. ~ "A Demonstration Project: Group Homes For 
Delinquents: California Youth Authority Quarterly, Vol. 21, 
No.1, Spring 1968". 

lThe interview was adapted from the "Group Horne Project Interview Guide For 
Prospective Group Home Parents". The tests are the same as those used by 
research in screening prospective group home parents-viz; the "Characteristics 
of Youngsters Questionnaire" and the "Foster Parent Preference Survey". 

2Th~ interest shown in the present project by the Youth Authority, and agencies 
across the United States (and by some foreign countries) suggests an increasing 
interest in the use of group homes. 
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CHRONOLOGY OF MAJOR PROJECT DEVELOPMENTS 

July 1, 1967 Through June 30, 1968 

July, 1967: The Type II Containment Home moved to a different location within 
the Sacramento area. The group home parents did not advise anyone of this ahead 
of time, thereby causing concern among CTP and DTED staff and negative reactions 
from the group home youngsters. 

August, 1967~ Intake criteria for the Type III Boarding Home werer.e'-eval.w:lte:d 
(relative to Research requirements fo.:' entrance) and made ,mCD.J;:Ci:: flexible, thereby 
making the home potentially available to a greater number of CTP 14 wards. 

September, 1967: The Type I Protective Home was opened to compatible I4 Nx's and 
Na's due to a rather severe reduction in newly committed I 2 's and Cfm's. The 
home, however, always reserves at least two beds for Cfm and/or I2 youngsters. 

January, 1968: Discussions with County Welfare in Stockton indicated serious 
problems from the point of view of gaining an increased degree of flexibility in 
regard to licensing of DTED homes. This discussion and previous experience 
indicated that the Welfare Department, apparently» does ~ feel they are in a 
position to approach the issue of licensing Youth Authority foster homes or group 
homes any differently than in terms of the ,approach that is used for the licensing 
of their own homes (even though the placement needs and problems of the CYA 
population are acute and, in many instances, unique when compared to the popula
tion serviced by the Welfare Department). 

February, 1968: A review of increasing concerns with the Type II Home' resulted 
in a two to three month intensive effort to "bring the home around" and to 
evaluate what set of circumstances or conditions we would have· to "live with" 
if we were to continue to use th.e home. 

April 1, 1968: A new (the Project's second) Type IV Temporary Care Home was 
established in Stockton for a ttlaximum of five youngsters and, was in use immediately. 

May 29, 1968: A review of efforts in the Type II Home, together with an up to 
date assessment of current circumstances in the home, resulted in the decision 
to terminate that home from the Project and to a~tempt to locate more appropriate 
individuals to ~establish the Type II Home. Cu~rent treatment thinking in 
regard to Cfc's and Mp's also suggested that certain modifications, and points 
of clarification of the original model for this home were desirable and/or 
essential. The modified model for the Type II Home is shown on page 35. 

May 31, 1968: Attempts to establish a Type V Temporary Restriction home were 
terminated, due to the fact that during the preceeding twenty months no interested, 
qualified candidates had been located and not enough time would have remained to 
do the required quantity and quality of research, even in the somewhat unlikely 
event that home could have been established by September 1, 1968. 

June 10, 1968: A model for a different type of home (Type VI) was' finalized. 
This home would be primarily for those 14 youngsters who did not meet the model 
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requirements of the board~ng home. The home model attempts to ml~et a broad 
range of placement needs for 14 youngs ters. This model is part ,of Appendix A. 

June 25, 1968~ A couple was selected to operate the Type VI home in Modesto 
California, 30 miles south of Stockton. 1 The contract for the Type VI home 1.s 
due to become effective on August 1, 1968; and, we expect one youngster will be 
in placement prior to that time. The funds for contracting with this home are 
coming from a portion of the original Type V Rome budget. 

June 27, 1968: Began pursuing the issue of subsidizing and researching the 
girlsl group home developed and used by the Stockton unit - by using some of 
the monies remaining in the Type V Home budget - in order to expand our base 
of information about group homes, and to compare differing methods of managing 
group home pr.ograms. 

lModesto is currently the major source of new commitments which are coming 
into the S toc.kton CTP unit. 
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REVIEW OF DEVELOPMENTS WITHIN SPECIFIC GROUP HOMES1 

Type I Protective Home - (Mr. and Mrs. H)2 

Mr. and Mrs. H began operation of this home in Stockton on May 1, 1967. It 
was the Project's second attempt to develop this type Qf home. Another couple 
had operated (quite unsuccessfully) a Type I home from January 1, 1967 to March 
17, 1967. Mr. and Mrs, H are presently under contract for the fiscal year 
July 1, 1968 to June 30, 1969 and it appears that they will remain as a project 
home through the life of the Project. 

The His home had been operating only two months when the First Year Progress 
Report was written. The two boys in the home then had stabilized (for the first 
time in several months), and it appeared the home w~s off to a good start. 

The population in the home has been relatively stable during the past year. 
A total of seven youngsters have lived in the home; three are there at the 
present time. One boy was removed because of incompatibility with the gr'up 
home parents. Of the other three that were removed, one was nearing discharge 
as a reaul t of age (21), and the Agent was attempting to emancipate him(;' Another 
was returned recently to live with his mother. This move had been guaranteed by 
the Agent at the time the boy was first paroled (November, 1967), provided that 
the boy's adjustment in the ensuing six to seven months was satisfactory. The 
third boy was placed by mistake prior to an intake staffing and was in the home 
less than two weeks before returning home. Of the three now in the home, one is 
nearing completion of a full year in placement. The other two have been in the 
home for six months. Of these three, only one has been removed by the Agent for 
placement in temporary custody. 

Table 2, page 15, describes (relative to age, race and number of other 
variables) the youngsters who have been placed in the H's Protective Home during 
the first fourteen months of its operation (through June 30, 1968). Half of the 
six youngsters officially placed were paroled directly to the group home. Of 
the three wards removed from the home all had spent at least three months in 
placement - a feature unique among the three long-term care homes. Through June 
30, 1968, the six youngsters placed had spent an average of about six months in 
placement (including temporary breaks in placements). Official breaks in 

lThis section will contain descriptive and impressionistic summaries for each one 
of the group homes. Even though this discussion is based on only a little stat~s~. 
tical information it is, nonetheless, a reflection of continuous, direct involve
ment with all aspects of the project and each home, and it derives from reliable, 
specific sources of information. 

Background information in regard to characteristics of group home parents, physi
cal lay-out of the homes, etc.) which appeared in the First Year Progress Report 
in regard to specific homes, will not be repeated here. The section by the Coor
dinator (pp,60-82) conta~ns further descriptive information about each home. 

2For a maximum of four wards~ Asocial, Passive - 12~; and Conformist, Immature _ 
b~· As well be discussed, this home is now open to certain 14 wards. See 
Appendix A for the original model for this type of home. 
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TABLE 2 

TYPE I PROTECTIVE HOME: POP1JLATION DATAl 

Mr. and Mrs. H. 5/1/67 - 6/30/68 

A B 
Number of Number of 

Wards Plac@d Placelnent~ 

6* 6* 
*Does not include one 
Cfm placed by error. 

fA: I 
AE 
-
- I 

*Erroneous ly 

F 

E 
I-level 

[ :~t I :~I C~CI !!f 

I 
Ma Se 
--

classified Cfm when placed 

Caue 
3 

SO't 

I ~;t I 
G 

D 
Race 

Mex/Am MeAro 
2 1 
33~ l7'%. 

Months on Parole Prior to Placement No of Breaks in Placements . 
0 1-6 7-12 

11 3 - 1 
2 SO"l. - l7"h 

0- 31- 61-
30 60 90 

~ - - -
'X - - -

19 I) 

13-1_8 Ove..,! 
1 1 

171. 17% 

Days i n 
91- 121- 151- 181-
120 150 180 210 

1 1 2 1 
In, 17'%. 33'X. 17~ 

I 
Wards in Home 

on on 
6/30/67 6/30/68 

2 3 . 

b & 
0 1 2 3 4 5 Over 

~ 
3 2 1 - - - -

Sen. 33'1. 17'%. - - - -

H 
PI t seemen 

211- 241- 271- 301- 331- 361 & 
240 270 300 330 360 Over Avo. 

1 - -- - - 187 
17% - - ~ --

J 

Other 

-

lSee Appendix D for detai1e
1
d eXPtlanat!~sh~~h(;;o~:~~~e A~~:~:~:m!n~u:::r~::~ding). 

the tables for the three ong- erm c • i H 
Appendix F is a chart of the placement patterns for the Type I Protect ve Olne. 
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oun ster. Youngsters of all of the 
a ed only about one per y g d the average age of 

placement
j 
hav~h~~~rg~oups have been placed in thie hO~a~~ Boarding Homes (17 years -

three rna or e 1 higher than in the Conta nmen 
these boys is slight Y _ 0 months respectively). 
2 months and 17 years 

" tible" lJ NX's and Na's 
d ided to accept compa ~ th 

In september, 1967, it was ec time) into this home to increase e 
i the home at anyone ry due to the very 

(no more than tw°
f 
~h home. This modification was neckessa (There has been a 

extent of usage 0 e d cfm wards in Stoc ton. d 
low number of ne~~y t~~::i~=~!v;!sa~uring the last ~ew ye::~d;na~~oc~~;no:~ or 
severe droP)of~n addition, there were at the timep~~S~~lY (but unlikely) candi-
Sacramento. d parole who were seen as 
two Gfm wards alrea Y on 1 
dateh for placement in the home. 

b 1967 and January, 1968, and 
1 d during Decem er, , s" b were pace i This "non-homogeneou 

The two Nx eys the home at the present t me. 'ded Mr and Mrs. H with 
thebe boys are still in '1 ell It has prov1.· d tand 

t has been working fa1.r y w· helping them to better un ers 
arrangemen 1 'ng experiences - t rs 
additional challeng:s and earn~ealing with differing types of youngs e . 

f the issues l.nvolved in 
some 0 older two-story frame house whiC~ 

In July 1967, Mr. and Mrs. H bO~ght ~;inal h~me was too small in terms c~ 
'x bedr~oms and two baths. (The r or ts and their own two young b~s (ages 

1~;n~~~~e~~~~p;e:~:'~wO~:d;~~~: ~:~~::!~~ing~~::a~~~r~::~o~:e i:V~;~:b~~r::~e 
stairs for the ~rouPsh~m;o~~y~~ble. The boys who entere~h~h~o~~:ea~~ ~~l~hOOSing 
recreation; it ouse b helping to paint and prepare d Mrs H have 
made a part of the m~~easY the decor. During the past year Mr~o~~inUaiiy look 
their bedrooms as we "b sit for transportation. They 

h nine passenger u 
also boug t a i the home and its program. 
f Ys of improv ng 
or wa ibility of operating 

i riously the respons t've 
M d Mrs. H have taken qU,t: se h it from a different perspec 1. 
r. an " I add1.tl.on t ey see f 1 a part 

an "official group home. n n~s'" They noW seem to ee more s:. lu-
than when they were "just foster ~~:: they have developed an attitude o.l.de~~ 
of a total project. In some res~ext of the total home circumstances, an ho 

ating many issues Wi~h~;e~~~i~;nthe home which ~ncludes ~l~h:h~o~:r:~~~sw to fit 
terms of a pattern 0 f il unit. In th1.s respec 

.. 't as a total am y 11 reside wl.th1.n 1. h Ty I home fairly we . 
the original model for t e pe . 

h r circumstances that tend to fit 
However, there are ot e pects the group home parents 

less well with the 
(particularly Mrs. H) 
offering an unusual model. For example, in most res d are not see"n as really 

:r:e~n::o~t~s~e:e:n~a~s~£=a=r~e~n~t~~~l~f~ig~U~r~e~s~,~a~n~~~~~-:~~(;~~~~~~~~~~~~ _____ 
(5) three (or 60%) have been 

f cfm's in the Stockton unit , 
10£ the 

placed 
total number 0 endix G). 
in the Protective Home (see APP 
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degree of ~tience relative to the more immature youngsters who reside in the home. 
When the HI s were screened and subsequently hired it \~as recognized that Mrs. H at 
times tended to react impulsively and immaturely, particularly when frustrated by 
other individuals, or when some of her own needs for acceptance and recognition 
were, from her own point of view, not being adequately met. Our early predictions 
of Mr. and Mrs. HIs strengths and weaknesses have been verified this past year. 
Problems during the last y~ar have occurred off and on - chiefly with respect to 
immature and/or inappropriate responses on the part of Mrs. H to issues of a 
typically minor nature, 

At the same time, Mrs. HOs strong motivation (not well understood by herself) 
to provide foster care, together with her willingness and openness to discuss her 
behavior and feelings - these have made it possible for the Coordinator and Agents 
to develop a fairly clear understanding of her. These same factors have helped to 
maintain open, direct discussions with her, in regard to her reactions and feelings. 
The Coordinator and Agents have worked together extensively to develop techniques 
of working together with Mrs. H. Their approach - together with the present 
Agent's ongoing involvement with his boys in the home and with Mr. and Mrs. H -
has resulted in the establishment of a very good atmosphere within which to deal 
with emergent issues. 

While still considerably less than totally satisfactory, the situation with 
regard to ~~s. H has shown improvement during the last year. Mrs. H is aware of 
this change; and, she states that she is more patient and understanding than 
used to be in the case. Her husband, and the parole staff as well, also see some 
growth and changes, 

In regard to their not being seen as "parental figures ll both by themselves 
and by the boys, the group home parents' ages (Mr.~ 27, Mrs.: 24) - in conjunction 
with the ages of their own children - probably account in part for the fact that 
their role is perceived more in ternw of an older brother or sister. 

Early in the operation of the hOIT\(~, Age'nts were especially concerned with 
Mr. H relative to the role he would take with the group horae boys. This was partly 
because of their wish to offset some ot: Mrs, H's inappropriateness and partly be
cause the adult male-adolescent relaticmship was viewed as being quite important 
for Cfm youngsters. Mr. H, who is a ca.lm, patient and non-threatening individual, 
was seen 8S more of a "natural" for weak, dependent youngsters, But since there 
had been no evidence of his ever having undertaken a direct, personally involved 
relationship with the foster girls who had previously been placed with the H's, it 
was uncertain how assertive and/or comfortable he would be with the role demands 
which might be place~ upon him relative to boys. Staff initially tried to struc
ture the HIs to allow for Mr. HIs being "in charge". This approach was not very 
successful. The real change in the dee,ired direction came as a func tion of "time" 
and of the present Agent's involvement and com~atibility with Mr. H. In addition, 
during discussion-activity meetings thilt were held over a period of several months 
during a time when two Agents were using the home, Mr. H's natural inclination to 
become involved with the group home boys emerged ,I 

lThese meetings also included non-group home youngsters - mainly those who might at 
some time be in a position to use the home, Particularly with the Cfm youngsters 
this was viewed as a technique which might reduce fears and apprehension related to 
what would otherwise be total unfamilf.arity with the home and with Nr. and Mrs. H. 
It was also thought that - with Mrs. n being included in the discussion meetings -
these meetings would help the HiS to become more familiar with and understanding of 
those types of boys whom Agents viewed as mo,s t likely to be placed in the home. 
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Mr. H and the boys (and, at times, the Agent) go fishing togehter, work 
together on projects, and play softball together on the part· staff, part ward 
CTP softball team. Mr. H is now seen as a real source of strength in the overall 
operation of the home. He provides a ''balance'' in the home - often helping Mrs. H 
to view things more objectively. l~e boys seem to view him as 8 person whom they 
can identify with and enj oy relating to - one who is llfi'rm but reasonable • tI 

The general atmosphere of the His home seems, in many respects, similar to 
many "normal" homes in which teenagers reside. There is a sense of "gl"oupness", 
or family; and there is a basic underlying acceptance of each member Qf the 
home as an indivi.dual within the group. Throqgh time, the H's have c~ to view 
each youngster's strengths and weaknesses. They have grown fairly perceptive in 
regard to differences between the boys, in picking up indirect cues, and also in 
terms of discovering the major techniques of dealing with each boy which seems 
most and least effective. 

In general, each boy has specific responsibilities in maintaining the home. 
It is sometimes possible to tailor their responsibilities to fit the interests 
of individual boys (e.g., in terms of such chores as gardening vs. inside main
tenance). However, in all cases the H's try to develop mutual responsibility 
in maintaining the home. In addition, each boy cares for his own room and 
clothes (except, in some cases, when it comes to washing clothes). "unpleasant" 
chores (e.g., dishwashing) are usually rotated. Additional chores (i.e., those 
in addition to routine chot:es) are not used for punishment; nevertheless, routine 
chores mus t be completed before a boy is, "free to go". 

Mr. H leaves early for work; and since each boy may have a different time 
to leave the house (to get either to regular school, the CTP school,' or work) 
breakfast is usually a matter of self-service. Lunch is provided for those 
who happen to be at home at noon-time. Supper is a family affair except in 
the case of given individuals who might be working late or who may be practic-
ing sports at school. Evening usually finds everyone pursuing their awn interests 
around the house - watching TV, reading, doing homework, playing cards, checkers 
or pool. Some evenings checker games between Mr. H and the boys have gone on 
into the early morning hours. There is no required time to go to bed; but, in 
most instances, nearly everyone turns in by 11:00 p.m. Curfew for the home is 
9:0J p.m.; and all of the boys are expected to let Mr. and Mrs. H know where 
they are whenever they are away from the home. 

Saturdays are usually a day for the boys to catch up on chores and for Mr. H 
to work around the house so they can all be free on Sunday. Although group home 
youngsters are not required to participate in weekend recreational activities, 
they are encouraged to do so. Occasionally, an individual you~gster on restric
tion who refuses to go with the family has held every~e back. At times some 
of the boys visit with their own families on weekends; sometimes they go on 
dates or to parties. Most of the time, however, the boys are around the house 
on weekends. 

Although each boy knows that he is expected to cooperate with the general 
home progra~ Mr. and Mrs. H do not anticipate that the "coopera.tion" which is 
given will always be consistent, or, for that matter, really voluntary. The 

lparents have on occasion visited with their son in the group home itself. 

2See Appendix H for the home rules that the H's developed which they have 
posted in the home. 
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;'icch:mics of the hOT,:C do not aJ.\vays run 3moothly. Youngsters occasionally res:Lst 
or refuse to cooperate Hith tr.C' arrangements and unc1erstandings mentioneo abovQ; 
but, generally spc.:lkin~, the H'~; ~ave been able to obtain a fairly consistent 
level of acceptance and cooperation by the youngsters of their responsibilities 
in the home. All of the boys placed in the home have, on occasion, "tested" the 
lLmits to explore the strength of a given limit, the manner in which the HiS will 
handle their. behavior, and the nature of their relationship with the H's. 

B8havior problems are usually dealt with as soon ns possible, and directly 
with the particular boy in question. The Agent is advised later of the 
circumstances and actions taken. However, unless the problem is considered 
severe the group parents prefer to handle things by themselves. In addition, 
Hr. and Mrs. H prefer to handle pr.oblems within the horne se:ting itsclE in 
terms of E,enalties (usually restriction to the home), rather than _in tenilS of 
having a boy placed in temporary cus tody. Thus, e.g., ylhen one ot the boys 
came home from a party quite drunk, Hr. and Mrs. H got up to ply him toJith coffee, 
gave him a cold shower, got him up at the usual time in the morning and sent him 
off to school in spite of his obvious hangover. In this case, they felt that 
temporary detentionwoulrl have merely allowed the boy to get behind in school, 
to "sleep off" his problems and, mos t importantly from their point of view, to 
avoid having to deal with them in relation to his problems. 

In September, 1967, an issue arose of the presence of guns in the home. 
Hr. H had at that time some three rifles and shotguns for hunting and a small 
caliber pistol. The guns were all kept unloaded and locked up in the house. 
l'hough the H' s had asked about keeping the guns, and staff generally felt it 
was not adviBable, the H's (prior to September, 1967) had not been asked to 
remove the weapons. Aside from the obvious risk involved, staff had not considered 
prior to September, the treatment implications involved - particularly ,~ith Cfm's 
(who tend to fantasize a good deal about fears of being harmed by others). 

11,C inc ident in ques tion involved the second boy who was placed in the 
horne (5/67). He had become increasingly rebellious anrl one night angrily 
announced he vias running 8'vay and stormed out of the house. Mr. H went after 
him to calm him down and bring him back and to disarm him of a set of brass 
knuckles he had. Shortly after Mr. H left~ Mrs. H went after them in their 
car out of concern for her husband. (lbe boy was obviously very upset and 
was larger than Mr. H). The toy gave up the brass knuckles to Hr. H anr:! 
returned to the home ylhen 111'. H c'onvinccr! him that if he (thc boy) ~oJas going to 
run aYJay Nr. H 'oJas going \oJith him wherever the boy went. Later one of the 
other hoys i.n the home claimed that Nrs. H had taken the pistol \vith her when 
she went after her husband and the other youngster. (In addition, the boy 
"beli.eved" Mrs. H kept the pistol to protect herself against either himself or 
the other group home boys.) He had not seen the pistol when Mrs. H left the 
house, nor had he actually seen Mrs. H with the gun on other occasions, or 
been told that it was in the home to protect Mrs. H from the boys. 

Mrs. H denied that she had the gun ylhen she left the hou::;e. lir. and 1'1rs. H 
had made no secret of the gnns being in the house. They stated that they had 
been locked up except on a couple of occns ions 'vhen Nr. H ToJClS checking them and 
the boys sm,1 thel~. E'len though this incident was not 8ubstantiatecl, the n's were 
asked to remove the guns, and they did immediately. They seemed understanding 
of th0 safety issue and, to some extcnt, of the fact that the pr0ccnce of the guns 
couplc!(1 '>lith the fantasic;; of some youn[;sters, could interf"re with those young
sterH confortahly relatini~ to the n'f-. 
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The feasibility of maintaining the H's home has been largely a result of 
the attitude and persistence of the Stockton CTP Agents (and Treatment 
Supervisor), together with the compatible relationship which exists between 
l1rs. H and the Coordinator. While it is rec ognized that the home does not 
represent the ideal home of this type, staff have been able to objectively 
evaluate its relative merits and they have - particularly in regard to 
Mrs. H - been expending a good deal of time and effort in working with and 
helping the group home parents. The basic attitude seems to be that of 
recognizing and doing something about aspects of the home which are not 
satisfactory, "\>lhile at all times trying to emphasize the positive elements 
and to make use of strengths vJhich are present. Had the approach used 
with the H' s been greatly different:-they 1flould probably have become increas
ingly frustrated! inappropriate, and cancellation of the home might well 
have resul ted. 

From more than one point of view, most of the boys placed within this 
home appear to have experienced some benefit which is probably related to 
the placement itself. The first two boys placed - both older, :'difficult" 
Cfm's - stabilized in the home quite rapidly. One boy - an individual who 
had been a heavy glue-sniffer - stopped sniffing glue, began taking better 
care of himself, and with the help of Mr. and Mrs. H found a job which he 
then held for four of the five months he was in the home. Problems which 
this boy later encountered in the home seemed to arise as a consequence of 
a combination of factors: transfer to an,::>ther Agent, increased demands - from 
his Agent, primarily - for independent fUnctioning (he was nearing parole 
discharge, at age 21), and his apparent disturbance over the fact other boys 
were living in the home. The face that this youngster, who was stro~gly 
attached to his mother I • ./'l.ccepter:l. the placement at all, much less for five 
months, was surpris ing. 

The second Cfm boy - more sullen and seemingly more hostile than most 
Cfm's - had never been able to accept for any length of time placement away 
from his life-long, rejecting foster mother. It is possible that Mr. and 
Mrs. H might at the present time be able to deal with this type o.f boy. However, 
at the time of his arrival ":.n the home they were unable to find a way to break 
the circular pattern of demands-rebellion-punishment that ultimately ~~'dfeated 
the placement. Nevertheless, the boy remained in the home more than four 
months before being removed. 

The other boys (one Cfm and two NX's) placed in the home have been two to 
three years younger than the gbove two boys. They have been more conforming 
and less hostile. In addition, these boys have had more ego strengths than 
is usually found with C.rm' s. This allowed for the occurrence of some positive 

IFor example that the H's have a strong investment in the home, and a commit-
ment to b0 of help to the group home youngsters. The youngsters seem aware of this 
and generally feel accepted by the H's lias they are" (i.e., not rejec ted for any 
particular trait or habit - even though the H's try to press the youngsters to 
alter negative traits or habits). In other words, the group home youngsters appear 
to feel they are "wanted"; and, none ox the you::.;sters have expressed any concern 
in this area. 
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interactions and exper~encEs ~etween the boys and the H's - all of which appear 
to have helped the1hoille ~ecome mJre stabilized and to g~ve the H's a feeling 
of accomplishment. 

The above Cfm youngster has been in the home eleven months. He had never 
been placed away from home before .. He has shown a great deal of movement in 
the last year, much of which seems to be related directly to the group home 
placement. This placement nas provided him with a form of acceptance and stabil
ity which was lacking Ln his ow~ horne. Together with the Agent, the H's have 
been able to help this you~gster deal with his parents and with some of his 
feelings about them. Be shews signs of moving toward the I4 level of maturity. 

The other two youngsters (both Nx's) differ flom one another, in terms of 
the impact the homt has had ~pon them. One boy - an individual who has adopted a 
"hippie" philosophy and ma!'l~er of dress - has been stable in terms of his place
ment in the home. He tends to be more distant and more rejecting of close 
relationships; nonetheless, he appears to have a definite (non-destructive) 
position within the grot;.p homE family environment. He seems to have accepted 
the placement as a real1ty that he has to "live with", in order that - from 
his point of view - ~e will o':le day be able to leave and then "go live my own 
life". He regards much vf ~h'''' harr-a (its act1vitles, etc.), and many of its 
demands, as being liS tup~d l!, Nevertheless, this indiv1dual conscious ly cooper
ates with the program which exists within the home. In addition, he has remained 
in the home for the last S1X months. 

The other Nx boy had Ilved 1n n~merous foster homes while on probation. 
None of these placements had lasted for any length of time. He is a relatively 
dependent youngster, yEt OP2 w~c has becomE rather pesilmistic about forming 
close relationshl.ps with a.::ll~l(s. The H's r.avE sr.own a good deal of perceptive
ness in understandbg and d€i.hng wlth this boy, and w1.th his "gaJIles". The His 
approach appears to be tespocs~ble, at least in part, for this boy's six months 
of unbroken placement within ~he home. 

Another youngster Wh0 w~s class1f1ed as Cf~ when placed in the home was, 
after returning home, reclass1iled as an 14 Ci, He was in the home for six 
months. He seemed to fit rath~r well 1nto the home even though his conforming 
behavior now app(~ars to have r·es>.:.lted from h1S ccnscio1.4s effort to eventually 
be placed with his mother by I'proving h~mself", Little impact either positive 
or negative, was noticed in th:l..s boy"s case, The H's nevertheless enjoyed him 
and did deal rather approprLacely with him in regard to a particular drink1ng 
incident (alluded to earlier) 

lExamples of these types 0:: EXfH:r:..ences lnclude being able co "reason with" these 
boys, and having a fee lIng t'-.8t the boys lJr:de rs taf!.~ - and respond favorably to _ 
the HiS puS ltiort (:raU.er (:tar. ·t'.av'ing co handle control l.ssnes pr1marily on an 
external - "do 1t or else" - basis~. The presence of ar'?as of mutual interest 
(e.g., checke"Cs, Sp0ns, t~tc. .1 alse contrlbl..tes to the H's feelings of satisfaction. 

2 ' 
On one level thls boy see.ms s)(,lally inept and dependent but he consc10usly rejects 
circumstances that, to him, reql.!lre hIm t'J. be somewhat dependent or involved - e.g., 
doing chores, t.:? 11110g r.hE.> HiS where he is gOing, etc. He seems unable to see the 
need for general standards. R,," does not feei very much need for him to be in the 
home. 

3This change was the [~Eult of an error 1n [he or1ginal d!agnosis, and does not 
represent a cnange LC the youth's ~a~url.ty level as a res~lt of ClP treatment. 
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'd d f"~ 1 appropriate care 
y 1-'" t th~s home has prov1. E: a ... r Y . 

In gE:-,E:ra1: l.t aprea . s _d~. vela ment of this horne has requu'ed a 
for several CIP youngs cers . wr.~le th: de theP involvement and time that would have 
good deal of Ager.t i,:".vc-lvement and. t~m~, i individual fos ter homes for each of 
been i~vested in dev~lopir.g a~d ma~n~a1n ~g t s great _ and quite possibly greater. 
the boys plac.ed would probably have een JUs a . 

that the horne will begin to ent:r.~r.tto a 
In the coming year, i.t is expected d the ca acity for providing in1t1a1 

new phase. Up to "ow 1. t nas demons trate t l~as" two o~ the boys currently in 
t s T~ the next year a ~ - . 1 f the stability for youngs er. .L. _ 'f development in whiCh the potent1a so. 

~home will be enter1.og a s ta6
e 0 d In this regard the major quest10n 

horne as a long-term resource w111 be teste. th H's and th~ horne as meaningful 
h d nd/or staff can see e relates to whet er war s a 'th s ecific t es of oun sters. 

contributors to a long term rowth ro:ess :~to whaf- aspects of the horne can come 
Much of this - together with the q~esnofn 8'1 or Cfm'" youngsters (as well as the 

h' ppropn.a te or 2 H' s to be generalized as ~e1ng a . b r'marily a function of Mrs. . , d' the> horne) - seems to e p 1 t 
"types" of 14' s pLace in . - h' '11 be an assessment of a recen 

d h ge Related to t 1S W1 i "t rned ability to grow an c an . • h- a shift which involves his hav ng u 
h A t's ro le ~ n t1'P ome - . 1 I- the shift in t.e gen -'- 'b'l'ties for working out prOD ems _0 

over" a maj>::Jr portio:'! of the respons~ ~ ~f bein the "counsellor" (or referee? 
group horne parents the~selv:: :nstea he will ~ w come in whe.n ~ither a part~cular 
who attempts to reconcLle d1 .... £ert::nces, . ' t 11 £ In addition to the challenge 

\.. u-s IIcal1s 1t qU1 s . "dOng ward or the group :tome pare, L . h' e of simultaneously - provl. ~ 
r~rre w·ll be t e 1SSU 

of help1ng youngs ters grow, - ,C!.... gs ters who may enter the horne. 
d tabilLty for new youn . acceptance, s~ppcrt an s ----

h HI the .,.. t has been quite sc:;tisfac.tory to t e s, 
lThe first moath of this arra .. gemend \.. th' arrana-ement (plus ongoing, weekly 

, A t It is h::lpe tuat ~s e 1 'th wards and .tne gen . . . h 1 M H to have to dea w~ . , . ' . 11 beg 1n t·o e P rs. 
contact with the Ccord10ator) WI . rather than having the Agent 
her feelings and behavlor aud thelT consequences, 
"bail her ot;t" of predIcaments. 
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TYpe II Containment Home - (Mr. and Mrs. D)l 

This was the first DTED home to be established (November I, 1966, in Sacra~ 
mento). We began the reporting year on a positive note, having completed eight 
months of fairly adequate operation of the horne. Seven boys (4 Mp's and 3 Cfc's) 
had been placed in the horne during that time. Both the DOs and their app~oach 
to managing the home appeared congruent with the Type II research model. 

Table 3) page 24, describes (relative to Age, Race and a number of other 
variables) the youngsters who have been placed in the DiS Containment Horne 
during the twenty months 'of its operation (through June 30, 1968). Thirteen 
separate placements have been made in the home - representing a total of ten 
wards. Five of these ten wards were paroled directly to the group home. Almost 
half (6) of the thirteen placements have been for less than two months, with the 
average stay per placement being approximately five months. Official breaks in 
placements have occurred in more than half of the placements - with an average of 
1.8 such breaks per plac.eme:1t (slightly higher than the Boarding Home; somewhat 
higher than the Protective Home), There have been almost equal numbers of Cauca
sian, Mexican-American.and Negro youngsters placed in the home. The average age 
at time of placement was 17 years - 2 months - this being similar to that of the 
other long-term care homes. 

From July 1, 1967 to June 30, 1968, a total of eight youngsters (4 Mp's, 4 
Cfc's) have resided in the home. The population during most of the year was 
stable; the three new wards who were placed in the home during the past year were 
in the home an average of 9.7 months. The remaining youngsters in the home were 
mur.::" less stable .. Two were removed when the home relocated in July, 1967. One 
was in the home from July 11, 1967 to November 13, 1967 (4 months) and again from 
March 17, 1968 to May 13, 1968. The two remaining youngsters - those who were 
placed back into the home during the last year - were in the home five months and 
three weeks respectively, 

Beginning with the group home's change of location in July, 1967, numerous 
issues and problems developed, few of which were adequately resolved. On May 22, 
1968, DTED an~ CTP staff decided to terminate the use of the DIS home effective 
July 1, 1968. Leads are being followed presently to establish another Type II 
home in Sacramento. 

The home into wh:i.ch the Dls moved in July, 1967, had been inspected by 
the Coordinator by request of the D's who said they were considering buying 
it. It was located closer to the CTP office, and was easily reached by freeways. 
The neighborhood was older and less raci.ally integrated than their previous 
location, but it represented about the same economic leveL The home had two 
stories - 4 bedrooms, 2 baths, family and living rooms, a screened-in porch and 
a large yard. The two upstairs bedrooms and bath were for the wards. It seemed 
to be much more comfortable., "livable" quarters for the home; and although staff 
was concerned somewhat about t.he lack of Negro and Mexican-American families in 
the area, the situation appeared qui.te acceptable. 

1 
For a maximum six wards~ Conformist, Cultural - !3Cfc; and Manipulator - !3~. 

See AppendiX A for the original model for the Containment Home. A revised 
model appears at the er.d of the discussion of the Dis Containment Home. 

2Th h "i i of 30 d f ti fellation e group ome contract requl.res a m n mum ays or no ce 0 cane . 
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See Appendix D for detailed explanation of these items. 
summarizes the tables for the three long-term care homes 
Containment and Boarding), Appendix I is a chart of the 
patterns in the Type II, Containment Home. 
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The move to this - or any other - hOuse d~d net appear ~mminent, simply 
because the D! s were. Q'Jl tE: vague anc nc,T.l.committal about their plans, other than 
to indica te tha': they evel1'.::~ally diO: intend to move, Because of apparently good 
relationships tha-: had bee::1 developed with th.e D's, stfl.:f felt confident that 
they would make their plans knciwnwell ahead of thl't'.,l Except for "hintsl! to the 
group'home boys - e.g" "one day we.°ll ]flst l.lip and leave here" - no notice was 
given to DTED or eTP staff until th'e day 'of the 8.ctual move (7/7/67). 

On that day, the Agent was ask.ed to keep the boys away from the house and 
not to tell them of d:.e move t.'O.til it was c"'1l'lpleted. 't'ne DOs seemed to have felt 
no necessity, and/or !f:.C advantage tl) discussing this major event with the CoonUnatcr. 
The way in which the D's handled this matter had serious consequences for at least 
one boy in the home~2 and for staff!s confidence in its previous assessments of 
the DiS, Attitudes en the part of the D's which had not been seen before began 
to emerge at thi.s point - when staff discussed with. them their reasons for handling 
the move in the way they did, 

The D's ind~cated that they had considered ilrwolving the group home youngsters 
in the move, although ma~r.1y to help out with the work. They seemed no't tIC) have 
considered other possible advantages to the boys - advantages associated with 
making them participants in the planning, decision-making, and the actual move 
itself. Nor did they appear to have conside~ed the possible disadvantages to the 
boys of not involving them. Thei:' decision to handle the move as they did appeared 

lNeither the Coordinator nor t:he Agent exp11cit~ told the D"s that they wanted to 
know well ahead of any acc~al move, what the specif1c plans were or what the part
icular advantages and disadvantages might be t:o various means of handling a move. 
They did feel that the D's would advise them and assumed that a move was not im
minent, judging from the lack of definitive p1.ans expressed by the DUs when they 
were asked how things \Jere developing in regard to the purchase of a home. The DOs 
had asked the Coord~natcr ab:)IJt a m.onth prior to the move to look at this ~h:meo She 
did so, and felt that it was acceptable. ev,en though it was still a bH far from 
the CTP office. (I twas, he,wever, more convenient than the home they were in), 

As elobarated upon in the. 'f'irst Yea.t' Progress Report~ community objections arose in 
March, 1967 from a mlnority of parents belonging to fl. neighborhood teen center. 
These parents objected to the presence of the home., feeling that the group home 
boys would be a "bad influe.nce" on other youngs ters Within the neighbr')rhood j The 
D's response to this situat10n was to indicate to the Coordinator their desire to 
move the home. The community group was not aware of this desire. The Coordinator 
at that time advised them that it would be better, prlmarily for the 6enefit of the 
group home youngs ters (for t:hem to participate in work Lng through this type of 
problem without '!running awayll from it) to wait acd cry to resolve the community 
problems before. makIng any move The D's complled with this demand even though they 
seemed uncomfortable with th~ idea, When the commun~ty problem subsided through 
the efforts of the Coordinator and Agent. they asked again about moving and were 
given the go-ahead to look for ether hOIlH:H .. ng. The Cocr'dinatot: felt assured that 
from this experl~;nc~. r.:he Dis would be awaxe of her concerns 11C'. r'egard to the imill
ca tions a move would have on the group home youngs ters .. 

2This boy, a fa'l.rly d'l.stlJrbed I Mp, he,d been 1.0 the home since it began. He had 
made a good adjustment ira the ~ome and was beginning to feel very good about the 
Dis as people. He seemed to have iii tar'ted f€:eling as, though hoe wa.s part of a 
"fami1y!! , 
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to be based on: (a) che fact that the previously mentioned 13 Mp had, about three 
weeks earlier, reacted negatively to the ~ of moving; (b) the D's also wished 
to "s tart over again", by cutting off ties which the boys had made in the old neigh
borhood, (c) they (part1cularly Mrs. D) did not want to.have to deal with any 
lIarguments", etc., with the boys;l and, (d) they felt that staff might not keep 
their plans secret since one of the Agents using the home had given one of the 
boys the group home telephone nurrIDer, which they had asked him not to do. The D's 
were quite accura te in re.gard to (d) ~ staff would not have approved or gone a10 ng 
with their plan to move in the way they apparently planned to do. 

When staff talked with the DiS about the inappropriateness and possible harm 
their action seemed to have, the D~s seemed quite closed to hearing about this. 
They seemed to feel that staff was being "conned" by the boys (e .. g., by staff's 
believing the boys in regard to how they (the boys) felt about the move). 

Two of the boys refused to go to th~ home's new location and were placed else
where. The third boy in the tome at the time was in temporary custody and indicated 
no particular investment in specifically where the home was to be located. Until 
September, 1967, this latter boy was the only on~ in the home. In September and 
October, three Cfc boys were placed in the home by a new CTP Agent (andan Mp boy 
who had been in custody for some time was replaced in the home briefly). 

In a sense, this new Agent very rapidly came to be the principal Agent using 
the home~ the other Agent withdrew to an extent, since at this time he had only 
one boy in the home (a boy whose adjustment was marginal) and had no other likely 
candidates for placement. This shift - both in Agents and youngsters - began to 
have an impact on the group home parents; it brought out in them a number of 
rather inflexible, "tunnel-v~sion"types of attitudes and/or ways of adjusting to a 
situation which, from their point of view, was now somewhat less satisfactory than 
before. 

The D~s stated that they had been quite comfortable with the first Agent's 
views and methods of dealing with them, and with his boys in the home. Basically, 
this Agent had taken a non-direccive stance with the Dis, allowing them to share 
in decisions relative to "how the home is run", and following through quickly and 
directly with the boys if they were not responding to the home!s program. This 
Agent was hoping for the home to develop to the point where meaningful relation
ships could be developed between the boys and the D's - relationships which 
might contribute (as an "esse:ntial" ingredient) to the meeting of dependency needs 
and to helping the boys to grow. 2 His manner of dealing with the D's, and with 

lThe D's sa~d that they had received suspicious and threatening phone calls - direc
ted mostly toward the boys, In addition, Mrs. D preferred to not have the young
sters' friends know where they had gone, so that these friends could not cause 
"any trouble" by coming co the new location. 

Staff was not aware, at the time, of these apparently strong feelings by the D's 
(in regard to (b) and (c) above). The clues were "present", but only in retro
spect and only after the D's had moved and were pressed to explain why they had 
handled it as they did" 

2As will be discussed later, this line of thinking added a new dimension to the 
Containment Home model - cne that was not apparently considered when the model 
was developed, but one that is curt'ently given much more consideration. 
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, 
the boys, was designed around the goal of letting the D's involve themselves in 
a natural way with the boys. The Agent was prepared to continue using his author
ity and rela tionship with the boys in order to ''hold'' them in the home until 
meATliILngful relationships had developed between given youngsters and the D's. 

In retrospect it appears that the new Agent reversed this process by being, 
on the one hand, more direct with the D's and, on the other, more non-directive 
with his boys in the home. l The new Agent was working primarily with Cfc youngsters, 
and - by means of his natural style - was attempting to employ some of the more 
recent Cfc treatment thinking. This included taking a positive stance toward defin
ing a given ward's "program" - a situation in which the demand or pressure for . 
conformity or "performance" (as distinguished from non-delinquent behavior per se) 
was increased gradually through time, with numerous efforts being made to develop 
a relationship between the ward and the Agent prior to the time that the Agent 
would be "really bearing down" on the ward. This approach would hopefully give 
the ward something to "fall back on", hopefully allowing him not to feel completely 
the object of simple performance demands. This, in turn, would be less likely to 
result in his "folding" under the pressure in terms of his running away or commit
t~ng a serious delinquent act. 

This approach really required that the group home parents alter their roles, 
expectations, and rules in terms of being more flexible and patient in their deal
ings with the boys. In addition to the confusion resulting from, in effect, a 
change of Agents, the D's were not, "philosophicallyll, as compatible with the new 
Agent's approach as with that of the earlier Agent. We are referring here to the 
D's consciously held beliefs and attitudes regarding "right" and "wrong" ways of 
responding to youngsters, and the sorts of interactions and/or conditions which 
would make a positive contribution to the growth process. The D's, e.g., feel quite 
strongly that a rigid, military form of operation is essential - one in which it is 
demanded of youths that they conform quite closely to a set of preconceived standards. 
Nonconformity, they feel, should be met immediately with some form of aotion designed 
to "teach" the youngsters the consequences of their behavior. While this attitude 
is represented in society by no small proportion of people, it appeared, in the case 
of the D's not to be accompanied by an ingredient that is being given increasing 
significance in CTP in connection with the treatment of Cfc and Mp youngsters,. l~is 
ingredient relates to the attempt to draw these youngsters into what would range 
from a fairly close to a close interpersonal relationship, or to other~ise convey 
a good deal of concern for, and trust in, many of the youngsters' underlying feel
ings. This is in some contrast (at least in terms of timing and relative emphasis) 
to constantly keeping the focus of the relationship of the themes of distrust, 
power and/or vis ible evid,,Ence of improved behavior or achievement. 

l1r. and Mrs. D seemed to tota.lly ignore this as pec t in their dealings wi th 
their group home youngsters except possibly in the case of a couple of boys who -
after having been revoRed from parole - wrote and praised Mrs. D. This pleased 
her a great deal, and she seemed to have developed a personal interest and involve
ment with them. In addition, interviews just prior to termination of the home 

lAnother Agent had used the D's home from March 17, 1967 to May 8, 1968. This 
Agent's style was also different from the above Agent's. This had produced some 
problems, but no major issues concerning the D'e had emerged in connection with 
that period of time. 
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indicate that while Hr. and Mrs. D could verbalize about the type of experiences 
the boys may have needed, they nevertheless did not involve themselves directly 
or personally in providing for these needs. The impressions they presented was 
that the Youth Authority and/or the Agent should be meeting these needs. 

In the actual operation of the home, Mrs, D did seem to become more involved 
with the boys; but Mr, D never really invested himself with the youngsters,l Mrs. D 
seemed able to involve herself over a period of time, but only after a given 
youngster had shown appreciation, attention) etc. toward her. It .seems to be 
extremely difficult for Cfc and Mp youngs ters to do this and, at the same time, 
maintain their "cool", aloof stand. The two boys toward whom Mrs. D responded 
most favorably - a Cfc and an Mp - were able to consciously see the benefits of 
playing up to her in order to "get points", 

The existence of these conditions gradually became more apparent as Agents 
began to press for greater involvement on the part of Mr. and Mrs. D, and for a 
flexibility that could allow for more of an accommodation between their rules and 
expectations and those of the Agents. In February, 1968, staff met to evaluate 
the home. Even in view of the existing problems, the Agent using the home felt 
that he had no better placement alternatives for the boys in the home. It was 
decided then to embark on a two- to three-month effort to try and have some impact 
on the D's and to determine more accurately what dynamics were involved and what 
results could be attributed to what specified efforts. 

These efforts included increased contact by the Coordinator and Agent and 
weekly meetings in the home. (Included in these meetings were the D's, the wards, 
the Agent and the Coordinator.)2 The overall approach was not directive - in the 
sense of making it a "job requirement" that certain things happen (e.g., relating 
''better'' to the boys) or not happen. Instead, it focused upon exposi.ng the D's to 
information - (e.g., treatment thinking; interpretation of ward behavior, etc.) -
and situations - (e.g., purposely not shielding them from legitimate demands made 
by wards) - in order to identify the natural ways in which the D! s would then 
respond to the wards. In addition, staff attempted to support the idea of the D's 
responding on more of a "professional" level - one which might allow them, if 
necessary and possible, to obta1n rewards (such as recognition, support and accep
tance) more from staff than from the group home youngsters themselves. 3 

lEarly in the group home experience, it was preferred that Mr. D - for treatment pur
poses - not "move in" too quickly. However, it was later felt that he was continu
ing to "hold back" well beyond the time when it ~ more appropriate to attempt to 
"move" . 

2In addition to the e.very two week ''Management staffings". 

3e fc and Mp youngsters very seldom provide positive feedback to those who may be 
trying to help them. Their often sullen, often hostile atcitude frequently makes 
them difficult to relate to in a "natural" (give-and-take) way. This fact provided 
additional frustration for the D's who, after a time, began to show signs that 
they really did not "like" or enjoy this type of youngster - apart from the diffi
culty which they were hAving in accepting several things that staff was suggesting 
they (the D" s) do with tr.ese wards. Individuals who deal with these types of young
sters need to be able to find something they can enjoy and/or value in these young
sters, and/or in the techn.ique of dea11ng with them - something that can provide 
a source of either personal or professional satisfaction. 
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The D's seemed to be expecting that the boys should respond more maturely 
and more nnormally" e.g., respond on more of an 14 level in regard to perceptive
ness, reliability, respocsihility, etd., subsequent to their having simply received 
a set of demands for certain behaviors. They were unable to accept (even though 
they seemed to comprehend) staff views concerning the nature of the problems and 
the techniques of dealing with the Cfc and Mp youngsters. 

The D's became increasingly ~rustrated - feeling that the primary Agent was 
IIcoddling" the youngsters - and at that point they began growing more rigid in 
regard to their responses. At this point, the interactions seemed to be largely 
on the level of "who is in control" or, "whose principles will be followed ". In 
addition, the D's began to find more things about the youngsters' behavior and 
attitude which, in their opinion, would appear to provide justification to resist 
as well as resent staff information, suggestions and demands. 

The D's also began. to be more complaining and indolent in their attitude 
toward research obligations, toward providing transportation for the boys, and 
toward many of the general routine matters of operating their home. These were 
further clues that efforts to "help" them were, on the contrary, representing 
pressures and demands which were creating frustrations of a type that interfered 
with thei.r ability to willingly perform routine, previously performed tasks. 

At the same time, staff began to find what appeared to be an increasing 
quantity, and quality, of legitimacy in some of the group home youngsters' com
plaints. The boys saw Mrs. D as "O.K." at times; but they saw Mr. D as an "old 
grouch". It also appeared that the boys had formed an effective coalition against 
the D's. Some wards began viewing the D's as "phony" - fee ling tha t the D's were 
operating the home for the money and making up artificial reasons for rules~ etc. 
that the boys felt were solely for the convenience of the D's. 

When staff met in late May, 1968, to evaluate current conditions in the Type 
II home and to review the previous two to three months, it was observed that the 
situation had become worse. It appeared that on most - if not all - of the 
central issues the DiS and staff were locked into positions which were strongly 
opposed, and there appeared no hope of reconciling the differences. It was also 
observed, however, that had staff been able to comfortably aupport the original 
Type II research model as being completely appropriate for efc and Mp wards and 
had they been able to allow the D's to operate the home with no "interference" 
from staff, the Dis might then have been retained. l However,-rn view of current 
7rea~ment thinking relative to efc and Mp youngsters, and - most specifically -
:n V1ew of a feeling that opportunities for growth were not being made available 
1n the home - it was decided unanimously - by several levels of research and 
operations staff - ~o terminate the D's, to mOdify the Containment Home model, 
and to try to develnp another Type II home along lines of these modifications. 2 

This general, abstract discussion of experiences ~ith the DiS does not 
contain the specifics of the operation of the home, and the specific points. 

1 

2 

It will, of course, remain a matter of speculation whether or not an arragement 
of this nature would or would not have been successful. 

The modifications in question are discussed later. 
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of concern. The following account is designed to convey a £laval: of what the 
home was "like" dur~::lg the past year, 

This home has had the most structured program of any of the DTED homes. It 
was antic~pated - and I" ma':1Y ways encouraged - that it would be so. However, 
many of the ru les, or q:.Iilders tand ings" came to be seen by the Dis as "ends in 
themselves"; some also had conside-able relationship to meeting the D's needs or 
their convenience, rather than as ~eans to ends'! which related closely to the 
wards' needs. 

Mrs. D arose abcGt 6 a ~., awakening the boys shortly after that. Following 
a joint breakfast, those boys ~ho did not take a bus to school were taken by 
Mrs. D either [0 the~r scheo1 (e.g., special continuation school) or to the CTP 
office. GeneralLy, the boys re.turned to the group home in the late afternoon via 
either the CTP transportaticn cfficer or a Community Agent. 

At times, Mrs. D dio not seem to want the boys around the house during the 
day since she felt it restricted her in working around the house or in leaving 
to go shopp~ng IJ addition, she felt that Mr. D, who worked nights (10 p.m. 
to 7 a.m.) as 8 janitor, rr.ight not be able to sleep. Supper was not a "family" 
affair. Mr, D, upon arising in the late afternoon, often ate before the boys 
did; and the boys generally ate by themselves. During the evenings the boys 
could go out or remair.. around the house, but they had to be in bed by 9~00 p.m. 
and "settled dowr.'· (no nOise, talking, etc.) by 9:00. The reasons which were 
given for this eally bed time, were; (1) Mrs. D felt that the boys were too 
hard to get up in the morning w~en they went to bed at a later time, and (2) 
Mr. D did not want the boys up wnen he went to work at 9:30 p.m, because he did 
not feel comfortable leaving Mrs. D alone with the boys at night,l 

One night a. week 6:~e D's tc'.)k che boys to a 1aundramat to do the washing. 
(The boys were responsible for the general care of their clothing). Aside 
from taking care of their oW'Q belongings and rooms, the boys were assigned 
chores on a rotating system usually by the DIs rather than by a list. The D's 
never really were able to flnd a way to obtain the boys \ consis tent cooperation 
in regard to chores, The~r stancE in regard to this is a fairly good example 
of how they handled issues of control with the group home youngsters. 

lWhen the home began, Mr. D was not going to work outside the home except in 
connection with part ~lme) general handy-man jobs. It was not financially 
possible to cont:~nue this d~e to the D's personal indebtedness. Routinely, 
staff pressed Mr. D to sWl.tch to a day job in order to alleviate this concern, 
free the home up during the d~y, and, most importantly, to give him more time 
to inte .. act with the group home y()ungsters. While stating that he did wish to 
make such a change, he made little actual effort to change jobs. Except for 
realizing that his age (S9) made job-seeking more difficult, it never became 
certain why he did not follow through with this. Speculations were made that 
it might be th.at Mr. and M.!'s D"s xeolationship was more compatible as a result 
of this type of arrangement j andlor that Mr. D "preferred" not being available 
to the boys. In addition, the Dis tried to keep Mr. DIs hours and days (and 
locat~on) o£,emplcyment a secret: from the boys. They kept this up even though 
Mr .. D recognJ.zed that the boys would have to be very unobservant not to notice 
th,;,:: times he was at home, ar.,d that he slept days. 
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If a request or demal{1d was made for a buy to work and the boy refused, the 
Dis found few, lasting, ways to counter this. Cigarettes might be withheld, but, 
more typically, the Agent was called or the D's would threaten to call him. The 
D's were not able to (or did not want to) see themselves as people with authority 
who were in control of a given situation. l In addition, if a boy did the assigned 
chore but did it with a negative or sullen attitude, the D's were not satisfied. 
Then, if the Agent did not take their side in some subsequent, related dispute 
by means of a verbal reprimand to the boy, or by placing the boy in temporary 
custody, the Dqs were upset with the Agent. Mr. Dj particularly, felt that the 
only "power" they (the DO s) had I'ested with the Agent, and that wi thout his full 
support they had no authorf.ty in the perception of the boys. 2 

During the last year, weekend activities were handled much differently than 
during the previous year. During the previous year the group home youngsters 
generally spent weekends at the home although they would (with some exceptions), 
independently of the D"s, pursue their own interests. During this last year the 
new Agent - to accommodate demands from wards to go home weekends and partly to 
accommodate demands from the DOs for time away from the boys - arranged for the 
boys to go to their own homes Friday p.m. and return to the group home Monday p.m. 
(later changed to Sunday p.m.). In effect, the boys were "in" the group home 
Monday evening through Friday morning. 

If the D's were gone (not just on weekends) and a boy wished to return to 
the group home he would have to wait outside until the ry's returned. The D's 
would not allow any of the boys to be in the house at any time when one of them 
was not there. If a boy was at the home and the DiS wanted to go somewhere, and 
if the boy did not want to go where they wanted to go, he would have to hang 
around the neighborhood until the DOs returned. 'l'hils "lockrut" practice was 
often difficult for staff to really support, and this approach was discussed with 
the DIs on several occasions. These discussions had no impact on the Di s.3 

lThat is they wanted to define what the limits were but not to be personally respon
sible for following through. They wanted the Agents to do this when (and in the 
manner) the D's requested, Thus, the D's would be able to direct what waS happen
ing but with no personal involvement. 

2The D's did receive some support in regard to their rules and means of operating 
the home in an attempt to back them up. However, Agents did not feel that they 
could do this when the rule or the infraction did not, to them, seem to warrent 
the degree or type of support that the DOs requesting or demanding of them (e.g., 
temporary detention). In other words the Agents did not support the DOs (on 
issues they differed on) while trying to help the D's understand (and respond to) 
the Agents! point of view. Tne Agents did try to work with the D's but in a 
rather direct, confrontive manner. (This was the case primarily with the most 
recent Agent to use the home.) This form of approach seemed to be, for the most 
part, an impersonal, communication to the D's of the Agent's demands, expectat
tions, etc. I'ather than more of a ''working through" approach. 

3Early in May, 1968, the DOs began to see the need for some of the group home boys 
to remain at the group home on weekends as these boys were getting into trouble 
on the weekends. They offered to allow the boys that needed to to stay at the group 
home; however, the Agent did not alter the arrangement. He later stated to DTED 
staff that he felt that the D U s would not have been able to stand this additional 
involvement without beccming more irritable and thus c'Clotributing to additional 
conflicts with the boys. 
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Though a general practice of leaving group home youngsters alone frequently 
for long periods of time was not considered appropriate, staff felt that some 
flexibility here was necessary to meet emergent needs and to begin to take some 
risks in developing trust. The D's "lockout" pollflcy existed because, as they 
had stated, they simply did not trust the boys. A boy, in their view, would 
have to "earn" trust. However, the D's were quite vague about w'hat would have 
to happen for them to trust a boy. It'now seems that the D!s were basically 
not open to developing trust either with the boys or staff. This underlying 
attitude of "dis trus ting until proven otherwise" was evident in many areas. It 
appears in tetrospect that even with staff, the D's were distrustful and suspicious 
and handled themselves so that their interests would be protected. It appeared 
that they based a good deal of their ability to feel secure in interpersonal 
situations on being relatively distrustful of bthers. 

Although - during the firs: eight mor/ths - there were indications to the con
trary, the D's were not able to and/or not willing 00 develop a group-like situa
tion in the home. In contrast, it became apparenh.thao the D's were trying to 
keep their "personal life" and their dealings in operating the home - i.e., "their 
job fl 

- separate. This, of course, became impossible to do especially when the D's 
were pressed to be more open, honest and trusting, and to let the youngsters into 
their life to a greater degree. 

For the most part, the boys felt that the D's (pa:i:'ticularly Mrs. D) approached 
them "like we're little kids". In addition, there were few instances in which the 
D's appeared - to the CTP staff - to be dealing with the group home youngsters on 
an older-adolescent level. For example, compliance with curfew and other respon
sibilities were kept on a posted "scoreboard". Each week of conforming behavior 
was noted with a star, and a month's worth of "stars" was rewarded with a "treat" 
or a "surprise" (clothing, money, or some special food item). This external form 
of a check and reward ~ystem was seen as a good idea - and a few youngsters (who 
seemed to enjoy being more dependent, in child-like ways) responded positively to 
it, and seemed to enjoy using it as a gauge for how they (and others) were doing. 
However, except for these two or three youngsters, the other boys were condescend
ing and rejecting of this method. 

l~e focus of this reaction appeared to come from Mrs. D's attitude toward 
wards (viz, that of mother-to-young child) in her implementation of this procedure. 
Even though her attitude and approach could be stated, or admitted to, by some 
boys as being an expression that she "cared", their overt reaction was to remain 
aloof - largely in an effort to maintain their self-image of being "cool" and as 
not needing any sort of dependent relationship. Mrs. D was unable to understand, 
and/or accept, these dynamics and defenses. The boys' reactions to her other 
overt attempts to approach them as though they were eight or nine years old, 
frustrated her; and she could not, naturally "feel good" about these boys or 
demonstrate basic trust toward, and/or acceptance of, them. 

Mr. D had little success in dealing effectively with the 
they were in a time of crisis or were acting surly or unruly, 
were to "give-up", to defer to the Agent, or to "give the.boy 
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youngsters when 
His main responses 

a break" and not 

say anything abo:lt it, 1 {Bf.' would hope tf.1H. a give" boy \'(',lld be "af;preciat1ve" of 
having rec€.1wd a breaK, and would beGone mor.e cooperat'!.ve). Mrs. D, on the other 
hand, seemed at her best when major ber-avloral problems \~culd arise. For example, 
there were several instances when YOLngsters appeared in the home intoxicated 
(glue, llquor, etc.). She could e':1d~r these c1.rcu:1'.5 tances (and also on occasions 
when a boy would be opedy ~osti;'e) ds!!l directly and openly with a boy in the form 
of a confrontation TtJhich could get him to back down or to at least settle down. 

Mr. D comrr.ented several. tlmes tha.t he could n':)t be llke his wife in this 
respect. He seemed to d(!fer to ner when lot came to m~T.1aging the hor:le and to dealing 
with the boys. 2 S tr.:£ was u'::sure as to whel~hcr Mrs. D put herself in this role 
in order to excl~de Mr. D (in connectLcn with factors related to competition with 
him), or whether Mr. D pceferred and encouraged her tn ass~me rr.ost of the respon
sibilities (with Mrs. D assuming a "protecting" stance toward him). 

Regardless of the reasens, howev~r~ it was not considered appropriate. Staff 
felt that the group horne father should be the more d,;)n1Lnant person, or at least 
be equally dominant. 3 Mr. D often spoke of feeling "bad" about having so much 
responsibility fall onto his wlfe; but, 8,S with many t~ings, this feeling was never 
translated into any lastlTlg effort. He would or. occasion become quite vocal and 
forceful in expressing hLmself wi!:h staff - usually in regard to complaints over 
the amount and nature of group home responsi~il:tLes, the fact that they were short 
on money, concerns over the way staff was handling them and the boys; he would also 
specifically express bis concern in regard to the wear-and-tear on Mrs. D. 

As previously mentioned, when staff began to press for changes, it became 
evident that the D's had strong emotLor:al investment'S HI their methods of operating 
the home and Ln their way of evaluatinga-nd unde,standing the boys. At approxi
mately this same point, the Dis became incTI:asi.ngly ~rritable, rigid, and resentful 
toward the boys a~d the Agent. rn add~tionJ lt appeared as if they were attempting 
to convince staff that all the bays were "basically bad", in an effort to get 

lSome six to eight months after the home started Mr. D's responses to crisis situ
ations became more of a concern to the Age'[lts Up to that time, the Agents had 
wanted (because of ere and Mp resistance to male adults) Mrs. D to be more active 
than Mr. D in dealing w,-th the hoys. When the Agent (and Coordinator) began to 
point out that h18 responses or,ly made him appear weak in the boys' perceptions, 
and when they encouraged hlm too bec':)rne more actively dominant and controlling, 
it became apparent that he was nct comfortable operating this way. 

2Mos t major problems arose In the even1t">!g, wh;:'{l Mr. D was at work and not avail
able. His continued resi.stance to making arrangements WhlCh would allow him to 
be more available indicated to stafi he r~ally did not want this in spite of his 
"guilt" (his word) about kncwing tofrs. D was carrying the major responsibilities 
for the home. 

3This is consldered to be important for etc Bod Mp Y0ungsters since their experi
ences within theiT." own famthes fre.qt;ently involve a paSSlve, ineffective father 
and a strong, dominant mother. As L:ldlC,ated in :'octnote 1, above, a strong in
volved, but not domineering J mother flgure 1S felt to be des~rable, i.e., in ane 
of herself - and not at the expense or her husband who, as an individual in his 
own right, should also be strong e~~n though he may be quantitively less expres
sive than his ~ife, 
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staff to align themselves with the D's and against the boys. Following notification 
of termination, Mr. D commented he was "sorry" that other opinions (those held by 
staff) were given more weight than their own had been given - and that "all that 
theory sounds good, but it doesn't work". 

There was an obvious idealogical and personality clash between the Agent (the 
most recent one to use the home) and the D's. The Agent had handled them ~oorly on 
occasion (e.g., consistently being late to meetings, spending little time informally 
in attempting to develop more of a positive relationship with them, placing boys 
in the home vJith little or no notification or preparation, IX'ovidfng little positive 
support or feedback). This seemed to contribute to - although it did not always 
initiate - many 0_ ~he problems, The D's felt estranged from the Agent and were 
unaple to understand, or feel comfortable, with him. They frequently complained 
about his attitude and approach, and would contrast their experiences with him to 
those of the first Agent who used the home (with whom they felt very comfortable). 
Even though the D's would probably not have been retained if the Agent had developed 
a better relationship with them, these circumstances did not lend themselves to a 
good "test" with reference to the question of what kind of impact could staff have 
upon the Dis in trying to alter their approach to the operation of their home. 

The Agent was obviously frustrated about the D's; but at no time did he press 
for them to be te;.minated or imply' that if certain changes were not made, he would 
then remove the youngster from the home. He felt that the home had some positive 
points - mainly providing a stable, structured program. The first Agent to use 
the home felt that the essential point was that the n's (particularly Mr. D) were 
not able to form meaningful relationships with the group home youngsters. The 
Supervising Parole Agent felt they had, on one or two occasions, "set kids up" to 
expect a relationship and had then withdrawn. DTED staff felt that the situation 
with the D's was not subject to ~ignificant change within a period of 3-6 months, 
under the present cireumstances, and that the Project should try to develop a 
different Type II Home - one in which the people, and their methods of dealing with 
youngsters, were more compatible with staff and Community Treatment thinking. 

The impac t on the ten yc mgs ters placed in the home SinCE! November 1, 1966' is 
d1fficult to assess, One might expect that under the aforementioned circumstances 
the youngs ters would have departed rather quickly. In view o:E this, it is diffi
cult to evaluate why five of these boys completed from eight to twelve months in 
the home. Although most of the boys resented spending a good deal of time around 
the house or with the Dis, only one official AWOL seemed d.irectly connected to a 
reaction "against" the home. A recent speculation is that ma.ny of the youngsters 
could accept the home as a "condition of parole" - tolerating it on that basis 
rather than (at; more than) because the home and the D's came to be seen as a pla:;::· 
and/or a set of individuals, with whom the boys wanted to relate. The home did 
provide certain basic controls and a very important communication network. ~ 
such, it did allow the Agents to work, more than might otherwise have been possible., 
within still .other significant areas with the wards. In addition, Mrs. D's approach 
(those aspects which emphasized interactions at a child-like level) could be more 

lIncluding ~ What the D's were like; what the D's ne, ~ed from Agents; and how the 
D's looked at dealing with youngsters; what the bgents felt was appropriate in 
dealing with Cfc and Mp youngsters; the Agents styles of handling the D's. 
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easily rejected by the boys than could an age-appropriate invitation for a meaning
ful relationship - something which might have been more psychologically threatening. 

In terms of obvious signs of growth, only one boy (the first to be placed in 
the home) seemed to change for the better. However, if the home has had any nega
tive impact on any of the group home youngsters, it was also with this same boy. 
At a time when he seemed to be yetting close to the D's, their secrecy about re
locating the home set him back. Even though the other boys seemed to be getting 
1i t tle ou t of the group home expe'rience - except for s orne meaningful degree of 
stabilization which resulted from being exposed to a very structured program -
some staff were cOncerned about the D's "setting kids up for a possible relationship 
that would not materializ.e or would be withdrawn". 

The best assessment that can be made at present is that for most of the boys 
in the home, their placement in the Type II was neither damaging nor helpful in 
establishing circumstances that would contribute to growth. On the other hand, 
their placement probably contributed quite a lot from the standpoint of stabiliza
tion and control. In view of CTP treatment objectives in utilizing a group home 
Ear Cfc and Mp youngsters, a home which seemed incapable of promoting growth 
particularly in relation to youths who seemed capable of expanding cheir interper
sonal horizons - was, stabilization and control notwithstanding, in the long run, 
far from acceptable. 

The D's were interested in continuing some sort of foster home program, dis
cussed this with the Coordinator and the Director of the Youth Authority, and it 
was suggested that they contact the local Welfare and Probation departments to see 
if what they could offer might fit into one of those programs. One of the CTP 
Agents who had used the home also intimated he might use them on occasion - on a 
regular foster home basis - for certain youngsters. 

In looking ahead to the establishment of another Type II home, DTED and CTP 
staff will be guided by the experiences with the D's - experiences which have been 
fruitful albeit not successful except in terms of some of the more rudimentary 
standards (control, etc.). Some modifications have been made in the research 
model in an effort to include the major areas of difference between current think
ing and that which was stated in 1965, when the group home models were first formu
lated. The modified model is as follows: 

Type II Containment Group Home (6/68 Modification) for six cfc and 
Mp Wards;2 

This type of home is envisioned for youths of two subtypes: middle 
maturity manipulators CMp's) Bnd cultural conformists (Cfc's). These 
youngsters need considerable ~tructure and control. Initially, they 

lLater, when the boy wanted to return to the group home the D's refused, stating 
that he needed more help than they could offer him. They also appeared Itclos ed" 
to the suggestion that this boy had been "hurt" by being led to believe he ''had 

.something going" with the D's, only to be rejected by them. 

2The parts which are underlined represent areas of cop cent addition. The major 
deletion fraU! the original model is: "This type of home would operate on a 
'non-family' basis, since these children are unable or unwilling to respond to 
adults who al."e seen as parental images. II For the complete, original model 
statement, see Appendix A. 
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operate largely on the basis of external codes of behavior which 
they perceive as having the support of social power. oppo;tunity 
for growth is thought to rest in the youngster"s forming atypical 
(for tpem), healthy relatLonships with adults, within the context of 
the above controls. 

The home will represent concrete and realistic demands by community 
and society for conforming and productive behavior. In addition 
to providing a high degree of structure and supervLsion. the group 
~ome parents will .t:.!,Lt.o provide an atmosphere in which meaningful 
Lnterpersonal relatl,9.:-ts·nps can develop" The structure or formality 
of the home might later be modified in the case of individual 
youngsters wh? seem ready to handle addItional responsibility. or 
more personalu:ed_~tionships! and who may be d.n the process of 
transferring standards of behavior and control from an external 
to more of aE internalized source. Additional techniques might 
involve the use of the peer group (e,g , guided group interaction) 
as pressure for behavior modification and as an 0RPortunity to 
increase socLal perceptiveness. 

Agents seem to want group home parents who can develop clearly structured 
yet flexible and predictable modeS of interacting with Cfc and Mp youngsters. ' 
This, hopefully, would promote growth toward an I level of maturity - yet all 
the whi~e recognizing that the y~ungsters, when f1rst placed, still need to be 
dealt wLth at the 13 level with reference to external structure control and 
uncomplicated or direct expresslons of interest and concern. I~ additio~, the 
group home parents will need to naturally like or baSically enjoy these types 
of youngsters, or at least enjoy (non-destructively) the process by which they 
deal with the youngsters. 

Finding people such as this (including professional people) will be no 
s~ll task. If they are found) we may be able bo evaluate ~ (1) whether this 

. kLnd of g:ou p home Lntera~tion (as currently modLfied) can contribute to growth 
and maturLty with Cfc and/or Mp youngsters; (2) whether the "containment" 
" d't' . "". " ' con L LonLng ,non-Lnvolved elements of the original model may trun out to 
be the m?re feasLble and approprlate of the approaches; (3) whether the same 
model (eLther the original one or the modified version) can apply to both Mp's 
and Cfc's; and (4) to what extent a group home for these types of youngsters 
can become a significant factor it' theLr treatment and growth (and to what 
extent and Ln what ways is this so). 
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Type III Boarding Home - (Mr. and Mrs. B) 1 

Mr. and Mrs. B began operation of the Type III home on 2/20/67. By most esti
mates they have been quite appropriate. In some regards, they have had unusual 
success in dealing with 14 wards. By virtue of its natural development, the home 
has evolved into something quite different than the original model of the Type III 
Boarding Home had sugg~sted. With several youngsters the B's home has indeed 
become "home" - much to the satisfaction of the boys, their Agents and the B' s. 
For them (and for staff) the B's represent far more than a "YMCA Hotel" or conven
tional pr1vate boarding home. 

Nine boys have resided in the home during the past year. A total of eleven 
have been placed since the home started. Four are currently in placement - with 
three of these having been in the home for over a year (one left for two months 
but returned to the home). 2The fourth boy - just recently placed - was for a time 
living in the Type II home. Other boys have experienced fewer months in placement. 
ranging from only a few days to six months. Six boys were placed in the first two 
montha. Since that time, the use of the home for additional youngsters has not 
been as great: five boys have been placed between 6/15/67 and 6/24/68. 

Table 4, page 38, contains information relative to age, race, and a number 
of other variables in regard to the youngsters who have been placed in the Board
ing Home in the sixteen months of its operation (through June 30, 1968). Eleven 
boys have been placed, representing twelve separate placements. Five of the 
twelve placements (417.) were made at the time of parole to CTP. Each of the 
twelve placements has, thus far, averaged about five months in duration; five 
placements have been for 60 days or less (this includes one boy placed in May, 
1968). Half of the placements have had no official breaks in placement - (official 
breaks have averaged 1.5 per placement). The majority of boys placed (64%) have 
been Negro; and, no Mexican/American boys have been placed thus far. The average 
age for all placements (17 years - 0 months) is slightly lower than that of the 
Protective and Containment Homes. 

At this time last year CTP and DTED staff were quite pleased with the B's 
and with what the home was providing. Even in the short period of four months 
the B's had met most - if not all - of the staff's expectations relative to 
dealing effectively with difficult neurotic youngsters. 

The B's' live only four blocks from the Community Treatment office in 
Sacramento, thus providing easy acceSt~ between the home and the office for both 
youngsters and Agents. The area is one of the oldest residential areas of the 
Sacramento area, is racially mixed but predominantly Negro, and is considered 
to be the major "ghetto" area in Sacramento. There have been some minor 
incidents of civil disturbance in the area in the last two years. 

The group home is quite large, having 14 rooms which includes a complete 
flat ups tain; and a complete flat downs tairs. Each floor has three bedrooms, 

lFor a maximum of six wards classified at the 14 maturity level: Neurotic, 
Acting-Out - Na; Neurotic, Anxious - NXj Situetional Emotional Reaction - Se; 
and Cultural Identifier - Ci. See Appendix A for the original model for the 
Boarding Home. 

2He was in the interim diagnosed as an 14 - having moved, in connection with 
treatment, from the 13 Mp classification. 
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TABLE 4 

1 TYPE III BOARDING HOME: POPULATION DATA 
Mr. and Mrs. B, 2/10/67 - 6/30/68 

C D 
Race 

Number of Number of 15-5 
~ards Placed Placements nd under Caue Mex/Am Negro 

11 

N 
i. 

N 1 
12 '7. 8% 

E 
I level* -

Aa A~ Cfm Cfc Mp Na 
- - - - - - 4 
- - - - - 367.. 

*Undifferentiated as to suotype. 

F 

t\ 3 - 7 
i. 27% - 64% 

Nx Se Ci 14 U* 
5 - 1 1 

46'%. - 97.. 9% 

G 
Months on Parole Prior to Placement No of Breaks in Placements . 

0- 0 

30 
4 

34% 

I 
0 

N 
% l4i% 

31-
60 

1 
8% 

1-6 7-12 
2 2 

17% 17% 

61- 91-
90 120 
- 1 
- 8% 

19 & 
13-18 Over 

2 1 l' 
17% 87. ic 

Days 1.n 
121- 151- 181-
150 180 210 

1 - 2 
8% - 17% 

I 
Wards in Home 

on on 
6/30/67 6/30/68 

4 4 

0 1 2 3 4 
6 3 1 1 1 

50% 26% 8% 8% 8% 

H 
PI acemen t 

211- 241- 271- 301-
240 270 30Q) 330 

1 - - -
87.. - - -

J 
Placements 

through 7/1167 -
6/30/67 6/30/68 

7 5 

6 & 
5 Over 
- -
- -

331- 361 & 
360 Over Ave 
- 2 154 - 17% 

lSee Appendix D for explanation of these items. Appendi~ E contains ~~~ry 
tables for the three long-term care homes. Appendix J 1.S a chart of 
placement patterns in the Type III, Boarding Home. 
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a living room, dining room, kitchen, bath and utility area. The B's have made 
their home on the second floor - this being somewhat larger. One of the bedrooms 
downstairs is occupied by Mrs. B's brother, who boards with them. l (He was 
living with the B's at the time the home was started.) 

Since the downstairs had not been used very much, this area was not, at the 
time the group home started, in as good a state of repair as the upstairs. Thus, 
the youngsters lived upstairs until December, 1967, while the B's remodeled the 
downstairs area. It is now a very comfortable, wood-paneled living quarters. 
Each of the two bedrooms for group home youngsters downstairs has three beds. The 
living room is available for the youngsters to entertain in; it has a television 
set and lounge area away from the sleeping area. In addition, Mrs. B has completely 
furnished the kitchen and keeps it stocked with food so that the youngsters can, 
if they wish, cook for themselves. Many of them do cook, elthough they generally 
eat their meals with the family upstairs. 

The downstairs has two entrances, both from the outside ~f the house. The 
boys are all~Ned free movement in and out of the living area. Even with this 
type of an arrangement, the B's are quite aware of the youngsters' movements in 
and out of the home. The boys also have free access to the upstairs area. 

This home has hardly any formal structure. It seems to operate on the basis 
of general "understandings". Issues are handled on an individualized basis rather 
than as a group. Problems with one boy do not cause the B's to then impose a 
general rule which then is to be applied to all the boys. The youngsters are 
allowed to come and go with almost unrestricted movement. Occasionally, on an 
individual case basis, an Agent may decide to place a youngster on a curfew or 
more regimented program; however, this has occurred only infrequently. Mr. and 
Mrs. B prefer to handle most situations themselves, and to call Parole Agents 
-only when behavior becomes chronic or extreme.3 

The youngsters are not asked to do any routine chores around the home, other 
than those involved in maintaining their own living quarters. EVen this has not 
always been easy to accomplish, and Agents have on one or two occasions interceded 
to support the B's and to enlist the cooperation of the youngsters. Mrs. B has 
shown all the youngsters how to handle the washing machine and dryer, which are 
near their living quarters. The youngsters take care of most of their own 
clothing. 

lMrs. B's brother has remained to himself for the most part. On one occasion he 
became involved \ojlith two of the boys over his clothes having been borrowed; on 
another occasion he became involved when one of the boys was trying to "act 
tough" with a knife. He handled these incidents quickly himself and has achieved 
an "unders tanding" with the boys; they go their own ways now; with little interaction. 

2A1so downstairs, off of the utility area and completely separated from youngsters' 
living area, is a small bedroom that Mrs. B has transformed into her "antique 
room". She occaSionally sleeps there. 

3The B's "read
l1 

th'B boys quite well and vice versa. For example, Mrs. B knows 
how to approach the boys when she wants them to know she means business __ they 
know 'tt>y the look in my eye." The boys, on the other hand, recognize this "look 
and realize they can no longer take advantage of her flexible nature. The B's 
recognize also th;at after a flare-up (in which they may have ''kicked up a lot of 
sand

l1

), some boys may need to pout or spend time to themselves before everything 
is going to get back to normal. 
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There have been some problems with so-called "borrowing" of clothing belong
to other boys; however, this has centered mainly around just one boy. 

Mealtimes are generally scheduled, but they are also flexible. This allows 
/l(Iyone to eat at almost any time of the day that he wishes. He may, however, 
have to cook for himself if it is not convenient for the group home mother to 
do 80. 1 

Unless given youngsters are working or involved in school (usually the 
special CTP school), they are allowed to sleep as late as they want and to stay 
up as late at night as they want, as long as they do not disturb those who are 
i-.i leeping. The BIB usaullY keep irregular hours themselves - (e..g., up late at 
night and somethimes napping during the day), so they are very understanding and 
p~rmissive in regard to given youngsters' schedules. Aside from expressing 
their own viewpoints to the boys (who can then "take it or leave it"), the B's 
do not demand that a boy go to school or work (With, e.g., the expectation that 
i.f a demand is not followed there will be some form of "punishment"). 

~lthough involved with each of the youngsters in the home to varying degrees, 
the B s generally do not push themselves onto the youngsters. Instead they let 
the boys "set the pace" of the relationship with them, and they generaily let 
the boys determine the manner in which they will use the home. While they encour
cige youngsters to work or go to school, they allow the Agent to determine the 
nature of each boyls program - again as an expression of the basically individu
dlized way in which the Bls attempt to relate with the youngsters. The B's 
support a youngsters program (e,g., by making sure they go to school or work and 
have transportation). 

Mrs. B is more frequently and directly involved in running the home. Mr. B -
~"~ll though he works two different jobs - is involved in his own quiet, unassuming 
l1ay. He has remarked that he did not expect to become as emotionally invested 
as he has - but that, nevertheless, he "wouldn't have it any other way." 

This home seems to have become much more than just a boarding home. Agents 
urG reluctant - in fact, would probably resist - attempts to structure control 

. f i ' , 
(;L lnter ere n some way with whatever relationship the B's would naturally 
develop with the boys. The B's have become, for some youngsters, almost substi
tute mother and father figures; and in short, the group home has become -psycho± 
logically - almost a real home for them. 

Thus, to some extent the initially stated Agent goals of using the home 
:.i.-; a place in which a youngs ter moves toward independent placement - this has 
become either delayed or has taken on the status of a secondary goal, i.e., 
3econdary to allowing a youngster to use the home and the B's in whatever way 
they can, in order to continue growing. Thus, the manner in which Agents and 
,,-,anj;., "use" the home has evolved into rtlhat the B I S now refer to as a "family 
h:.lIllC" r t Ls c.learly not an impersonal group home. The B ~ s have the capacity, 
tlexibility and evident interest to make themselves, their home, and their 
011U.re tamily life very explici.tly open and available to youngsters; and, they 
seem to obtain their greatest degree of satisfaction when they feel that a 
youngster becomes a part of that. Together with all of this, the B's allow the 
Y0ungsters a good deal of age-appropriate independence. 

iNc,'). B is an excellent cook - cooking is a means of expression of giving for 
lJer. Staff has also been invited over for luncheons. 
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The evolved use of the home does not closely fit the original model descrip
tion for the Type III Home. nle model itself is, in a way, vague and - in terms 
of real-life people - potentially contradictory. It states, on the one hand, 
that the home should be "like a YMCA hotel"; on the other hand, it states that it 
should be operated by individuals who have a great deal of understanding, patience, 
ability and willingness to deal with youngsters in various stages of development, 
and to interact effectively with them. 

Thus, except for the semi-impersonal atmosphere suggested by a YMCA hotel, 
the Bls have met and, in fact, have exceeded a set of relatively difficult criteria 
for group home or foster parents for 14 youngsters. 

By August, 1967, it was also apparent that, at any point in time, there would 
be relatively few 14 wards (157. at the very most) who real~y would be in a position 
ready to work on becoming completely independent and autonomous. In addition, it 
was felt that many of those youngsters who ~ (or might be) at such a point, 
should probably be placed independently rather than in the group home. After 
reviewing this with CTP staff, DTED staff felt that the research guidelines for 
admission to the Type III Home should be broadened to make the home potentially 
available to a greater number of I~ wards (and to take advantages of the strengths 
of the Bls in being able to contribufe to the growth of 14 youngsters by providing 
more of a "family-like" environment. 

Under the revised guidelines (developed August, 1967), a youngster to be 
admitted to the home need only to have sorne potential (that the Agent wishes to 
work on) to achieve a degree of independence and autonomy. In other words, the 
youngster does not have to have any pre-existing specified quantity of independence 
and autonomy prior to being eligible for placement within this type of home. l~us, 
even though a boy may have a very poor prognosis in terms of becoming fully indepen
dent, he can be plsc!ed in the Type III Home when the Agent wants to utilize the 
group home to help the youngster achieve whatever level of independent functioning 

he is capable of. 

During part of July and August, 1967, the group home mother went on a month's 
trip to visit her mother in Kansas City, Missouri. She left the overall manage
ment of the home in the hands of her husband, while her older daughter handled 
meals and other routine household matters. This arrangement worked out quite 
well. The oldest daughter (age 20) is almost a carbon copy of_ her mother. She 
handles her relationships with the group home boys - who are not too much younger 
than she is _ quite well and quit~ appropriately. The boys are not threatening 
at all to her. She has been abl.e, on occasion, to call the boys on their behavior 
and to "needl~1I them effectively in ways that most adults could not. The group 
home youngsters seem to accept her. 

Last summer (when the group home mother was gone), there was some civil dis
turbance in the area of the home, and Mr. B felt that this might become more 
serious. On his own initiative, he took time off from work and discussed with 

lIt would have been very difficult to try and "de-emphasize" the Bls abilities in 
this area as CTP Agents view emotional growth as being of primary importance. 
Thus, the utility of the original model within the present setting, using the 
Bls, could not really be explored. 
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Agents how to insure that the youngsters in the group home were safe, and also 
his desire that they not be involved in any of the disorder. A curfew was set 
for the home for the first time, and this was adhered to without any question 
by the group home boys. The crisis passed rather quickly, with none of the 
youngsters becoming involved in any of the disorders, even though the major part 
of the "disorders" took place only a few blocks from the group home. 

The months from September to late January were without any serious incident 
and moved along rather routinely.l One of the youngsters in the home during that 
time was thought to be using marijuana or other drugs. The group home parents 
kept in close touch with the Agent on this point, and would let him know of any 
unusual activity or appearance on the part of this youngster. The situation at 
that time was handled on an individual casework basis between the Agent and the boy. 

In late January, parole staff became aware of possible drug use by other young
sters in the home. They had been told by other wards that marijuana was being 
smoked in the group home, and that pills were being distributed by boys in the 
home. Almost immediately CTP staff, without adequately communicating with the 
group home parents or group home staff, held an "emergency meeting" in the group 
home. It appears, in retrospect, that this meeting· was called to "shake up" the 
youngsters rather than to determine exactly whether the allegations were accurate. 
Seemingly, the intended message to the youngsters was something to the effect 
that, lirf this is going on, and any of you are aware of it, you had better stop 
immediately because of the threat that it has to each one of you and to the 
operation of the group home". The group home parents, particularly Mrs. B, were 
somewhat mystified by this approach and became quite upset and angry. The group 
home boys were also angered. Apparently the B's felt that they were indirectly 
being accused of having been aware of what was going on, and of having suppressed 
the information. Mrs. B felt that if the Agents wanted to know what was going on, 
and had communicated their concern8 to her (as they had done in the past), she 
could have then found out. 

In addition, it was difficult for the group home parents to see why a I~ig 
issue" was being made out of suspected drug use when the suspected drug use of 
another youngster (mentioned previously) had been handled on an individual 
casework basis with the Agent. Even though it was later explained to them why 
the situation was handled differently (essentially, because it may have involved 

lIn November one of the boys who had then been in the home eight months wanted 
to move out on his own. He explained that the B's were having marital trouble, 
that the B's might be terminating their home, and that he 'wanted out' before 
this took place. Subsequent interactions with the B's and staff did not Beem 
to substantiate this concern. Staff had been aware that it appeared that the 
B's marital relationship had some "unusual" elements, in that Mr. and Mrs. B 
appeared to have reached some sort of unspecified, "mutual understanding". 
Although they do interact and combine efforts in relation to running their 
f/lmily and r:roup home, they"go their own ways II in certain other areas 
(e.g., separate vacations, bank accounts, etc.). This has not bee of too 
much concern, both because the arrangement seems satisfactory to the B's and 
because it does not seem to effect the group home youngsters or the general 
atmosphere of the home. Since this is a very personal area, staff has not, 
on their own initiative, viewed it as appropriate to pr.obe this area directly. 
This may be done, however, if the conditions appear to be adversely affecting 
the boys or the atmosphere within the home. 
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all of the youngsters in Lhe home), their feelings in regard to the way it had 
been handled made it difficult for them to hear this.l 

During the next month (February), the group home mother was thought to be 
involved in perpetuating or otherwise spreading some rumors about wards and staff. 
This was checked out and it appears that Mrs. B had related something to the boys 
that she recalled an Agent telling her some time ago. One of these boys checked 
it out with the Agent. Unwittingly Mrs. B had fed into a larger problem and she 
was briefly thought to be connected with it. The investigation cleared her. 
However, being "suspect" in this problem - taken in conjunct~on with the drug 
incident - undoubtedly strained the relationship with the Brs in regard to the 
feeling of mutual confidence and trust that had been established. This may, in 
part, account for what followed next. 

One of the new youngsters Ln the home at that time (placed in January, 1968) 
exhibited an extremely poor and condescending attitude, according to Mrs. B. He 
was, in her view, almost a "ghost" in the home. In addition, he was bringing 
friends into the home, and was feeding them downstairs. Mrs. B seemed (in retro
spect) to be building up a general dislike and distrust of this youngster. In 
March, this boy was accused by Mrs. B of stealing a teleVision set out of the 
downstairs area. Supposedly, some witnesses from across the street had seen him 
carrying it out of the house. When the Agent and the boy came to the house to 
talk this over with Mrs. B, she became irrationally angry at the youngster and 
demanded that he immediately be removed. The Agent took the youngster downstairs 
to get his clothing. Seemingly, Mrs. B was not aware of th~s (and/or was not < 

aware that the Agent was intending to remove him) - and/or possibly she wished to 
make sure that the removal would be "immediate"~ she went to her room, took a 
revolver, and came upon the Agen.t (the boy was somewhere. else at the time). Mrs. 
B made no threats or threatening gestures with the gun (nor did she point it at 
the Agent). When the Agent told her that she "didn R t need that" and emphasized 
that he was removing the boy, she returned the gun to her room. 

In discussion this indicent later, it was felt that Mrs. B had no intentions 
of using the gun, and that she was mainly showing it as a way of emphasizing her 
feelings about having the boy removed immediately. In addition, not knowing the 
Agent very well, and perhaps be~ng somewhat distrustful of him,2 she did not want 
there to be any misunderstanding about her feelings. 

While this somewhat rational, retrospective account may account for some 
aspects of this interaction, it does appear as though Mrs. B was acting very 
emotionally and, for the first time, irrationally. When Mr. B became aware ~f 
thLs and of staff concern over the incident, and over the presence of a gun Ln 
the home, he unilaterally (but without resistance from Mrs. B) removed the gun 
from the home before staff requested it. 

CTP and DTED staff was concerned a.bout the inci.denL, but felt that it was 
related to the recent cr'ises in the home.. Staff wanted to continue us1.ng the 

lLateI, one of che boys was strongly suspected of having hidden marijuana in the 
home. Except for this, the validity ot' invalidity or the original charges has 
never be.en determined. 

2This Agent had been one of the objects of the above-mentioned "rumors". 
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home. They felt that this - when viewed within a cont~xt of their total experi
ence with the Bls - was a situational event, and was not in itself sufficient 
reason for terminating the home. Staff did feel they would in the future need 
to be more perceptive of and responsive to Mrs. B's feelings, particularly if a 
yOllngs ter similar to this one were to be placed in the home again. In meetings 
with group home and CTP staff, Mrs. B was able to ventilate a great deal of her 
feelings in regard to the incident; and it appeared as if the situation had been 
"worked through." 

The remaining mnnths in ~he home have been generally uneventful, with bhe 
home appearing to have returned to more of the previous yearOs status quo. Recently, 
Mrs. B's daughter gave birth to a son and she and her husband are temporarily living 
with the Bls. This, to some extent, has distracted Mrs. B from as much involvement 
with the group horne as she had had before. 

The home has had some very striking, direct impact on several youngsters 
placed there. Indirectly, it has also given Agents a placement alternative to 
discuss with other youths who are struggling with whether to make a s~paration 
from their families, and/or who are frustrated in their attempts to live independ
ently - but who, nevertheless, do not want to return to their own families. These 
youngsters are now less likely to feel "trapped" - in the sense of feeling as 
though they had no place to go. 

Relative to the goal of beoom~ng independent and autonomous, only one of 
the youngsters has achieved this to any extent. He has been working for the 
last eight or nine months very steadily. Just prior to the first of this year, 
he tried, for two months, to make it on his own. He recognized that he had mOied 
Qub too soon, and then came bac~ to the group home. He is now in the process of 
preparing to leave again and to make it on his own. The B's were quite instru
mental in helping this boy deal with his personal problems (centering mainly 
around a girlfriend) as well as helping him to explore and find out about taking 
care of himself before he moved out. He visited the BDs frequently during the 
two months he was on his own, and continued to use them as a resource for informa
tion, advice, and support. When he moved back into the group home the B's sup
ported the move, but in such a way as to not make the boy feel he had "failed." 

With the remaining youngsters who have been in the horne for any length of 
time, there has been very little success in terms of their being consistently 
employed. They have, nevertheless, achieved a substantial degree of stabi1icy, 
investment, and involvement in the home and in their relatlooship with the B's. 
Agents t'ecognize that their original objectives in placing these boys wlth che 
B's have been side-tracked. Yet, they implicity encourage the level of involvement 
the B's have had ~ith the wards, and they see this as an important element in 
long-range growth objectives. (These objectives were not being acti.ve1y pursued 
at the time of placement because adequate conditions were not present for doing 
so) .1 

1 
It would appear that Agent preferences for utilizing the potentials of the Bls 
for contributing to long-range grOwth, have also reduced the in.cidence. of strong 
overt pressure on the group home youngsters to •. very quickly - begin to start 
(and to continue) to func tion independently (e.g., working) with the implicacion 
being that if this did n.ot happen, then IlsomethingH (e.g.» lock··up) would happen 
as a resul t of the Agent I s initiative. . . 
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In follow-up research interviews, the attitudes of wards to the home and the 
Bls is very positive. None of the youngsters have expressed any concern about or 
dislike of the Bls - in fact, quite the contrary. The youngsters had expressed 
enjoyment of the "free", informal, and trusting environment which they feel does 
exist. 

There is little doubt that the BOs will continue as a DTED group home for the 
life of the Project. However, the extent to which it will be used, and the extent 
to which this use will be congruent with the Boarding Home model is somewhat unclear 
at present. 

During the past eight months (11/1/67 - 7/1/68) there have been only two staff
ings for purposes of placement of youngsters into the Boarding Home. This compares 
with twelve staffings. (and nine placements) during the proceding eight months 
(3/1/67 to 11/1/67). This drop-off in frequency of use of the Boarding Home may 
be related to the following dynamics (none actually exclusive): 

(1 ) 

(2) 

(3) 

Since the home has for several youngsters evolved into a long-term "family
like" placement resource, the home may not be seen as an appropriate, or 
the ~ apprypriate, placement for youngsters striving for independence 
and autonomy. 

DTED demands for involvement with the group home parents and in the devel
opment of the home (including, e.g., participation in various staffings, 
participation in informal ongoing communication) may not be compatible 
with the stance of giv~n Agents in regard to their involvement with given 
youngsters' placement. 

Related to (2) may be the inter-Agent dynamics and the intricacies of 
trying to coordinate their differing demands and treatment styles. Per
haps Agents prefer not to have to compromise their own posit~on, and/or 
do not wish to "stir-up" existing interpersonal differences. 

lnuring the last six to eight months Agents have placed several youngsters (of vary
ing I-levels) into a privately operating boarding hou~e. This hous: has several 
non-YA adults residing there as well. Although the B s are still h~gh1y regarded 
by staff, it may be that the private boarding house is more apt to give youngsters 
an experience of semi-independent living than the Type III Group Horne - possibly 
because the private boarding house is not directly connected with the Youth 
Authority or CTP. (Wards are placed on rent orders.) 

2The time and emotional commitment would appear to be equal or greater in the event 
that an Agent utilized a foster home instead of the B's home; yet it would probably 
be less in the case of the private boarding house. At times, it appears that, with 
some youngsters, some Agents prefer not to become too greatly, or directly involved 
in the area of placement. They may prefer to deal primarily (or exclusively) on an 
individual basis with the youngster - helping the youngster to deal with issues in 
the placement, by means of assuming a counseling or advisory role with the youngsters. 

3It is possible that the management of this home should have been handled almost 
exclusively by the Coordinator who directly - in conjunction with the group ho~e 
parents - would define "what the program is u, and who should coordinate this w~th 
the Agents. (Agents, in turn, might thEln have little direct contact with the group 
home parents.) This form of management is being used in the Type IV, Temporary 
Care Horne (discussed in later sections). One comp1:.k.ation, however, centers around 
the fact that this home is, by intent, loosely structured ... and that there is not 
very much by way of a "program". 
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(4) A racial element nlay be inll')ived The group home r~tli!ntg are Negro 
and live in a predominantly Negro neighborhood. Except for one 
Caucasia.n boy who was in the home for six months, the boys who have 
been in placement for any length of time (over four months) have all 
been Negro youths. ~ile the B's have in no way expressed any racial 
feelings, some Agents have stated that they might hesitate placing 
a Caucasian or Mexican/American boy with the B's if that boy did not 
want to be placed there (or, if he wanted to be removed) because of 
the boy's feelings about either l~ving in a Negro home and/or in a 
predominantly Negro neighborhood. 

(5) Some Agents have expressed concern in placing some of their wards 
in the home because of the presence of one boy (an 14 Na) who has 
been quite aggressive and, at times, intimidating. 

(6) At least one Agent has expressed concern over the physical accommoda
tions. He feels that many 14 youngsters need privacy (by having indi
idual rooms) - something which is not available at the B's. (This is 
due to the size of the Bis family and the fact that only two bedrooms 
are available downstaira for the group home boys). 

Related to the ques don of "what the home is like" (relative to the research 
model) is the question of: in what manner have Agents generally involved them
selves in the ongoing operation of the home and/or, in a sense, attempted to give 
direction to the homeis program? (The set of factors which are involved here may 
interrelate with some of the points raised above.) By and large, Agents have not 
dealt with the B's (and DTED staff) in regard to developing informal, ongoing --
relationships (a) in and through which routine, up-to-date information is commu
nicated, and (b) in terms of which involvement is expressed relative to developing 
the home's program apart from the needs of the specific youngsters who may be 
living in the home at any given point in time. 

In other words, it does not appear as though Agents have been directly 
involved in the process of defining or implementing, in the abstract (or even 
"in general"), "what a 'Boarding Home. ° should be" from the perspective of a 
general resource for 14 wards. Most, if not all, of the impetus for this kind 
of focus has come from DTED stafL General questions such as, "Should there be 
any set rules and/or policies in the home" (and, ''What should these be"?) - these 
have apparently not been too great a concern to Agents, judging from the relative 
lack of interest which has been spontaneously expressed relative to discussing 
this question. When this general issue is brought up in regard to specific 

10f the six male agents in the Sacramento CTP office, four are Caucasian, two are 
Negro and all have placed youngsters in the B's home. 

21bis issue has been present to varying degrees with all of the Caucasian boys 
placed, but Agents have felt that these were just "convenientll excuses - partic
ularly on the part of certain Na youngsters who at the time were looking for 
superficial excuses, rather than examining their .true feelings. In one or two 
cases, a youngster's parents have expressed dislike that their son was being 
placed with a Negro family. (This factor alone has not been directly involved 
in the non-placement or removal of a ward.) Agents have lIabsorbed" these feelings 
and have tried to help the boys deal objectively with their parents' and their 
own - feelings. 
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issues (e.g., policy regarding the handling of clea~-up responsibilities and 
chores; having group meetings with the B's and group home boys, as a way of 
handling management issues), noticeable inter-Agent differences become evident. 
The net result has been to avoid making any firm, conclusive "policy" decision 
that might be satisfactory to and/or biriding upon all participants. 

As a result of the above, the B's have been left to develop their own 
program - something which, even though it is quite satisfactory in the present 
instance, is nonetheless not generally congruent with the Boarding Home research 
model, The B's are seen as adequate, appropriate individuals; and Agents, 
understandably, may feel that fS such they should operate their home in a way 
which is most natural to them. The B's, to be sure, have not expressed a great 
deal of frustration over this arrangement. Mrs. B, e.g.) has remarked that she 
has enjoyed running the home in part because she could fit it into her normal 
way of life. However, the Bls have expressed some feelings about not knowing 
l~hat the Agents want", or exactly where the Agents (collectively) stand

2
0n 

certain issues so far as the general operation of the home is concerned. 

This general method of dealing with the. Bls - allOWing them to "be themselves" 
in dealing with youngsters - may have some benefits. There are, however, some 
apparent disadvantages (aside from that of having thA home evolve away from the 
originally outlined research model). The main one peems to be that the present 
quantity and quality of involvement can allow too much to be taken for granted, 
so that - in times of crisis (e.g., the January, 1968 to March, 1968, problems) 
.- sufficient degrees of trust, comfort, and/or mutual communication may ~ be 
f~lt to be present to serve as a foundation upon which problems can be easily 
worked out. 

DTED staff is of the opinion that it would have been "better" if the Agents' 
relationships had been different - e,g., more frequent and more involved. More 
involvement would have probably increased the quantity and quality of information 
from Agents in describing what the home is like. Beyond thiS, however, it is 
difficult to speculate as to just what kind oi involvement by the Agents would 
have (a) effected the development of the home in such a way that the home would 
be different or better than it is at present; (b) increased treatment opportun
ities with youngsters placed in the home. 

The questions and issues raised here will continue to be explored during 
the coming year, This next yeat's experiences with the Bls may also give clues 
as to the characteristics and styles of foster parents that contribute to growth 
in I4 youngsters. The Bls have demonstrated this ability while at the same 
time providing initial placement stability for 14 youngsters. 

lIn varying degrees) some Agents may be slightly threatened by the B's evident 
self-confidence and adequacy,., and/or, they may feel that few, if any, need& 
exist relative to training or structure within this home. 

2 Overall, the Bls have expressed satisfaction in the handling of specific issues 
with specific, youngs ters. 
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At this t~me iast year) \ole l,ad just terminated the use of the home of Mr. 
and Mrs. N in Stoc.kton, who frO!ll 3/17/67 to 7/1/67 operated thi.s type of home on 
a trial bas is. They he,d ong Lnai ly been se lec. ced to opera te the Type I home and 
had been sw'. !:'ched over to the Typ~ IV home when their operation of the Type I 
home was cons1dered inappropriate, Their operQtion of the Type IV home was quickly 
seen to be lac.k1ng wlch resp~ct to the basic care and supervision of youths placed 
there. During May . .11.oo June, 1967, seven wards had been plac.ed with the Nls, 
thereby demons tratl.::lg the exl.S cenc.e of a geed for thE: temporary home. However, 
staff felt they would rather no without any home thlm continue with the Nls. 

We had a!.1ticip;;,,:~,' '')e1:;g able ::0 re-establish this home, at least by Septem
ber or October of 1967: QJt we=e ~nabie to locate any l.nterested, appropriate 
individuals until. February, 1968. Mr. and Mrs, F t.vere screened during March, 
1968 and they began Opeyat1o~ of their home in Stockton on 4/l./68. 

Staff thinkl.ng about the necessary qualities for the Type IV group home par
ents were nct as specific or qualified as in the case of the long-term placement 
h01W;:'l. Bas1cally, it was felt that asidE: from being able to provide necessary 
can):, supervision and fe-''2dback to Agents, the Type IV group home parents should 
be able to operate a progra.m suitable for ali types of wards and be able to 
provide init~~l,l basic a::.ceptance and support, - In addition, th'" group home 
paren~s,shouLG 0~ ~~~e to 1nvolve toemselves with youngsters, yet do so within 
the 11ml.ts of prOVl.dlng only temporary care, and in this manner come to support 
rather than interfere w~th, glven Agents' futurl8 treatment and placement planni~g. 

Mr and Mrs" F a.re- Ca',leas ian, a.ges 74 B,nd 53, respeccively. They both have 
grade sC,hool educatLons only Mrs, F has a vo(!,ational nursing certificate. They 
are ~£ the Prates ~ant faith I and attend c.h'-lrch Ta,.rely, They both have one previous 
marr1age; Mrs" Fs marriage ended in d1v01"ce, and Mr. Fls first wif(~ died in 
1961. They have had no children from their present or previous marriages. 

Mr, and Mrs, F had three foster chddren residing with them at the time they 
w~re being e\lalua· ... pd as . d f - car.d], ates or operating a Project group home. Two of 
these ,were county wards {one was c.onsider'ed ment.s.lly r'etarded) and the other _ 
then Just recently pla::<?cl - W5.S a Stock:o:. Conununity Treatment ward. In the 
prece~in~ four years, Mr. and Mrs. F had had <3 total of 15 youngsters (all boys) 
plac~d Wl.th them through c.ou:!ty Probation Departmencs, and they had been licensed 
pre~l.ously by three ,CaHforrd,9. ccunties. They }-,r.lve 0btai':1E'd a great deal of 
sat1sfactl.on and eUJoy::ne'ot jT; the role that tbey Wf'T.'f- ab1e to play with all of 
t~ese youngs ters) ev€::n thougr.. somf' uf thf;'m WE:~e 'mu'?uaJ,l.y chfficul r:: to deal 
wlth. They had ber~n ('(.ntacted by the Coordlnator ini.tialLy in February, 1967, 
1 - -- --.------- .. -. ----_.---,--_ .. ,- _.,-------.---
For a maXlmum Cof hv'" w8,rds of any I··J.evei c.l;;h;si~'i(atif)n The maximum of five 

2 

was determined by the size of the F"s home, See Appendix A for the original 
model for the Tempo!"ary c.a(~ Homf'". 

Two other sets of c8!"ldLdate& w€re contacted in Stockton (in August, 1967 and in 
October, 1967). The flrst couple wttbdrew because of thetr concerns about 
their neighbors redctlons if they WE're to 8.r~·:~pt N"'gro Y()UrtS?;sters. The second 
couple was reject'2d by DIED sta,ff f·)11 .. w-1'ng r....,p,p!f:r:f>d );cl"f::ening (the man would 
not have been ve-'lJ a: '1 'L.' '1-

•• , J •• ',a t ,~~) 1e aClo tne Vlom,;n apDearpd neur'ottc c,nd potent tally 
uns table) . 

, 

lP regard ::-::. ~pF..ratl':'tg a g('::)'vp \,')(1""', (T'uey wert! U:;~(;f:d \:.; Mrs. H, Type I 
Home) - but at that t UIl€ d Ld YI': t ft.'?l tnat. they wer.<:: Hi a position to do so 
becll'Js~ ')f tt·e Probati0:1 y-:-,,:""gs,tera wtlJ w~n: liv':::rg 'with them. However, both 
Probati.'JIn youngsters we:r-:- dl,).E: to le,ave f:a.l.rly S'~'0':i. ,and at that point the Fls 
reapplied with the Proj~~t.l 

Mr. F J in spite of hu; ag~~ is a~"I. al€:rt) i>Cl.tel1 !J.gent, open and friendly 
individual. Although he admits tbat he L8 at t~mES easily irritated, he nonethe
less seems to enjoy i~tErac.u.:r,g wah )1'I'Ju;:""gst-ex"s, and seems able to develop rather 
q'.lick, comforte,ble relatl<?n&hipe w~ t:, tr-em. He s~err.s quite self-confident and 
perce:pti.ve~ and carl appart!~t.;'y lO'Clk at his role as a group home or foster fa":.her 
abstractly ar,d rather ,:,bjectl\;e:y, In 8(ddl.t1..on to this, he feels that his wife 
obtal.ns a great de,a.l of eX'j"lym'2:lt from being a foster parent and feels that it 
gives her a sense ~f purp~s~ , 3':methblg WHO. which 's'h1:: can continue once he is 
gone. 

Mrs. r is a talkat:v<::,. h'i.e;:-,dly person wr.') seems to have a genuine warmth 
toward, and ability to r~la::,e tn., y,0~ngsr..E:;rs. She seems to handle most issues 
fairly dlrectly and expl .. :;1tly. Both she and hel husband feel that rules"while 
necessary, are not e"ds 1'(, '.:l>:1emselves and, instead, ma,inly fill a need most 
youngs ters have. ThE; alsti f-:~l that rules are .ats:; of help in managing a. home. 

Mrs. F lS s.?mew'!',at nervC'tJS b .. t net distr!lct1r:.gly so. She has a slight 
speech i.mpediment wench dO~5 ~,:t s.eem to bc,t1~er her. sh,~ does seem a little 
less cor.fident than her ~:)sbar(d, and pe:rhar-s rl0t quite as perceptive. At times, 
statements have to be I'ept2Ctted tH th hE r lea t she mh1.understand or misinterpret 
them. She feels that par I: of 'ler t €:'8S':"JTI for wanttr,g to have, and enjoying 
havir.g had ~ youngs t~~ s in h~,(' h')m«:: ta :hat sh~ 'r..ever had any children of her mm, 
and that thi.s gives t\=-rs"', (pp')~:urLlty t,,'1 €'xpr't"ss W':lat seem to be some fairly 
s;:rong mate.rrx::..l £eeli",gs. S):-"" i~f::ls that. sh~ 1M')' not be able to see the youngsters 
make muc.h prcgtess r '':Ir grc';.! wh .. :..ir;; t~,ey are :!lx, hp.! h,"Ime. Nevertheless) her stance 
is that if she feels she has :oratributed somet.hing to .)t'"e of the youths - i.e., 
something which may 'r,ave a be.aring on the il:"_d~vt.d:llal Os adjustment as an adult -
shoe will then be more than sat:...sfied. {Mr-. 'F ar.ares thp-se latter feelings). 

A t the pres 1';:1 t t i mo:. ne, tr,'.:,r 'Mr. nor Mrs. F 
group h.:>me. l-1r. F has '~o?~':' !"':t ired f If' th:: 1<1::; t 

of oCCupations - most r~(~" tly ;,av!':1g op~ra~,eri a 

ls empl~yed outside of the 
re. vears. He has held a variety 
d17 clea~ing business. In the 

lIn .February, i968, th;-C~,~; .. d~~nac~~-_;,;f:~rre-;-~-·;;~~k·;r;--CTP Agent to the FOg as a 
posslbl.e tndivid;.al F!dC~m€'~r TP5'."~f'CE; th~ c~p Ag€:-it in .question plac.ed a six
U:!HI year ,)ld, Na bcy In~·:, th..,: hCl'lIP.'. T(I€:: F'fo €xpTE':ssed renewed inter€;st to the 
Agent in oper'at1.ng a g['~"JP '\rl'CPll'N:. dod the' Ag,.e,nt rE.laYI,:d this message t'J the Coordin
ator. The rls app'ear?d fa',rly w"",H Star.:o:C1 £01' t.:mprJrary care- but the CTP 'o(..y had 
been placed o:~, a long- to'::rm 'loi-<~n-t'r.d€.d) baSIS. Hi.s placement w:i..th the FOs appeared 
to be stabdu:ing

" 
ii,:i,d !'_ £jl-'crii!;d 'q,~t.te HH!.pp::'''.:..prlate: to require t:he Agent to re

mwe him. DTED r'esearch U€(::..J .. ,d £'0 Ctll,:."~ t'hu' yc,: .. ngster to remain on in the home 
on a permar.ent baS1S as ;J, T'lo,n-'.ltlJdy (ase 'J11101;f a !'egul.iX' C'fA foster home c,,:-:,'(\tract. 
Reseatch fE-lt 'Chat dUb ar ta.n~el!("x\t. w~'f-,ld T'._'L unduly e[fec t the research design 
of th€: h0me. In .add.!:.tior" £i~r:.Le n·.:, ot'h'<!r ('a"dldates W1't€ available for the Type IV 
home J.t was cr.:.r.&:id'er''2'd ll~nr>E-. d.r.pr('·r-:'I!I.!t?! to use- the h::>me tlVi,del' these circumstances 
than face the pOSSi.blH~y c f hs.'{o;r·~ nc ~'YP(' TV h.clm€- tt;' study. If this YCI,mgster 
is .e.moved from tb~ ~,ome he wmjl:1 bi" p.;rml t t~d tC' n-:t:uII\1. 'Jo'ly on a te:.npcrary basis. 
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5 r,C? :·'y~,':d ::-:. ,)T )'''~r5 .;,.': 4,':",;"c'.atz, f.;.c'.:.ral t· y ,,!,.,:, <,:; .511 in.s:!:.uctor in 

their tTade. Ua1.1~ .. ~g pr:jg~a\J" M.:~&" i"r ?.t:. t;:,/,e. t';,;:ne. tn'S: gl,L''''P ho~e hegan, was 
err,pl.Jy~d f.il.; '.: '.:-:u?- e.S :J-=::'t.~.s;..: r.~·r o'c.r2 .~"JJ..s'_~k~~pof-t·. ::;b'e' '':\31:;. ho'weve!', recently 
terminateci t··u: ,empi cyrr''''',!':.t :'.: c·rac:r to spe,!:.o £":.11 t:~m~ OIl th~ ope.ration of the 
group home. ':.he-::, j::~(;Qme 1S s:'-ig·t-.'c.ty l-e~s tha::. av~r£tgel. {..oming mainly from Social 
Securi!::y a:d F.ayr::e:.ts ~.";', ~0c:.::i T·e:::tal p.c·crer.·:.y 't\Inic:l;, they own. 

1'11e gr~~'[J hC:ll!e i1: lcc;.::e.6 t.:: a se.rd~T.'J,r.al, lower ec(}nomic area in southeast 
Stockton. T';.,.:; ",eG. is r.;op'.llat.ed predoml.~a,").tly by Caucasy.21ns a'td~ to a much lesser 
extent, Mex:.,,~a.-::'-.A..!eri':.'1ris." Ihis 'irea is g=':\~;:'~.l.'Ly irH::·t f1.?ted for its acceptance of 
Negroes, a cC:Ldit1.c~; .::-::{..,~·t T,7:-J~::h th'2: pOs hilve. expressed some concern. Aside from 
their cor.cerr, cibct.:·~ ~l'.e.5Z -:. P:7'C~"'c,: y.;:,un.gst~rs d::,eme.e.lves at ti.mes being uncomfortable 
living in this sect", on ..)~ t·y..;:;-." th<::y 'have no objec tions to accept:ing Negroes in 
their home. 

Tr;e ~cm<; :.tE~:,i 'c: ::ry'£"'/~:2\: smai.l, r.~, l.., .... c. tsir. st<l'.::e vi repai~~ and is ade
quately fur;J::'$"~ed 2::,0 ;:.:;.::·s:1. :~c,-:· ci:-,.oug,bs·~ighth sub-stc.u-18.rd, 'the: home has only 
two bedrcoms 8.L t~..,.~ prEoE'2.::-, t u.me. Nt·. ar.d Mt·s u F have mad:e a makeshift bedroom 
for themselves at :ne t'ear c:: t.he hOl.)se; and tn,ey 'hopc~i.r." t'he 'lear' futdTe to have 
built an addit:":-r.al bec:!rC!cin A,~ld bath, -n.e t~') mail:'. !:t"?d:r<:.'·:mls a::.e used for the 
youngsters, Tr\~ lay.'g~l" be:i:::-·::r~ffi'-"c.s So blU.k b<:d .c>.rid -:>:'J.e s~,r.gle bed which are ,being 
used for tr.r,=-e Y:'-Ijrgsters, T~,e small""r .",f.:hesE: b~clro·')n~ will have one bu.nk bed 
in it. The P('Ys.i'~e.~ ::.t.::::·::':0r.:: [1: ':~'~S t:(·~.se has pl"":!"IlSnt:ed it i;;:'om being able to 
accept six vO' .. \,:1gs=<::rs~ :.:a.st,,:::.6. an a.bso};lte maximu.m 'b.,5.S bee" .. set at five. The 
;lome wiilb~ so~e·\oIh.;.t c:-,-:"Ttldf:-1 e':i~':~ under tho$E: eOiO.d~t'io',:I.s, but since it is for 
temporary c:&rejn:,~ t~:ts a:'::-Cl.7I.gem~,n~ was tb(lught to be a.cc'?ptable_ The gro~p 
home parents t-a-Je ';'¥1t) re7'rt,;!.1 ·!".I)v.s-es adjac:ef:lt to ,he group hClme itself ,.. one of 
which is tl) t'nf:'! 'U?8.r :of tr.E. ;P<:.2r! ~?us:e. Thle.r~ is 3.dl-'-q·~al:e y;,.nj spa.c·p, for outdoor 
recreation. I,:: acidl.':iol:', Mn:. ;';;' y.G.J,·ses d:-.\r,k.€ms and .("abl:.its·~!- the re-"1r aE lre yard. 

Even though t~-l-? F I ~ hflv'?f::<:'.\/ l'i, -:'E:·.:;~€.d f,,., t"Jl2 t"''('' c.,ace :l.1O previolJ.s years by 
three counties ~ ii:lclud:' ... ;lg ::±>.~ 'Jce ',n w~LdA th~7 pr~3eil:tl'J 7',eside, the local county 
will not consIder a l:'.ew ·;.:cer;s~ for th-::m. Tr.is is sol~ly dtJ:1'! to Mr, Fls age, 
which is now beyo:-;d ?o:::~ . .;r.a(~ and (:.oiJ.r.t:1 lim~ts. 'E ... d,s f~ct~:.;r ~ould t'<'!stric.t the 
LIse of the n·);:ne s ~r(.e> 6·;e::. inc t€;iOpo~'arl p!.ac';:;I(T·'::'nt. •. ", hom/? mu.st: be lit::ensed for 
youngs t~rs U::ClJ·e~·::'C :-',:"",,,-=,"'::"~ ~ :.:. :.. S "",;;t )/~ i ';"0. ted t1:.".1C the rr.13 j 0;::,1!::y of 'y(.,imgs ters 
who may be <"tt.le ::e:. (lc-5/l',e '.SIf! rJ! tr.:.5 '1ilme ':,.::'U .. 01<, 16 01:' ",i.del", 

The F~s ~,'ljoy fiS·~~::.g 8,,",,d '-;,E\mp,;r,g. 'Th'2:) 'Pl~'l ...• ".;<he;: ;:1,;<.:ib"<E;~ to Ulke group 
home youngsters Oy, '}ut',:l.g,;.of t.:I.i..£. C.c,t·.lr",. Mr',:,. F ~i7r.:"".dy h.a.s bl!-:'co;nf-~ a t'egular 
fan of the pa:: ~ "';.,Ia.rd, par t - f:' tar f (;'~? S (If cb'::l : J games.. and she. bri C1gs he!.' group 
home ycungsc.ers with her ~~ ~~~se ~v~~ts. 

Inj,tial ty" s ·:8.£t: '.,'.11\<; n':,\: ~".l!>! 8,briJ.t en", .extt=.:'~T. I:d') whir,h this home would be 
util.ized. p.a.rti.':::"'i..~ri.y Bi.:;U:C t.'\F";·Y' t-,~a6 ~or~€ ·N).~·:':i)'.Jtt 5'IK'Sp. a p(,."Tt<:: f,f)'C' quj~e some 
time, a.nd also dv.xe tc· i:J'.~ fa':t :.G.<iX r.h~ Ag.O::[t~~S h3.d f:,'!!'r;",r.al \.'f bp.c0ro.e aC("J.stomed to 
making othl':r' t:.7pces 0£ 8.rr.;og-;;w',·:,.ts, t1<:N1;:"f'!', :;1 thp.. fl,s t >TI-::I'\'t~cbs cf op:8ration a 
total of £i:,~ l')\....;"igst~':.<: ':-:"',.,= ':,i d:!e::n. ('r' twr.. :;,<::);::-:'-:'?i:o(':' o-:"':_-3::"-'..-,'-'s) have been placed 
into the hom.s. S ~7,( P. t't.\.-s ;:~.',;,:n'" C':~,- be ~J .. S"":·l IY~.ly ')'J;. .ol te.m~r...i"arV' basis 1 it is a~ti
cipated that . eVer SlrO! t, P""':'1.c.ds of ti:;.e. - t.'r..."':' a.·'.J'€:r.a.ge pop")le,tion will fluctuate 
a great de8.~. 

Table r}, p~.g"'1 ~,~ 1 -;;(J:'::'::;;.l:.&'. ir:.£c:rm~.':·~c.;)· .• r.e:i.ati.17-€: to rig'?J rdce., and a number 
of other va.r"!.:;;'tJ.,;:;;: :1.". :t""t.~.,~·d t..) rh·" fivol2. 'boy:: w}",j 'W~:"',;: p!.ac.E:d in the yls Temp ore. r:;r 

TABLE 5 

TYPE IV TEMPORARY CARE HOME: POPULATION DATA 
Mr. and Mrs. Fa 4/1/68 - 6/30/68 (3 months) 

d 
It. B 

15-5 
to 

Average 
nd under and over A e 

Number of Number of 
~ard8 Placed Placements 

1 5 16-6' 
17% 83'X. 5* 6 

*Inc1udes one ward also 
placed with Nls in 1961. 

~ A. 
efc 

1 
20% 

E 

F 

:~I 
Se 

Months on Parole Prior to Piacement 

0 1-6 
Ii - 5 
1 - 83% 

Days 

! 0- 16-
15 30 

~ 2 2 
33'1. 33% 

I 
Wards in Home 

on on 

7-12 

--
H 

i PI n 
31-
45 

2 
33'1. 

19 Or 
13-18 Over 

- 1 
- 17% 

acemeru t 
46- 61 & Ave. 
60 OVer 
- .. 

24 - -

J 
Placements 

through 7/1/67 -
6/30/67 61.30/68 6/30/67 6/30/68 

* 2 * 
*Home began 

4/1/68 

6 

~ 

1 

Cauc 
2 

40'X. 

D 
Race 

'Hex/Am Ne2ro 
3 -

60% -

lsee Appendix D for explanation of these items. Appendix K contains these 
same tables describing the population in the first Type IV Home (Mr. and 
Mrs. N). Appendix L contains a chart of the placement patteDns for the 
1'8 Type IV, Temporary Care Home (and for.the Nls ahort operation of a 
Type IV Home). 
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Care Home during the first three months of its operation. Thus far, ~ of these 
youngsters has been placed in the home at the time of their parole to CTP - five 
of the six placements were made during their first six months of parole. Most 
(807.) have been classified at the 14 level of maturity. Time in placement has 
averaged about three weeks. To date no Negro youngsters have been placed in the 
home. Caucasian and Mexican/American boys have been placed in approximately equal 
numbers. The average age (16 years - 6 months) is lower than in any of the three 
long-term care homes. 

Aside from the obvious uses that the home can provide, it has already provided 
the context for a couple of unique and unexpected uses. One is with a youngster 
who is to report to the CTP office each morning, but whose only way there would 
otherwise result in his arriving an hour and a half before the office opened. To 
alleviate this, the boy's mother drops him off at the group home early in the morn
ing. There, he may eat breakfast; and he is afterwards brought to the CTP office 
with the other group home youngsters either by the group home mother or by the CTP 
transportation officer. 

The other unexpected use occurred when one of the Agents was confronted with 
a situation in which a youngster was placed in a fos'ter home some distance from 
Stockton and had a job in Stockton, but had no means of transportation to and 
from his foster home over the weekends. Arrangements were made for this individual 
to stay over the weekends in the temporary care home, returning to his foster home 
during the week. 

Previous use of this type of home also included placement of new CTP wards 
who are awaiting final parole plans and who would otherwise remain at the Youth 
Authority I s Northern Reception Center and Clinic (45 miles north of Stockton)" 
To date, however, the F's home has not been used for this purpose. 

The first youngster to be placed in the home was placed prior to a final 
decision as to whether or not the Fls would be operating a temporary care ££, 
instead, a long-term care home. Although the youngster and the group home parents 
were advised that if the home was to be used on a temporary care basis he would 
have to be placed elsewhere, this youth and the group home parents formed a rather 
strong attachment to one another; and, both the group home mother and the young
ster tried to convince staff that the placement should be allowed to continue on 
a permanent basis. The group home mother became quite involved in this issue. 
However, from discussions with both the Coordinator and Agents, she came to 
understand the restrictions which prohibited the youngsters from staying in the 
home permanently.l Since then there has been no similar incident. 

Another incident which occurred during May, but which did not become known 
to staff (or the group home parents) until June, was the fact that or of the 
youngsters had brought some marijuana into the house, had distributeL it among 

lThe Coordinator is the principal person involved in the training of the group 
home parents in connection with the development of the Type IV home program. 
This is 1n contrast to the long-term placement homes, in which Agents also part
icipate directly, and, in fact, share these responsibilities. This arrangement 
was decided upon because of the need for greater coordination of intra-agent needs 
and demands relative to the use of this home. Also, because of the temporary 
nature of placement within this home, it was recognized that ~ ~ Agent would 
be utilizing the home on very much of an ongoing basis. 
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I the b8Y!'l. and had par t Ie ~pnt t'li 1,..1 ~h them in smoking some of it in the house. 
Thi'> was investtgatcd by elP staff - who becamt: more ac.utely aware that they 
could not take for granted what was going on 'behind closed doors'. 

The home operates faIrly l~formally. A few, very general guidelines or 
rules were developed early in conjunctlon with the Group Home Coordinator. l 

These are reg"lar times ft':.: breakfast and supper. There is a set curfew time 
for all of the youngsters, unless they must be in at some earlier time at 
the request of the Agent. "-lith approval, they can stay out later. As yet, 
Research has not been cucctly lnvolved to any great extent in evaluating the 
general atmosphere or enVlronment of thiS home. However, information relayed 
by the Coordinator and Agents suggests that the home, at least thus far, is 
fairly fleXible, easygol~g, and qUlte acceptable, All of the youngsters placed 
thus far appear tc (:!1j::;y ~he group home parents, and to have made a fairly quick 
and easy adjustment to the hame. Althou~h some of the boys have expressed an 
interest Ln StaYlng on lC th~ borne, [her~ seems to be generally good acceptance 
by wards that lt 1S for temporary care only. 

Due to the nature of the home, a great deal of impact is really not ant1-
cipated except in terms of ltS being able (a) to prov1de a comfortable atmosphere 
where youngsters who may be in a tLme of cr1sis, can stabilize to some extent 
effectively, and (b) to prcvide an atmosphere which permits Agents to plan more 
rationally and/or to proceed !..onder less pressure, relative to treatment and future 
placement issues. 

S lnce thE: home 'has been operating only three months, a great deal of informa
tlon has nor been gatnered pertc?inlng to ltS overall appropriateness. However, 
information collected f~om the Agents on the boys who have been placed in the 
home lncilc.ates that the home has, 1n many instances, exce.eded their expectations 
in meeting tht?: objectlVeS of temporary care. (In all cases it appears to have 
met theu' 'objectives for temporary care .. ) In one case, e.g., a youngster who 
had previously bee.n .... naccepting of a foster home placement was placed on an 
emergency basl.s 1n the temporary care hOfit. Following about a month in the home, 
this boy, on his own l.nltianve, requested a foster home placement. The Agent 
feels that the experience in I1vl0g with the F's assisted the youngster in being 
able to take another look at what a [oster home might have to offer, by way of 
provlding a number of contrasts w1th the rather poor relationships which existed 
withln his awn heme. This experience seems to have highlighted some of the 
things that might be 1.n store for hun if he: returned to his own home. 

Th1.s attempt to tstabllsh the Type IV Heme has started out well. The home 
probably has the potE'ntlal f:lr becolUlng an tncreasingly valuable resource. It is 
expec ted that the next YEar Wl.ll provlde many l.11ustrat:ions of the various ways 
in wh1.ch this type of hom~ can be utilLzed. 

------_._------_._-_._------------------
1 
See AppendiX M fer a deSc.rlptJ.on of the rules which were established for the 
Type IV Home. 
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Type V, Temporary Restriction Home l 

Twenty mo~ths of attempting to find interested, appropriale individuals to 
establish this type of home were unsuccessful, and efforts to establish it were 
terminated on 5/31/68. The search included both the Stockton and Sacramento 
areas. 

During that time only one couple was located (in Stockton) who might have 
been appropriate for this type of home. However, the woman in the home was at 
the time working at a nearby Youth Authority Institution; and there exists a 
general Youth Authority policy which prohibits Youth Authority employees from 
taking Youth Authority wards into their homes unless the Youth Authority Parole 
Board authorized their doing so. A request was made to the Youth Authority 
Parole Administration to take the matter before the Youth Authority Board. This 
request Was not well r~ceived - the stated reasons being that: (a) being under 
formal contract for a parole operation while at the same time working within 
the institutional Division of the Youth Authority might, somehow, result in 
the woman employee's hav~ng a "conflict of interests" (between the Division of 
Parole and Ins tHutions) ; (b) if this woman had to deal with youngsters both 
on and off of her formal job, it would give her little or no time for relaxation 
and might not allow her to devote full energies and attention relative to her 
work within the institution; (c) it may not be possible for CYA employees to 
receive I'compensation" from a group home contract (State funds) over and above 
their regular salary. (This particular question still remains unanswered). 
Though there remained some possibility of pursuing this further, informal communi
cations indicated that Administratio~ was definately not in favor of the 
proposal, and the matter was closed. 

In addition, during the past year operations and research staff had 
expressed ongoing concern over the question of whether this type of home was 
still "really needed" to the extent that it appeared needed a number of years 
ago. Although short term restriction was, and is still being, utilized as a 
treatment technique within CTP, resources other than the Short Term Restriction 
home had become available to operations (parole) staff for this same purpose, 
early in 1968, (Bed space had become available at a local Youth Authority facility 
which opened subsequent to the start of the Project - the O. H. Close School for 
Boys. ) 

Beyond these considerations, within the total range of ward-subtypes being 
referred to the Youth Authority from the geographic area under consideration, 
the proportion of individuals with whom the technique of short term restriction 
would most likely be utilized was found to be progressively and - in absolute 
numbers - greatly decreasing throughout the past two or three years. Thus, it 
was doubtful that - ~ven if established - this type of home would be utilized 
to the extent previously anticipated. 

1 
For a maximum of six wards, all I-levels. See Appendix A for the original 
model for this home. 

2 
The nature of the possible conflict(s) was never specified. 

3In addition, the woman did not wish to give up her institutional position in 
favor of just operating a group home. 
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Even if appropriate candidates were available to start operating this type 
of home as early as Septe.mber of this year (which was doubtful), very :,.ittle 
time would have remained to do the requ1red quantity and quality of research. 

In its design and purpose, the home was the most unique of all five group 
homes. It is unfortunate that we will not have an opportunity to study its 
potential. 

With the monies remaining in the DTED budget for the Type V home, we have 
proceeded to develop a sixth type of home (Type VI, Individualized Group Home) 
for I youngsters. In addition, with some of the then remaining monies, we 
are ptlrsuing the possibility of doing some basic research in a girls' group 
home which is currently being operated in the Stockton CTP unit. 
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Type VI Individualized Home - (Mr. and Mrs. U)l 

The model for this type of home grew out of discussions with Community 
Agents in regard to current 14 treatment and thinking, and out of placement needs 
and experiences associated with the Type III Boarding Home. Even though the 
research requirements for entrance into the Type 111 Boarding Home had been made 
more flexible, the Boarding Home continues to be unavailable as a possible 
placement resource to youngsters who, by virtue of age, maturity or direction of 
treatment, are not in a phase of development where attempts are being made to 
help them become independent and autonomous. 

Since it was known that this type of home would be utilized by the Stockton 
CTP unit, Stockton Agents had for some time been directly involved in discussing 
their general placement needs relative to 14 wards. This eventually led to the 
development of a definitive model by DTED staff. As the model indicates, Agents 
felt that there was a great need for a treatment resource which could meet a 
wide range of needs. The model - although well-articulated - remains at this 
point highly theoretical, as well as complex. 

Staff thinking in regard to the needed characteristics of the group home 
parents for this type of horne included: (a) the presence of a very compatible 
marital relationship; (b) maturity which expresses itself in terms of openness, 
understanding, and - particularly - flexibility in dealing with youngsters; 
(c) ability to make themselves available for relationships with youngsters while 
being cognizant of the reasons why given youngsters might resist forming a relation
ship or might become involved in neurotic "games" within a given relationship; 
and (d) within the context of the above, providing for the basic care and super
vision of the youths and adequate feedback to Agents, and, finally, cooperating 
in as well as taking initiative in developing a general home program. 

In April, 1968, we began screening Mr. and Mrs. U, who ~eside in Modesto 
(which is located approximately 30 miles south of Stockton). They were selected 
on 6/25/68 as the individuals who would develop the Type VI home. They appeared, 
in many respects, "tailor made" for this home. Their contract is due to become 
effective on 8/1/68. One CTP ward will probably be placed with them prior to 
that date. 

At first it was thought that the home might be located in Stockton. However, 
the U's were not in favor of moving to Stockton; and, since most of the new cases 
coming to the Stockton CTP unit are wards who have been committed from Modesto, 
it was decided that these would be adequate justification for' locating the home 
in that area. 

1 
The Type VI Home is for a maximum of six 14 wards (Neurotic, Acting-out - Na; 
Neurotic, Anxious - Nx; Situational Emotional Reaction - Se; and Cultural 
Identifier - Ci. The-model for this home is part of Appendix A. 

2Due to severe dropoff in new commitments from the Stockton area, the metropolitan 
area of Modesto (Stanislaus County) was included - beginning 9/13/67 - as part 
of the geographical study area for the Stockton CTP unit. 
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Mr, a,nd Mrs 
bean maet isd f J': 

~l. agES 26 dr>,d l5, respectively, ~~C€ CaUc.as1an. They have 
6~ 'J<!C.l: k ;jnd have 2. ch~ldren, a gn I age 3~ and a boy age 1~. 

Mr. ,l' l.S a tal;. (6'7"~, '::'jtg'Jl.ng, pleasant, l:":ltelltgent young man. He has 
an ASSOCIate Arts Degree In industrial Engineering and has one additional year 
of Ur lvers1ty study in Mechanical Engineering. He is presently employed by a 
cor.stL"~ctio." co:n;)a"j' work:ng on a dam project some 50 miles east of Modesto, and 
is eer~i~g a~ a~erage ~~~oreE. 

Mrs. U is a v~r~ pl~asant, calm and perceptive you~g woman. 
year of college education. Although not presently employed, she 
worked as a~ apartme::1t ;na'l1ager and as a part-time secretary. 

She has one 
has previously 

Me. and Mrs .. U,a~e of tr.e Protestant faith. They attend church quite regularly 
and are active L:J. dl..rectbg YC·Il\").g peoples' groups (!u.gh school and college age) 
for their ch'..~t'ch. ~T~:y are q'Jite religious and feel that cariug for problem
you~gsters LS a

"
l1retlme commitment - someth1ng which for them represents, in 

theLr words, a relig10us calling". They moved to the Modesto area a year ago 
in an ~ttempt to begin actualizing their desire in the form of developing and 
operatIng a small ranch-type setting for problem-you~gsters. 

AI~hough they dId ~ot have p~ior experience with foster youngsters, they 
have wo_ked summers at: a toys camp. Mr. U worked in such a setting both as a 
camp cou:.1selor and 1.'.1 a s:.:.pervisory capacity (for three months in the summer 
of 1966:, Ml U did follow-ep.wc.rk on the youngsters who were at the camp, 
contact_ng boys a~d theLr farr.L11€S relative to assisting them in school and in 
othe:- areas In ~dd:.t!.'JY.\, thei.r work with young peoples' groups in their church 
has HI.volved helpll1g some of the youngsters duri.ng a period of crisis. As 
such, as young adults, tne U's seem to have considerable familiarity with, and 
unders.tandLng of, both c':1e prE-sent adolescent generatIon and their own role in 
relat1.on to tryLng co help youngsters. 

, Mr. and Mrs. U,tav~ spent much of their time and energy in exploring 
varLou~ ways of carLng for (e,g., taking in) foster children until such time 
tha t tney (the U ' s) WO'Jld be. 1n a position to try to develop the above mentioned 

11 II • hilT' 1 £ ' sma .raDc A, ney a ~~ eel that - in the interim - they need experience, 
as well as gUldanc.e, ano trai.::".1.ng by expe.rienced people They have in the 
past.year made co',::'at.t wit':">. 'ChE. S'..!periincendent of onf' of the Youth Authority 
Lns ~l tt; tl-:>ns near S tockc:)... After this individual referred them to CTP and 
ult1ma,t'21y to DIED, chef began co r·eceive. many of the CTP and DTED repor;'s, 
thereb;r comJ.rg co be f.a.Hly conversant with the. COi1ll'l!unLty Treatment Project. 

Mr.. 8"1d Hr s IT aLE remarkably sl.milar in terms of their major preferences 
and mot J.va tl.C!"IS 1."',e7 appear t;) have developed a very intr.r)spec tive" atti tude 
toward tt>p..l:Hs-?-I·Jes" an.d ;:o-..-ard ycungs ters as welL The.y have come to know a good 
deal 8.1::lJtJt th'?msr:-l'lles ai~!d ~t>.elr luter-action with ot.he:rs - even, to some degree, 
w.lth respect t.::, co('c-;:pts relat'I"g to "Pl~sitlve- and ne-ga'::ive-tran.sference", and 
tne like .. l1"ey appeal:' to ~,,,,de,t'stand ,.)ne. anotn?:r qU1.te well and their relati-onship 
appears very g")(,d. As ml.ght.be expected j.n connectiop wIth their lack of foster 
home experIence, th~'y (par. t iClllarly Mr. l!) are some:what unsure of what their 
"role I with C':;'P wards m1ght consist 0= In gen€:ral, however, It appears that 
chey ~r€. prE's;.tptly c:rie"1tE.d cm,'ard establishing some type of "adult,~to-adolescent" 
relat1~nEh!ps With wards. 
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DUcing the screening process the Merced County Probation Department (located 
35 miles south of Modesto) placed a l5-year-old probationer in the U's home. 
Their early experiences with this youngster suggested that the U's were indeed 
open to new information and might be more than willing to "stick it out" with 
somewhat difficult, delinquent boys. 

It was preferred for research purposes that this youngster not be in the 
home. However, (a) due to Mr. and Mrs. U's feelings that they had made signifi
cant progress with the boy, and since (b) the U's were considered as being quite 
appropriate for this type of home, it was decided to not insist that the boy be 
removed as a precondition for DTED use of the home ... provided however, that 
the Merced Probation Department had no objections to our plan to develop the 
home, and to develop it primarily along lines required by our theoretical model. l 

Group Home and CTP staff met with Merced Probation officials to discuss 
any concerns or objections which they might have. They were extremely cooperative 
and felt that it might be beneficial for this youngster to have the experience 
of living in a group home, and of receiving the additional services that would 
be provided indirectly - services which, by itself, Merced Probation was not in 
a position to provide. They asked on1,. that their ward not be excluded from any 
general program of the home (e.g., outings, group meetings, etc.), and they were 
assured that this would not happen. 

At the time of this writing, Mr. and Mrs. U have located a possible facili~y 
for the group home some 10 miles south of Modesto, somewhat out in the country. 
Even though the additional distance provides some problems in regard to school 
and work, it nonetheless seems quite acceptable to all staff. The home is an 
older estate-type of house having some 3,500 to 4,000 square feet, 5 bedrooms, 
a workshop, a barn, and a swimming pool. It is on the school bus route to a 
local high school in Hughson, California (5 miles from the home) - the location 
of a fully operational, experimental educational program. 3 The house would be 
leased. If arrangements go according to schedule the U's will move to the new 
location about August I, 1968, and placement of additional youngsters will 
begin shortly thereafter. 

lIn addition, it was known that this boy had been classified by the Probation 
Department as an 14 Nx. It thus appeared that his personality, placement 
needs, etc., would be congruent with the Type VI model. 

2Their present home is too small for their own family plus six wards. 

3This educational program involves programmed instruction that develops each 
student's individualized course materilll, and each student works at his own 
speed. 
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Type VII, Girls' Group Home - (Mr. & Mrs. X)l 

In August, 1967, the woman Agent working out of the Stockton CTP unit began 
developing a group home for her CTP g~rls. Since that time, this home has had 
at anyone time up to 7 girls in placement. The hom~ has experienced a unique 
degree of su~cess and it appears that the Group Home Projec t' s overall fund of 
information could be enhanced by researching this home. We are presently pursuing 
this matter in an effort to provide a basic retainer to the home ($200 a month), 
in exchange for research involvement with the group home parents. 

Since there is only one woman Agent in each CTP unit, she must handle all 
experimental girl cases regardless of I-level classification. Essentially for 
this reason, girls of all subtypes have been placed into this group home, both 
for permanent or for temporary placement. In addition, only one Agent has been 
(in conjunction with her treatment supervisor) involved in the recruitment, 
training, development and ongoing maintenance of the home - this being in contrast 
to conditions which have existed in the DTED homes. 

If we are able to do research in this home, the home will not be contracted 
in the same manner as other DTED homes. Presently, each youn2ster placed in 
the home is subsidized on a regular Youth Authority contract. Thus, the NIMH 
retainer in exchange for research time would simply supplement what the Youth 
Authority is able to pay at the present time. In addition, we will not be bring
ing this home under the project as an "official" project home, but would rather 
research it "as is". Thus, the Coordinator would not become directly involved 
in the home; and DTED staff~ng procedures would not apply except when needed 
for specified research purposes. This would allow for a comparison between this 
home - its manner of operatlon, and so on - with DTED homes and procedures. It 
would also allow us to gather important information concerning a non-I-level 
restricted home, and to make comparisons ~etween a girls' home and the DTED 
homes - each of which contains boys only. 

The Agent who developed and is utilizing the home has written a paper describ
ing the home's development as of June, 1968, which will appear in the Fall issue 
of the Youth Authority Quarterly. The Agent also plans to do additional writing 
in regard to this home Wh1ch will appear in future CTP and DTED publications. 

1 
For a maximum of eight female wards, all I-levels. 

2Due to the lack of funds, it has not been possible to place the girls· home 
under a regular Youth Author~ty group home contract. 

'3 Youth Author1ty AdministratIon has vo~ced no opposition to this plan and 
research involvement could theoretically have begun by now except for the 
facl that the Accounti41g section of the Youth Authorlty felt that since this 
appeared to represent a s~bstantlal departure from tbe original proposal, 
written approval from NIMH should first be obtained. 
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Introduction 

DEVELOPMENT N~m COORDINATION 
OF GROUP HOMES 

By 

Sharlene E. Haire 
Group Home Coordinator 

The development of a relationship between a group home parent and any given 
ward is, in itself, insufficient to meet the total "relationship needs 11 which 
exist within a given home. Unlike the single foster home arrangement in which 
the Agent and the foster parents work independently - and sometimes in opposite 
directions - group home environments must be developed by Agents, staff, and 
group home parents working together in the same direction toward the same 
ultimate goal. How staff and group home parents interact is observed by wards. 
It would appear, then, that the best possible relationships would be those 
which were based on mutual participation in home development and ward treatment. 
For these reasons, our efforts in this project have been strongly influenced by 
the belief that the development of treatment homes depends on the extent to 
which those involved are willing and able to commit themselves to developing 
relationships which will enhance open, clear communication of issues and will 
facilitate resolution of conflicts and problems, 

Recruitment of Group Home Parents 

Our major resource for c&ndidates continues to be foster parents who have 
had experience in caring for delinquent youths - primarily California Youth 
Authority wards - and who are familiar with our agency's operations. Many 
candidates have been referred to us by Institutions and Parole staff who have 
known and worked Wi. th them or who have learned from friends and colleagues of 
their interest in developing group homes. 

Tables 6 and 7 present a breakdown of the Clverall referral picture from 
July, 1966, to August, 1968, in Sacramento and Stockton. Of 74 referrals for 
one or more typ~s of homes, 41 were made by other Youth Authority staff. Ten 
of the total number had been licensed previously by a public agency to provide 
home care for children, aged, or mental health patients, and 37 had prior 
experience. 

Of referrals to the ':'.'ype I home, 55% were. rer.eived from other YA staff, 22'70 
from news ads, none from oth~r gr.·OUp home or foster parents, and 22% from mis
cellaneous others. Of the Type II referrals, 56% were made by other YA staff, 
6% by news ads, 3% by other group home and foster parents, and 33% by miscellane
OllS others. Forty-one percent of the referrals to the Type III home were made 
be other YA staff, 16% each by news ads and other group home and foster parents, 
and 25% by miscellaneoGs others. For the Type IV home, 44% of the referrals 
were from other YA staff, 22% each from news ads and miscellaneous others, and 
11% from other group home and fOB~er parents. Sixty-seven percent of the refer
ra Is to th(~ Type V hOrnf were by 0ther YA staff, Wl th 16% each by other group 
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7/66 - 8/68 

TABLE 6 

Selected Characteristice and Sources of Referral to Project by 
Type of Homea 

Home TyEe 

I - Protective 

; Number ,Previous 
Source of Referral Referred 

I 
License Hired 

I 
S taff

D 
I 

'Other YA 5 1 2 j 2 
I I ~ews Ad 2 1 1 0 
:Other Group Home I and / or Fos ter Parents 0 0 0 0 

, 
I I :other (Misc.) 2 I 1 0 

Total Referrals 9 3 4 2 

II - Containment 

bther YA Staff 17 0 6 2 
I 

2 0 0 o i 
-J 

I 

~ews Ad 
~ther Group Home 

Fired 

1 

0 

0 

0 

1 

1 

0 

I 
~ 

I , 

1 0 0 0 I 0 

I 
r-~n~d~/~o~r~F~o~s~t~e~r~p~a~r~e~n~t~s~ ____ ~ ____ ~ __ ~ ____ ~ ____ ~ ____ -L ____ ~ __ _L ____ ~ __ ~ 

~ther (Misc.) 

Total Referrals 

III - Board ing 

I 
I 

pther YA Staff 
I 

News Ad 
Dther Group Home 
~nd/or Foster Parents 

bther (Ml.sc.) 

Total Referrals 

10 0 

30 0 

5 0 

2 0 

2 I 

3 j 0 

12 1 

8 0 0 

14 2 1 

1 0 0 

0 0 0 

1 1 0 

2 0 0 

4 1 0 

I 

i 

aSome indl.viduals were referred 
one type of group 'home, There 
number of individuals referred 

to Group Home Project in connection with more than 
was a total of 74 ''home referrals", but the total 
was 59. 

b 
Non-Group Home Project personnel. 
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TABLE 6 Concluded 

Home Dpe 

IV - Temporary Care 

Number I Previous i Previous r--------------------------~-~--,-=---~--~~--------~------------------~ 

I 
~ource of Referral 
I 
IOther YA Staff 
I 
!News Ad 
'Other Group Home 
~nd/or Foster Parents 

I 

.Other (Misc.) 

Total Referrals 

V - Res tric tion 

: , 
Other YA Staff ! 

1 'News Ad 
Other Group Home I 
,and/or Foster Parents i 

'Other (Hisc.) 

Total Referrals 

VI - Individualized 

Other YA S t.aft 

'News Ad 
.Other Group Home 
and/or Foster Parents 

!Other (Misc.) 

Total Referrals 

Total Referrals All Homes 
r- , Number 
Source of Referral iReferred 

:Other YA Staff 41 
I 

:News Ad I 9 I 
'Other Group Home I 

bnd/or Foster Parents 5 

!Others (Mise. ) 19 

Total 74 

Referred ! License . Experience Hired Fired 

4 I 1 4 1 
I 1 I 

, 

2 I 2 3 0 0 i 
I 

1 I 0 : 0 1 0 

2 
I 

0 1 0 0 I 

9 3 8 2 1 

4 I 1 i 1 0 0 

0 I 0 I 0 
i 

0 0 

I l I 
1 , 0 ! 0 0 i 0 

1 o o o o 
6 1 1 o o 

, 
I 6 2 5 1 i 0 

1 0 0 0 :~ 
0 0 0 0 : 0 I ! . , 
1 0 1 0 ~ 0 I 

I 

8 2 6 1 0 

I Previous ! Previous 
I License ; EX)2erience Hired Fired 

5 19 6 3 ~ 
----l 

3 4 ° 0 

1 1 2 0 

1 13 0 0 

10 37 8 3 
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home and foster parents and miscellaneous others, and none by news ads, In 
the Type VI home, 75% at the referrals were from other YA staff, with news 
ads and miscellaneous others each contributing 12%, and other group home and 
foster parents contributing none. 

The greatest nurr?er of referrals for anyone home was to the Type II (30), 
with Type III (12) second, Types I and IV (9) third, Type VI (8) fourth, and 
Type V (6) having the least number. Of the eight homes developed during the 
pas t two years, we have had two Type I homes, two Type II, two Type IV, one 
Type III, and one Type VI. Of 22 single women and five single men who were 
screened, none was hired due to general inappropriateness for a particular 
home type which might have been under consideration at the time of screening 
i.e., the home model required a husband and. wife combination. Of the 47 
husband and wife referrals, nine were staffed and eight were hired. 

Primary reasons for rejecting any referral, single or married, included 
inadequate living space, unfavorable prior arrest reports, potentially insuf
ficient participation with wards and staff in home development and management, 
advanced age, poor health, racial issues (i.e., either referral or neighborhood 
would not accept Negroes and/or Mexicans), referral employed by Youth Authority 
and prevented by departmental policy from providing foster care to wards. Most 
referrals who withdrew did so for comparable reasons, or because they preferred 
girls for whom Projec t hOr:les we.re not being developed. 

Newspaper advertisements have generally been most ineffective, and we have 
received but few prospects from Probation and Welfar'e departments in either 
Stockton or Sacramento. Reluctance on the part of these agencies to, share 
potentially appropriate candidates may be due mainly to the fact that they, too, 
are developing group home programs which require a reservoir of available group 
home parents, 

An additional factor, occurring particularly with County Welfare departments, 
seems to be the qualitatively different evaluative criteria by which the 
appropriateness of candidates is determined~ Welfare workers usually assess 
existing conditions, e .. g., the home environment, physical fitness, emotional 
stability and general appropriateness of candidates according to specific, 
pre-defined Board~ng Home Manual standards as set down by the State Department 
of Social Welfare. Unlike ourselves, they place much less emphasis upon the 
potentialities of candidates and homes which are still to be developed into 
appropriate, specific treatment resources This difference in our initial 
screening proc.ess may contt~bute to t'be paucity of referrals from Welfare 
Departments, and it also may have created some of the problems we have experi
enced in licensing some of our homes. 
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Tralnlng: :e~erai 

At an eally stage, gr~~p hc~e p~te~ts must he made aware of agency policies 
in general. ~~1s is aec~~pliR~ed prirnari:y by the Coordinator in individual 
meetings. Gt~Up ho~e pale~~~ aTe i~stru~t!d t~ consult with the Coordinator 
on matters directly rela':i:'l.g :::;. r.orr.e mar.ag~me!}\t (budgeting, contracts, meals, 
etc.) and d i ree t ly wi th th~ Corr.mu:r~ity Agen t regard ing ward management. 

Becaus~ comrrr..:.nity teae ti,:;,r is i:nportant tv the development of our homes, 
we have reques !:e.d thf.t g!o ..... p nO'liE: parents report qlny public pressures or 
attitudes of which they become awar~ aT.d which might have 8.dverse effects 
on wards l.n the home or 0':1 thE: group home gen.erally. Supportive cotr@unity 
reac tion is also irr.po::rtar,t to r.elay sa tha.t staff may be kept infortIJed of all 
public attituoss. If di=fict::it sltuatio':'!s do arise in the cormnunity, the group 
home parents and staff work t'Jgether to :'es')lve the:m. The primary approach in 
a 11 as pec ts of: .)tir ir,te! ac t1.'::'r., wu:h and ~raining of group home parents is one 
of close teamwork~ so that the g.:-c..:p hows parelr!.ts ~ together with staff and 
members of other agencies who may ha'Y'€< db'ect and important contacts relative 
to particular w9rds, may establish a system .":)f cOi\itllunications which will most 
effectively creatEO thE: !'eqt1in:d t:rE!atment elwironments. 

General Considerations Relating to Cornmunication~ Of primary concern in training 
group home pa-renes 1S th-,= de1;elcpment of a mili.eu in which they and staff are 
able, and are !<:-.ql.1.ired, tc eomm:.m1.cate cl'Jsely and I:egula.rly all information 
which is t'nol.lg'ht to ':11:. pel:tir.""~-:t tc che '.:r'eatment of wards in placement. It is 
our firm belief th<it only thrc)lJgr., c:I'Qse, constant, personal involvement with 
staff can group home par.etJits come to g!'asp our treatment philosophy generally -
and also come to undetstard it with r~ference to specific typ~s of wards. 

In the Type ::'1 ~Cor.·.::&u;rr.C!r,t > and 'Type III (Boarding) homes ~ we "have intro
duced I-levelthe.0rJ by W2.:y ':of hav:'ng D'lt" group home .parents talk about their 
interactions with their boys rather tban by first having us label the boys with 
~n I-lev~l su~type. and t.e:lling tn.5 group hOm£:: parents how they should be 
lnteractlng With tnem. ?his apPl'oac:h se~med best in these homes in view of the 
~atural tendency of ~he group home parents to talk enthusiastically about 
lnteractioos in the home, and because information presented at this level was. 
easily assimilated 

In. the Type I (Fr.otEctive} and Type IV (Temporary Care) homes, we have 
begun with a mOt'e.systema':i~, didactic approach - t'hat of presenting specific 
informatloll r~lati"Je~ t'J 1··1",',;'.<:1 s·J.btype character:.stics, long-range and short
range treatment g::O'11s., piac"2:mer,t plans, varying treatment stances and treatment 
techniques for variol1s '3u'ttyp<=-s ' 

Thi,q :::h'3t,~e ;'.C' pn::fi~~ir:at10n te· ... h"" 1YiJt; I home parents was based on their 
?eeds to icleqtify morl" C?':S"'~"jt "lC~1 3taff, .and beca.use they were able to and 
lnter(;sted iry -::om;n'.l'~,1.t::at:.o" ~:i ~airly a~str",( t, hypothetical terms. For the 
Type IV home pare.nts. this d.!JP:·j~:r. disu:.t:Jtages developing close ties with short
term placem€.uts arId a~ts a m::;:·p. b.Pf'topr!.ate \ ~dt€'mporaryil tone for the home. 
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The nature and frequency of interaction between Agent and group home 
parenls depends mainly on ward subtype, stage in treatment of ward, Agent stance, 
the group home parents' present level of development, and our ultimate goals 
for the home. For example, a ward who may be fairly well advanced and who is 
progressing nicely in treatment may not require daily contact by his Agent; 
however, the group home parents may still be inexperienced and I~ewl!, to the 
point of requirlng frequent contact. As a second example, an Agent who is new 
to the C0. ,,,unIty Treatment Project or to using a particular home may be anxiolls 
to such an extent that he "needs" to be in very close contact with his ward and 
the gcOllp home parents, As he comes to trust gi.ven group home parents with 
greater responslbilities, and as he becomes more aware of their overall capabilities, 
he then can beg!.n to relinquish increasing degrees of ward management to them. 

Because several Agents may be using a gLven home at the same point in time, 
they anrl the group home parp.nts meet, on a regular basis, with group home staff 
anywhere from one to four tImes per month to discuss treatment issues and to 
clarIfy and resolve prevailing problems. In this way, the Agents set the tone 
of the group home, and they help group home parents develop specific treatment 
techniques to be used with each ward on an individual basis. As they grow more 

.comfortable in theIr role and in their relationships with staff, group home 
parents begin co function fairly independently of close Agent direction and most 
of them a p1car to become more aware of dynamics, and are less encumbered by 
structure. 

Because group home parents are able to see a less guarded, more intimate 
picture of the ward in dally living situations than that which the Agent sees, 
it is important thae they be regarded as integral parts of treatment planning 
and implementation. D~ring the initial phases of training, the Coordinator and 
Researcher encoura.ge the parents and Agents to discuss trea.tment techniques by 
asking direct questlons about the behavior of specif1c wards and about group home 
Parents reactions and responses to those behaviovs. The primary responsibility 
of the Agent here is to evaluate the group homeparents C methods, to instruct 
when necessary, to support when approprlate, and to explain and interpret dynamics 
when pOSSIble, The group home parents' responsibility is to recall as acc~rately 
as posslble all ward behaVior and interactions and to describe their feelings 
about a .given ward and hIS behavior. 

The lntervlewing and testing of group home parents which is done by the 
Researcher adds to the conditIoning and development of their treatment attitudes 
toward our delloquent population, although this is not the underlying objective 
of the interviews or tests. Many of the quest10nnaires and interviews which the 
Researcher completes With the group home parents tend to influence their attitudes 
and behaV10L' relative tc certain areas of their own development - more generally, 
(a) as responslble adults, and more speCifically, (b) 1n their interactions with 
wards Tnc luded would be such areas as disc ipl ine, trus t, and the like. For 
example, they may begIn to perceive, because of the content of certain ques tions, 
that we perhaps conSIder it lmportant to trust youngsters and that we probably 

1Mr , and Mrs. D (Type If, Containment Home) never reached this stage of 
development, whl.ch serlously deterred development of their home. 
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would prefer that ~hey, too, trust them. Because of the nature of the interaction 
which the Researcher routinely has with the group home parents (an interaction 
which is focused around eliciting particular information and, in effect, forcing 
them to look very closely at their relationships, feelings, attitudes, etc.), 
he thus assumes a very important role in the continual, ongoing process of 
education and/or conditioning. 

Frequently, interactions which take place during group meetings and staffings 
with Agents make us aware of particular problem areas which involve - or focus 
upon - either or both of the group home parents directly, but which are occurring 
independently of many or perhaps most of the remaining members in the home. An 
example of such a situation would be that of a group home mother who in connection 
with increasiug anxiety is experiencing difficulty in interacting with other 
family members or with Community Agents. S'!ch situations - which cannot effectively 
be discussed in general group meetings - ~Iould be handled, not through the usual 
"team" approach, but directly by the Coordinator with the particular mother, ~ith 
the aim of relieving anxieties and tensions, of helping her to evaluate her 
interactions w1th others in the home, and of helping her to develop more effective 
or satisfying ways of interacting with particular others. In view of the in.tensive, 
close interactions which group home parents experience with staff and wards, it 
is important to provide them with adequate means of relieving tensions and anxieties, 
thereby preventing possible major upsets. The Coordinator needs to be sensitive 
to potential difficulties in the interactions of staff members with group home 
parents, and needs to be available in order to act as a "safety valve." 

The expressed concerns about and requests for information from Community 
Agents, group home parents, and project staff accentuated the need for standardiza
tion for some procedures, on the one hand, and, on the other, highlighted the need 
for creativity and flexibility with regard to other procedures. Thus, as a 
supplement to the above described personal interactions, we have developed written 
guidelines for Agents and group home managers. These, hopefully, provide a 
fairly explicit, albeit general, statement of our concerns and needs relative 
to our attempts to develop each home. While not intended to provide ready answers 
to all questions, the guidelines do attempt to answer. the more basic concerns 
and issues which are likely to arise during the early development and use of a 
home. (Refer to "Guidelines for Parole Agents and Group Home Managers" in 
Append ix N). 

Agent Orientation: Prior to the development of DTED, Community Treatment Project 
(CTP) Agents carried the primary responsibility for developing out-of-home 
placements. They were concerned mainly with the development and maintenance of 
foster homes for single ward placement. Multiple placements were unusual, and 
although the establishment of group homes ~ad been explored, only a very limited 
degree of experience had been accumulated. 

In view vf this, it has been necessary for everyme to work together to 
try to develop effective ways to implement our program. The demands which we 

I 
One home had been developed in Stockton by 
Report of the. Group Home Project, page 18, 
Sacramento for CTP wards prior to l)TED. 
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CTP Agents. See First Progress 
None had been established in 

have made on Corrununity Treatment Agents to become acUve par~ic1.pants in this 
process have been many. For example, during the initial stages of each home, 
Agents are requested to regularly attend from one to two meetings a month for 
management staffings, and to attend maintenance staffings at least once a month. 
They attend periodic emergency staffings as well. The number of Agents in 
attendance at any given time varies according to the number of boys that each 
Agent may have in a home and also as a function of his other, prior commitments. 

Due to the routine demands which are made on Agents apart from their partici
pation in the DTED program - demands by wards, school personnel r employers, parents, 
etc. - Agents j time is very dear, and does not always allow for regular attendance 
at our DTED staffings. Thus, the Coordinator and the Researcher try to keep 
Agents aware of important information, developments, and techniques, and to 
encourage group home parents to communicate their own concerns directly to them. 

Often the Community Agent has b~en accustomed to telling given foster 
parents what he, the Agent, wishes to be done for his ward. But here, he must 
also learn to listen to group home parents and to discuss and share treatment 
techniques and methods with them. Ideally, their interaction should become such 
that each can second-quess the other and anticipate with a reasonable degree of 
accuracy and confidence how a given situation should be handled. The goal of 
attaining th~s type of communication is approached in varying degrees, and this, 
in turn is a function of certain other factors, such as demands upon the Agent's , 
time, group home parents' perceptiveness, and so on. The amount of personal. 
interest an indivl.dual agent has in a given home and the extent to which he 1.S 

able and willing to invest much of himself in the relationship are also important 
factors. 

Providing a placement resource for Community Agents is important. However, 
Agents - like group home parents - must be oriented to use these homes and to 
\vork together to insure maximum effectiveness. Just as gro"p home parents are 
made aware of an Agent's stance and attitudes, so the Agent must come to understand 
the group home parents Y role i.n working with his boys, as well as with the other 
boys in the home. For example, in the Type II home, which receives 13 Mp and 
Cfc wards,' it is essential that there exis ts a communications network which 
insures a united front !lgainst the possibility of ward manl.pulation and circ:umven
tion of house and parole rule~. Such a united front can be maintained only by 
constant contact and communication. 

Having more than one Agent involved in home development and ongoing servicing 
can create pressure and conflict for everyone. Most problems, however, can be 
resolved in management and maintenance staffings when the participants can accept 
a team approach - that is, when they recognize their collective roles and 
responsibilities and can rec.ognize the kinds of skills and limitations each may 
bring into the picture.. Because CTP Agents have - within broad limits - enjoyed 
the freedom to develop and implement treatment styles which may be quite personal
ized and in many ways Jnique, it is often extr~mely difficult for some Agents to 
clearly or effectively communicate and to share their tec.hniques with group home 
parents or even with other Agents. It is equally difficult for some Agents to 
relinquish major decis1.on-making responsibilities to group home par;nts unti~ they 
have sufficient confidence in their own, and the group home parents, capabl.li
ties as treaters. 
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Together with the Agent's freedom to individualize cred~ment techniques has 
come an increased burden of responsibility for lIdoing all, being all, giving all, 
and rece~ving all" of the good or bad repercussions of a ward!s behavior. For 
example, in the course or one day! perhaps even with only one boy - an Age~t 
may expand hts sterotypic "Parole Agent duties" of surveilance and supervlLs~on to 
include such roles as therapist, tutor, parent, policeman, transportation officer, 
friend, counselor, etc. By means of these roles he may address himself to virtually 
all of the boy's needs rather than refer the boy to others. By doing so, there 
are few others who share responsibility for this boyOs maintenance or behavior. 

However, sharing this load with group home parents can, to some extent, free 
him emotionally to concentrate more on ward growth and problem-solving. This 
shift in emphaSiS, in turn, provides the boy with an opportunity to see the Agent 
in different terms - e .. g., as more of a friend or a warm, caring male rathel' 
and not so much as a manager of all aspects of the ward's external affairs. The 
Agent and boy may then have more of an opportunity (both emotionally and realis
tically) to develop an interaction which is less oriented around the lIau thority
figure vs. uncontrollable boy" dimension. When the group home parents meet the 
bulk of the boy's physical needs, many Agents are thus more free to gradually 
move in on the boy's emotional needs to the extent, and at the pace, that this 
may be deemed possible or necessary. 

A major effort in the area of Agent orientation involves focusing their 
attention on group home elements which could allow them to become more actively 
involved with their boys on a level that is not feasible in other types of 
placements. For example, by having the group home parents see to such management 
affairs as clothing purchases, money allowances. cigarettes t medical and employment 
appointments, school conferences, and transportation - affairs which they usually 
manage alone in foster homes, boarding houses, and some own homes - the Agents 
can spend more time interacting with their boys in more relaxed, enjoyable 
activities. Frequently, in most placements, Agents expend considerable energy 
trying to meet needs which the parent figures may have and often, as a result, 
damage or dilute their own relationships with some of the boys. In most group 
homes, however, the occurrence of comparable situations may be minimized given 
staff involvement with group home parents. 

Training: Events, Interactions, and Techniques Related to Group Home Development 
and Impact Upon Wards Hichin SpecifiC Homes: 

Type I Home (Protective); Development of this home began approximately four 
months before our fiI's t contrac t became effec tive. DTED staff began working with 
Mr. and Mrs. H to develop the physical environment - which, at first, involved 
their moving into and equipping a larger house" Involvement at this level 
provided opportunit1es to begin developing relationships which would later be 
critical for more intensive interaction. it also provided contacts within which 
the H's could begin interacting with wards. 

l.rhis latter being a perception (and role-constellation) which might, to be sure, 
be quite appropriate at certain stages in the treatment of some types of youth. 
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The first boys (two Cfm's) were placed prior to the ab h ' . ove mOVe to t e H s new home. This made ~t possible to involve the boys ;n the t . i 
. .... rans~t on. Almost immed~ately. they began to be emot~onally involved with the R f i1 i h 

d 1 f " h i h II Th am y n t e eve opment 0 t e rome. ey were very much a part of r d i .. e ecorat ng the 
inter~or and renovat~ng t~e yard area. These group activities were calculated 
to enhance the relat~onsh~p between Mr. H and the boys - parti 1 1 . 

- . cu ar y s~nce Mrs. 
H was already ~nteract~n~ closely with each boy in relation to activities away 
from home, s~ch as c~eck~ng out employment, attending CTP school, and artici a . 
in other Project actlvities. p p t~ng 

The kind of interaction we hoped Mr. and Mrs. H could develop with these 
two Cfm

1

s was based on the method of ~orking with very immature, dependent wards 
whi~h Cfm work:rs most oft:n llsed - v~z., an action-oriented approach. We 
bel~eved that ~nvolvement ~n activities together would provide a means for all 
to interact in ~ays .that would, on the one hand, ~ initially very close or 
overly-threaten~ng ~nterpersonal relationships but which would on th th 
h d h · h' 1 ' e 0 er an , .a~ ~eve t e pr~mary goa of providing the boys with structured family 
activ~t~es as an acceptable way o.f conveying basic interest, acceptance and 
support. ' 

The youthful~ess of Mr. and Mrs. H enabled them to interact quite actively 
at an age-appropr~ate level. (Both of the Cfm boys were over 18 years of age.) 
However, because of the vigor with which Mr. and Mrs. H would usually a r h . . . pp oac 
mhost s~tu~t1?nS, ~ftcsfo~n be~ame necessary to familiarize them with the primary 
c ar~c ter~s t~cs 10 " m

h 
~ -. 1n particular. their perception of self as "low man 

on ~ e ~otem po e., t e~r 1mmaturity and dependency, and their general lack of 
mot~vat~on to act1vely tackle life and to rapidly achieve adulthood. It became 
necessary to suggest non-threatening ways for the H's to be warm, accepting and 
tolerant while at the same time providing the structure and routine which the 
Cfm requires in order to function. This type of specific information concerning 
Cfm behavior and appropriate treatment techniques was presented to Mr. and Mrs. H 
slowly and systematically by the Community Agent during his participation with 
them in group activities, and during the course of a number of other contracts 
which he had with them. 

To supplement their contacts with the Agent and Treatment Center staff 
management staffings were conducted for the purpose of evaluating the activities 
of. the boys as well a~ the inte-;ac tions of all memebers of the household. During 
th~s same period of t~me, the H s were also involved with the Group Home Coordinator 
and Researcher separately several times a week, for one reason or another. The 
nature and extent of their interaction with staff has contributed to the devel
o~roent of ~n atmospher: in which all parties are able to offer forthright expres
:10ns of ~~vergent att~tudes, and are able to discuss the frequent, delicate 
1ssues wh~ch need to be considered when attempting to resolve various immediate 
and potential long-range, problems. ' 

IManagement Staffings began in June, 1967, and were scheduled for the 2nd and 4th 
Monday of each month. Maintenance Staffings were scheduled for the 1st and 3rd 
Monday. This pattern continued until approximately January, 1968, at which point 
Management Staffings were moved to the 2nd and 4th Thursday and Maintenance 
Staffings were reduced to one a month on the 3rd Monday. In addition to this 
schedule, which is currently 1n force, the Coordinator meets with Mrs. H every 
Monday a.m., for sessions of one to two hours duration. 
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Home Type 

TABLE 7 

Screening Sequence
a 

and Marital Status of 
Referrals to Project by Home Type 

I - Protective 

Screened Screened 
Number By By Staffed 

GHCb Research 

Husband-Wife 6 6 3 2 

Man 0 0 0 0 

Woman 3 3 1 0 

Total 9 9 4 2 

II - Containment 

Husband-Wife 18 18 2 2 

Man 1 1 1 1 

Woman 11 11 0 0 

Total 30 30 3 3 

III - Boarding 

Husband-Wife 2 2 2 1 

Man 2 2 1 0 

Woman 8 8 0 0 

Total 12 12 3 1 

:1/65 - 8/68 

c 
Hired Fired 

2 1 

0 0 

0 0 

2 1 

2 1 

0 0 

0 a 

2 1 

1 0 

0 0 

0 0 

1 o 

aIn point of time, the screening sequence begins with the Group Home Coordinator, 
then continues with researc~, and concludes with a decision by DTED and CTP staff 
to hire or not hire. 

b 
GHC Q Group Home Coordinator. 

CStaffed = Comprehensive discussion by Researcher, GHC, Parole Agents, Supv. Parole 
Agents. 
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fAF.i..E 7, COl;r. ~.uded 

({orne Type 

IV - Temporary Care 

. Screened Screened 
Number By By Staffed Hired Fired 

GHC Research 

Husband-Wife 9 9 6 3 2 
I 

1 

I Man 0 0 0 a 0 0 

Woman 0 a 0 0 0 0 i 
Total 9 9 6 3 2 1 

v - Restriction 

Husband-Wife 4 4 2 0 0 0 

Man 2 1 1 0 0 0 

Woman 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Total 6 5 3 o a o 

VI - Individualized 

Husband-Wife 8 8 1 1 1 0 

Man 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Woman 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Total 8 8 1 1 1 o 

~~L1J 1: . All Home Types 

Screened Screened 
Number By By Staffed Hired Fired 

GHC Research 

:.fusba nd-Wife 47 47 14 9 8 3 

5 4 3 1 0 0 

22 22 1 0 0 0 

Total 74 73 18 10 8 3 
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A slight shift in the focus of training, from a predominately external to 
more of an internal orientation, began in October, 1967. 1 This shift occurred 
when the home was made available to selected 14 Nx'~ (and Na's). It was agreed 
that no more than two 14 N's would be placed in the home at anyone time and that 
two spaces would always be available for I2's and Cfm's. The first 14 youngsters 
were selected on the basis of their relative immaturity a.s well as their openness 
to developing a positive relationship both with Mr. and Mrs. H and with the other 
wards in the home. The needs of these youths, both Nx's, were generally compar
able to those of the Cfm's; and as a re~ult, no major change in technique or 
treatment stance appeared to be needed. 

The calm) quiet though (psychologically speaking) strong, mannerisms of Mr. 
H contrast sharply with the more verbal, somewhat hyperactive, and frequently 
impulsive characteristics of Mrs. H. These qualities, which may enhance their 
appropriateness to work with immature, dependent youngsters, may also cause them 
to under-react and, in other contexts, to over-react, to given wards. Thus, for 
example, Mrs. H'S verbal, hyperactive forcefulness may be appropriate when she is 
involved with a ward in looking for employment, developing a school program, or 
participating in recreational activities; but it could be most inappropriate when 
dealing with disciplinary measures or during early relationship development with 
Cfm (and many 14 N's) wards - individuals with whom it would be more appropriate 
to move slowly and softly. Through individual and group contact we have tried 
to maintain an appropriate balance in their relationships with wards and staff. 

For example, by soliciting and respecting his opinions regarding ward 
behavior, stafE have encouraged Mr. H to become more assertive and forceful as 
the father figure and authority in the home. Or, if Mrs. H becomes too aggressive 
or unreasonable in her demands on Agents or wards, the Coordinator tries to smooth 
out difficult situations through direct counseling which is tempered in order to 
support and meet her needs for attention in addition to helping her to become 
more appropriate in carrying out her responsibilities within the home. Being the 
only female among as many as ten, and often more, males, at times has caused Mrs. 
H to feel left out of many activities and/or overruled when family fun was being 
planned. At such times, if she reacts very immaturely and inappropriately in 
her attempts to gain control and attention, the Coordinator helps her regain 
proper perspective. 

Throughout our experience with Mr. and Mrs. H, we have tried to share with 
them information which might help them to know and understand us better as 
individuals and 8S members of a project whose objective is foc~ed upon giving 
help to troubled youngsters. In our efforts to become more intimate and 

1 .. .... .~... 

Until that time, staff had been concerned primarily with providing structure and 
control for Cfm's, and with developing ways in which Mr. and Mrs. H could cope 
with Cfm immaturity (particularly behavioral expressions of immaturity). However, 
when the Nx's arrived, staff became more involved in helping the H's to under
stand the reasons for Nx behavior eat terns and for interpreting dynamics. Also 
more interpretation of the H'S own behavior was begun at that time. 

20f the placernents in the home since May, 1967, five have b~en Cfm's and two 
have been NX's. 
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productive, we have moved our staffings and grou['l mef'Lillgs from the Project 
office to the home. On such occasions, we are able to interact with the boys 
as they wander through the house during our meeting times·; also, we are able 
to visit, play pool, participate in other home recreation with them and with 
the HiS. While sharing experiences we can observe and evaluate the nature of 
the interactions of the residents, and can develop and evaluate treatment 
methods and techniques more effectively than is possible if it were necessary 
to rely solely on the reports of the HiS who, because they may be unaware of 
the significance of some information, may minimize, distort, or forget data. 
Closer interaction has allowed us to develop awareness and understanding of the 
ways in which these people interact, so that we have been able to move more 
naturally into the more internally-oriented approach mentioned earlier. 

We are now able to observe and participate in some of the interactions 
in the home and can - in all lil'ell.'hood d f ~ - more a equately identi y and compare 
differences of ward characteristics and develop and evaluat.e treatment methods 
and techniques with Mr. and Mrs. H. 

Given the present level of development of Mr. and Mrs, H, the Community 
Agent is now able, with some degree of comfort, to turn over to them primary 
ward management - including disciplinary matters relative to things which occur 
within the hom~ setting. This has allowed the Agent to more effectively use 
his time and talents as treater or therapist relative to the individual wards, 
By relinquishing these responsibilities, the message of confidence which he has 
conveyed to the group home parents, and particularly to Mr. H; has .greatly 
enhanced their relationship with the Agent and has contributed to the aura of 
unity and stability which pervades the household. 

Mrs. H has begun to exhibit more self-confidence than she had previously 
demonstrated. She has also become less demanding in her direct interactions 
with the Agent, who in turn, appears more relaxed and enthusiastic than he had 
been for several months relative to this home. 

The boys appear happier with this major shift in Agent stance. They appear 
to have progressed in their development to the point where they are now able 
to visit with parents or relatives on a "furlough" basis over weekends or for 
holidays, and/or are able to participate in family vacation trips. The opportunities 
for such periods of "respite" have been provided to them in the form of realistic 
goals, which they may achieve by completing such household chores as washing 
dishes, vacuuming. doing yard work, cleaning the cars, and so on. The furloughs 
also provide periocis of some relief - for all members of the household and for 
the Agent as well - from pressures and anxieties which may have built up over 
time. They also make it possible to gain a new perspective on things - e.g., 
subsequent to periods of emotional crisis. 

While many factors have contributed to the present level of devplopment of 
the home, the Willingness of Mr. and Mrs. H to take direction - together with 
their amenability to very intense, often painful introspection - has been paramount. 

Type II Home (Containment): At the time of their referral to us by a COITImunity 
Agent in the Sacramento CTP office, approximately four months prior to the 
actual development and finalizing of their group home contract, Mr. and Mrs. D 
resided in quarters provided by their employer. Thus, when they were selected 
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to develop the ~7pe II home, it wag necessary for them to locate a house large 
enough to accomodate themselves togetha'I' with a maximum of six boysp and to begin 
furnishing and equipping it. Because they (and we) were beginning from "scratch" 
and were our first home, many problems and questions arose as to how they would 
finance the first month's rent, purchase furniture, utensils and household 
supplies, and, in general, sustain the~elves until monies became available 

from the S ta te. 

Because the D's were totally involved in setting up the home, the extent 
of initial training to prepare them to receive their first boys was limited. 
However, the coordinator began by helping them to develop skills appropriate 
to ",Jorking with CTP wards in such matters as main'taining control of various 
situations by being "one step ahead of a boy" at all possible times, by remaining 
calm, imperturbable and consistent during all interactions (particularly crises). 
They were cautioned against allowing themselVes to be drawn into power struggles 
with CTP Agents _ struggles which the boys, particularly Mp's, might try to set 
up _ and against being caught in a trap of becoming angry or discouraged by the 
counteractive, hostile attitudes of some of the boys. 

Both Mr. and Mrs. D appeared capable of perceiving tne boys' behavior 
reasonably accurately and were able to develop skills sufficient to maintain 
consistent firm controls. During the process or this level of training~ the 
coordinator was also helping them set up the home and developing a contract. 

Due to the number of modifications which were requested by our Administration 
prior to giving approval to the group home, the development and eventual approval 
of this first contract created many anxieties and pressures for Mr. and Mrs. D 
as well as for group home staff. Some of these, we believe, influenced the 
nature of the relationship which ",e were able to devel.:.;p, and affected the level 
of confidence in us which they were able to achieve. For example, although 
froln the earliest beginnings of our association with these people, staff tried 
to re?resent our program in complete honesty by indicating that because no 
policies or procedures had really been established, it would be necessary for us, 
with their help, to develop our own approaches within the general contExt of 
CTP. We asked that they be frank, that they cooperate with US and trust our 
decisions regarding various issues, and that they help us develop the basic 
home program. They were enthusiastic and appeared to be emotionally committed 
to close participation with UB. However, each time we were delayed in connection 
with Administrative complications, or had to make related changes in plans which 
they had helped develoe to get the home operating, the D's seemed to lose some of 

their enthusiasm and confidence in us. 

Their primary contact wi th staff during these early months was 'Y1ith the 
Coordinator, although they had begun interacting with the Researcher as well. 
Contact with the Community Agent began in a routine, concentrated manner, following 
placemen t of the firs t ward into the home in November, 1966. 

Because our contract with Mr. and Mrs. D was not actually approved until the 
end of December, 1966, we were essentially asking them to become intensively 
involved with uS in the training program (and - in the broadest sense - in develop
ing their home) at a time when, strictly speaking, we could give them no assurance 
that the contract ultimately would be approved. Nonetheless, with the placement 
of three 13 Mp wards during November and early December, Mr. and Mrs. D began 
keeping records as we had requested. They also began to attend regularly scheduled 
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~taffing 3nd training m·-eL' '1'" 1.'" t~'e 1" t cf , • _ "'0" .. , • tOJect CI~ ;c.. T~" 
the tlme, our principal method of develo i . .\(-'.,1;) meetings were, at 
methods, once ~ur focus began to shift a~ang fappropriate treatment stances and 
environment. y rom the physical aspects of the home 

Initially, Mr. and Mrs, D appeared comfortable 
staff. \Ve believed that 'tole were communicating well in sharing information with 
we were accurately assessing the development of th with one another, and that 
both open to suggestions; they cooperated 'th t e home. Mr. and Mrs. D were 
treatment techniques; they were able to de~~lo he Agent in explori~g various 
was seen as an essential element in th t p a network of commun~cation which 

L e reatment of Mp wards. 

Staff tried to demons trate to th D" 
bp trus ted to support and assis t theme t s ~ as well as tc the boys, that 1/Je could 
frequent visits to the home and t~· 1:1 a aJ..l times. This was done by means of 
simply. to inquire how things were e;~i~;n~ :~~v~rsati~ns at all hours of the day -
potent~al proDlems before crises ddvelo ed Why try~ng to anticipate and prevent 
overall atmosphere of solidarit p. fle we considered trust and ~n . y necessary to prevent th M d f ~ 
ventlng house rules and manipulating the rou e p war s rom ci~cum
trust to be extremely important throu ho g p ~ome parents, we also considered 
to interact and communicate effect' gl u: hour lnteractions and to our ability 

~ve y w~t Mr. and Mrs. D. 

Throughout the first four to . Mrs D ff s~x months of our involvement with Mr. and 
. ,our e orts appeared to be payin ff 

relatively effectively and appro riatel go. Most ~f the wards were relating 
relationships with tlle g"-oup h p . y and were beg~nning to develop close 

• orne pate~ts S f h 
beginning to resemble those of a child' to'a orne 0 t ese relationships were 
However, two major incidents d parent (see First Progress Report) 
incidents which drastically afocfcurtrde at about the fourth and seventh months -' 

. ec e our rate of p d h set the pr1rnary tone for futur d 1 rogress an w ich seem to have e eve opment relative to the home. 

The first of th8se incidents cccurred i to this home of a second Communit A ent' n March, 1967 with the introduction 
first Agent. This CO':ltr~st y g - one who presented a contrast to the 
A' . L d was particularly s tron . th 
gent s direct, authoritarian demeanor _ a g Wl, regard to the newer 

to become progressively guarded dIstance which seemed to cause Mr. D 
increas ingly difficul t and tand c osed. Communica tion with Mr. D became 

. crea e problems in 0 . rt . 
partlcular stance and continu't f ur B_ empts to ma1.ntain a 

b 
. 1 Y 0 treatment In addit· t hi arose ecause prior to the A I • ~on 0 t s, difficul~1es 

had resided ttlere As a resn~~ gent s placing Cfc wards in the home, only Mp's 
focused upcn the ~p subtype u 1 ' our training efforts had to that point been 
with his efc bo":> in w-ys wh a ~os t exclusively. The second Agent interac ted 

h' 1 h . d lC were quite new to Mr a d M d 
W 1.C1 e made on these boys togoth . h . n rs. D, an the demands 
for them, were often' in conflict= .~~ w~t the p:ivileges which he requested 
to achieve harmony were made b m;~' f a ready-exls ting house rules. Efforts 
of other modl.ficatlons. Y 1. y~ng some house rules and making a number 

Throughout this situation ro h tried to identify and resolve ,gfl~P ome staff, the Agents, and Mr. and Mrs. D 
and individual discuss ions ,~on ~c ts and to preven t new crises through group 
re turned to the approach of' en It. ese measures proved inadequa te, the Coord ina tor 

h 
. counse 1ng alone with M d M 

t em 1.ncrease the quality of th i . r. an rs. D, to try to help 
in their relationship wlth the :. r ~n1el'actions with the new Agent to that seen 

. Hst gent - a relat'i.onship which had been very 
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productive and congenial. They also needed a means of ventilating their feelings 
so that they would not express them to the original Agent, who was being placed 
in a very difficult position when they verbalized thei"r conflicts to him. 

Although this situation continued in varying degrees of intensity throughout 
the next few months until August, 1967, when the second Agent left CTP, other 
factors were by that time beginning to affect developments within the hom.e, so 
that even with the departure of the second Agent we were never able (given the 
presence of the new set of factors) to rectify the newly emerging conditions. 
Combined with the earlier factors, these latter factors (described next) had 
lasting, destructive effects on the total development of the home. 

The second ma~t)r incident which contributed to the deterioration of the 
home was a &udden move which Mr. and Mrs. D made in July, 1967, without advising 
staff or the boys who were in the group home at the time. Staff had been aware 
of the desire of Mr. and Mrs. D to move and had discussed such concerns as 
location and home size. The Coo.uinator had even looked at the "new" house with 
the D's and had generally approved of it prior to the move. At that point during 
our looking around and discussions, however, the D's only gave the impression 
that they were investigating the possibility of purchasing the house but had not 
yet made specific arrangements to do so. ~owever, they did purchas~ the house 
before consul ting with staff; and, a few days later, while the group home boys 
were at the Projec t office, as per routine, they made the move even though tre y 
were aware that it was very important that staff be kept informed of all plans 
so that the boys could be prepared emotiona11" ~or the transition and~uld 
participate in the planning. . 

The security which the boys had begun" ,;, :rience in their original home 
was shattered along with most of their respect for and confidence in the D's. 
The e~otional closeness which ha~ developed between some of them and the D's 
was, beyond question, broken. 

The'secretive manner in which the D's had completed the entire process -
from planning to purchasing th2 house to the actual move - created several 
imp~essions and possible interpretations: (1) they did not trust staff to accept 
their choice, (2) they were not significantly emotionally involved with the boys 
to want to include them in the plans, and/or (3) they did not wish to function 
as members of a team, but preferred to function alone in most areas except ward 
discipline, which they perhaps expected the Agents to manage. Their stated 
reasons for having made the move in this way were that they did not want to 
~~ the boys, and that they wanted to remove the boys from unfriendl iness 
which, without question, did exist in the former neighborhood. 

r~nediately following this incident, the D's became quite secretive about 
sllch issues as Mr. D's hours of employment on a night job - they indicated 
they be lieved the boys were more controllable If they thought Mr. D was ~.n the 
house - and by guarding their unlisted telephone number because thej wanted to 
avoid the possibility of the boys' devulging it to persons from the former 
neighborhood who !uight use it to annoy or harrass them. During this period of 
time, they also began making unrealistic demands on Agents to discipline and 
Lontrol wards in such ways as calling late at night to request that they come 
to the home to quiet the boys at bedtime or take them off to temporary detention 
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for minor infractions of house rules. Such demands seemed unrealistic for at 
least three reasons; (1) because of the excessive distance which the Agent 
was required to travel to tell the boys what the D's could very well say, (2) 
because the Agent usually did not consider temporary detention to be appropriate, 
and (3) because most of the incidents were not emergencies and could have been 
handled by the D's, although they were generally, by this time. becoming quite 
tense and rigid in their interactions with staff and wards. 

Althougn the impact of the second Agent became less powerful duri.ng the 
five months following his introduction into the home, a general feeling of 
dissension and distrust had set - and was rapidly setting - in. niis made it 
impossible to develop the kind of general atmosphere in the home in which to 
create opportunities for the boys to begin to develop trust and responsibility. 

Attempts to reconstruct a positive, productive relationship with Mr. and 
Mrs. D were made by Agents and Project Staff through such supportive efforts as 
arranging time for them to have a few days alone away from the boys, by 
occasionally transporting the boys home from the office, by being very careful 
to consJlt with them regarding home issues, and by honoring various wishes 
and requests when possible. Staff tried to involve them with the boys in group 
activities such as camping or fishing trips, or swimming parties ata nearby 
lake. Mr. and Mrs. D Ealked about participating with them but never did so. 
n'ey appeared to be emotionally unable to develop appropriate situations or 
participate in activities which would promote the emotional growth of the boys. 

A third and final major ,change took place, which - while it was extre~ely 
influential - did not seem to be as dramatic as the first two. Nonetheless, it 
created a need to again modify our training'techniqop.s. This concerned the 
replacement of the second Agent mentioned above with a third Agent - one who 
had assumed responsibility for the second Agent's wards in the home. 

Conflicts comparable to those described with the second Agent developed 
between Mr. and Mrs. D and this niwest Agent, so that, once again, effective 
communication was never achieved. Du~ to the greater number of wards in the 
home at this time, more serious problems arose relative to ward discipline. 2 

As a final measure to save the home, the Agents and the Coordinator began 
weekly group meetings in the home with the group home parents and the boys. 
These meeti\l;~,S progressed relatively well for a time in that some of the disagree
ments weri~ (!c.rrected and certain problems were resolved. However, Agent No.3, 

I The D's believed that this Agent, like die second Agent, was too liberal with 
the boys (Cfc's). They felt that he should employ stricter measures to discipline 
them than he was using. They felt, e.g., that a boy should be placed in temporary 
detention to sober up f:r'om a glue sniffing or drinking party. The Agent believed 
the boy should be cared for and tended to at home as a way of expressing a 
message of concern. 

2 . By th~s time, the population in the home had become almost exclusively cfc. 
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who by this time was the only Agent with wards in the horne, was involved in a 
battle for ~~ntrol of the boys with the group home father. He developed a 
pattern of tardiness in arriving at group meetings until the other participants 
including the boys, became iycreasingly frustrated and angry, and still greater' 
conflicts would then appear. His stated reason (which he revealed after the 
home was no longer in use) for adopting this pattern was that he had hoped to 
force the D's into closer communication and interactions with the boys while 
they were awaiting his arrival at these meetings. His plan was not successful 
although it might have been, if he had shared it with the Coordinator who as' 
an active participant in the meetings, could undoubtedly have support~d hi~ in 
various ways. 

Again, however, our efforts to resolve such difficulties were unsuccessful. 
I~ became evident that Mr. and Mrs. D had reached the limit of their ability to 
wLthstand the pressures of the demands - for closer emotional involvement with 
and trust of, Cfc wards - which staff and wards were making upon them. We wer~ 
unable to provide them with enough emotional support and reward to sustain 
them throughout the very trying times which are routine with Mp and Cfc boys, 
or to see them through difficult growth processes with staff. The types of 
growth and change in question would doubtlessly not have occurred within just 
a matter of months, even under conditions of considerable emotional support. 

Mr. and Mrs. D had without doubt been able to provide an excellent and 
appropriate Containment Home for many months. However, for a variety of reasons _ 
not all of which were external - they became too rigid in the sense of being 
unable to adapt sufficiently to the changing developmental needs of the boys 
~Mp's as well as Cfc's, in addition to perhaps having a great deal of difficulty 
Ln accepting most Cfc wards as compared with Mp's). The poor relationship which 
they ?ad with Agent No.3 began to seriously affect their relationship with the 
boys Ln placement. We were unable to help them develo'p attitudes appropriate 
to achLeving the flexibility which the Containment Horne required for maximum 
devel~pment of the wards. In June, 1968, it was necessary to discontinue the 
home. 

lype III (Boarding) Home: The initial steps in developing the Type III home 
which began operation in April, 1967, were far less complicated than those f~r 
the previous two. Mr. and Mrs. B were situated in a home which was already 
large enough to accomodate their family and our six boys. The home was adequately 
equipped and was located in a neighborhood very close to the Sacramento Community 
Treatment Project. office. With the exception of a few minor modifications in 
the.downstairs area, very little had to be done by way of_'!odifying the physical 
enVLronment. As a result, we were able to concentrate more of our energies on 
indoctrinating and preparing Mr. and Mrs. B for placement of the first boys. 

During weekly staffings in the Project office, information pertaining to 
each ward is ordinarily discussed and evaluated as a means of helping the group 
home parents to become aware of, and more comfortable with, the treatment styles 
of the different Agents who utilize their home. 

lThe original Agent had more or less pulled out of the horne by this time and was 
reluctant to place his boys there. 

2Efforts to develop th 'l'y II h ano er pe ome are presently being made. 
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Our training of the BUs has been quite comparable to that utilized with the 
other group horne parents. However, we have placed less emphasis on the development 
of particular techniques. This is basically due to the presence, in Mr. and Mrs. 
B, of a great degree of natural ability to relate effectively with 14 boys. 
Experiences with their own youngsters (they have three daughters, age 12, 18 and 
20, living with them in the home), and with the many neighborhood teenagers who 
are frequently in and out, have also helped to prepare them very well to relate 
comfortably and easily with our teenage boys. 

Many of the concerns which the other group home parents had initially had 
about such issues as discipline, did not arise with Mr. and Mrs. B. They are 
sensitive to differential discipline needs and have been competent and prudent 
in their handling of most issues. They communicate easily with our boys. The 
boys seem to accept their authority and direction to a significant d~~ree, perhaps 
because of the sincere and direct way in which they present themselves to, and 
accept, each one of the boys, While the Boarding Horne feature of this home does 
not, in itself, require or encourage close, family-type relationships, the majority 
of the boys placed in the horne have corne to relate to the B's in this manner. 

The horne is seen as a "madium-range" placement situation - that is, not as 
permanent a placement as are the first two homes. The home's population changes 
relatively often, so that different Community Agents may be interacting with the 
Bis at different times, rnus, attendance at management staffings varies anywhere 
from one to several Agents, and may involve different Agents at different times. 
Because of this and because the Agents have va~ing and sometimes infrequent 
patterns of. home contact (many of their boys are seen predominantly in the office 
setting), the boys usually do not develop the dependent type of relationships 
with the group hfme parents which we have described for boys who reside within 
the Type 1 home. The home is located close enough to the Project office so 
that the Bis and staff can exchange visits fairly spontaneously and Agents do 
have periodic individual contae t with them. (Group activ:l.ties - e.g., group 
meetings - within the home are generally not utilized as a technique with these 
boys) . 

There have been few occasions when the B's required specific instructions 
relative to appropriate treatment for any given sUbtype._ In view of this, we 
have presented very little I-level information to them and our role has focused 
upon supporting and facilitating communications between them and the Agents. 
Recent efforts to enhance communications include conducting ward staffings in 
the home. The B l S efforts in the direction of developing congenj.al relationships 
with staff have included luncheons in their home to which staff has been inviteci. 

We consider feedback from the Agents to group home staff and group home 
parents, relative to a boy's overall development and progress, to be essential. 
HoweveJ.:, there have been times ,,,.hen Agents have not shared information with the 

lThe Type I. Protect~ve Home approximates normal family living as closely as 
possible and tries to meet the dependency needs of very immature youngsters. 
The Type III, Boarding Home boys are less emotionally dependent and require 
less horne-centered activity. 
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Bls as readily as would have been desired, and a few tense sit.uat:ions have ensued. 
As a result

j 
the prlmary functions of the Coordinator and the Researcher have 

been to identify and define the problems as completely as possible, the Coordin~tor-. 
then attempts to repair any temporary damage to relationships which may have come 
about. 

The B's are very straightforward and honest in their communication with 
staff· and they expect and demand the same from staff. If they perceive staff 
membe~s becomlng the least bit surreptitious, they are likely to tackle the situation 
with direct cften uncomfortable confrontation 9 or else they may make very firm 
demands for' clarification. This quality has enabled us to work more effectively 
and directly with them~ even though it has placed uncomfortable demands on Agents 
to exchange more information with them. 

Generally, we believe that our approach with Hr. and Mrs. B has been 
effective, Basically in view of the people they are (namely, unusually well 
adiusted flexible and comfortable), the nature of our approach ~lso appears to 
be-appro~riate. W~ do not foresee any major changes in approach at this time. 

Type IV (Temporary Care) Home: The Type IV Temporary Care Home in Stockton is 
operated by Mr. and Mrs F, who were referred to us by Mrs. H (of the Protective 
Home), who had been acquainted with them for many years. Mrs. H Was aware that 
they took foster children through the Probati~n and Welfare departments and CYA, 
and believed that they mlght be appropriate to develop one of our homes. 

Our screening information indicated that they would probably be most 
appropriate for the Type IV home, due to Mr. Fig advanced age, which would 
prevent him from belng able to bear up under long-term pressure, and because 
Mrs. F seemed better suited emotionally to short-term placements. 

The F l s prev10us experience had been with more than 17 boys from Probation, 
Welfare, and CYA on a long-term basis. They felt comfortable that they had had 
experience with most types of boys and had learned to work through most difficulties 
with them. 

In Vlew of the nature of this type of home - one 'Ylhich does not require (and, 
in fact, tries to avoid) close emotional relationships - our approach in beginning 
to indoctrinate and instruct these people has been very different from that used 
with the other group home parents. Unlike the other homes, we do not participate 
in scheduled staffings, either with the Agent or with the group home parents. 
The only regularly scheduled contacts are weekly home visits by the Coordinator. 
These meetings usually last from two to three hours, but can extend for longer 
periods if necessary. The various Agents who use the home contact the F's 
spontaneously; in addicion, they may stop in to visit when they are collecting 
or returning the boys to the hom€;. On occasions of this nature, Agents communicate 
directly regarding matters of ward management and ward progress. ~ontacts with 
the Researche.r are scheduled by him as necessary to accumulate various data. 

M~etings with the Coordinator concentrate on the physical development of 
the home, e.g., remodeling the existing structure, and other home management 
matters. Since this home receives wards of all subtypes, we are instructing 
the F's in I-level theory and treatment techniques in a more didactic manner 
than has been used prevlnusly_ The Coordinator tries to present I-level 
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information about current wards and - when more than one subtype is residing 
in the home at the time - to compare and contrast the behavior of the di£fer:tng 
subtypes. 

The Fls have been given printed I-level material, and this frequently 
provides a basis for discussions. We usually move slowly to prevent confusion 
and to allow time for them to assimilate the information so that they can make 
their own observations and comparisons of their boys, 

Since this home has been in operation for such a short time, our knowledge 
of Mr. and Mrs. Fis complete range of capabilities is limited. As a result, we 
are still experimenting to develop the most appropriate ways of working with 
them. However, we have agreed that the Coordinator will assume the pl'ind.pa1 
role in I-level training and in handling most issues that may arise in the home, 
so that Agent involvement at that level will be minimized. While Agents usually 
advise the Coordinator when difficli1ties arise so that she can handle these 
issues directly with the group home parents, there are often many minor issues 
which Agents themselves can handle spontaneously and adequately with the Fls. 
Major issues concerning the operation and design of the home will be handled 
by the group home staff, together with Agents. 

Ward pre-placement staffings are not crnducted - this being a factor' whlch 
allows Agents a great deal more flexibility in placing and removing wards. For 
example, Agents may co~sult directly with the group home parents to determine 
if space is available and to provide them with very brief information about a 
boy. They may then go ahead and arrange the particulars of his placement. 

We have experienced no major crisis in this home. However, it has been 
necessary to try to keep Mrs. F focused on the temporary nature of the home, so 
that she does not become too emotionally involved with particular wards or placed 
in binds by some who m~ght attempt to use the relationship in harmful ways. 
Mr. and Mrs. F both appear able to accept direction and counseling extremely 
well. They often express ideas, attitudes, and feelings about adolescents which 
are very similar to those of some staff. We believe that Mr. and Mrs. F are in 
tune with our program and can be developed into a gooa temporary care resource. 

Type VI (Individualized) Home~ This home, which will be operate~ by Mr. and Mrs. 
U, is presently in the earliest developmental stages, Our contract is currently 
being processed through our Administrative Services for an effective date of 
August 1, 1968. With tllS location of this home in the city of Modesto (approxi
mately 75 miles from our main - Sacramento - office, and approximately 30 mi.les 
from the Stockton CTP office), we will require special techniques in communicating 
important !information and keeping participant~ adequately informed. We expec t. 
td conduct most routine business by telephone. Nevertheless, we will establish 
regular management and maintenance s taffings, once we begin offl.cially opera ting 
the home. Although Mr and Mrs. U aTe looking for a larger house, we have placed 
one boy with them already and may place another prior to the actual approval of 
our contract With them. Their home will ultimately accommodate a maximum of 
six boys. 

The Uls are young and vigorous They consciously 8ee themselves as having 
dedicated their lives (0 working with young people. Consequently, when they 
became aware of the dlfferential treatment techniques and I-level classification 
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system utill.zed at CTP, they felt that the program, with t;\',pse elements as its 
basis, would be one in which they could obtain valuable experiences and could 
perhaps implement some of their own ideas. They appear to be more intellectually 
sophisticated and astute than our other group home parents, and both have had 
some college training. They have devoted a good deal of time and effort to 
studying publications of CTP and descriptions of other special programs in the 
Youth Authority. They come to us with a fair degree of knowledge about I-level 
theory. They have met with staff in the Stockton office and have begun to relate 
comfortably and meaningfully with the Agent who will be working most closely 
with them. He has had experience in our other group homes and is extremely 
effective in his ability to develop rapport with group home parents and draw them 
into the mainstream of Project activities. 

At thiR point we have not developed a specific training program for this 
home. However, it is likely that we will use some of the basic methods which 
have been effective in the other homes and will make necessary modifications 
once the home is in operation. We expect to have frequent contacts and meetings 
in the home setting and plan for the boys to be involved in frequent and varied 
activities with the staff and the U's. Participation in recreational activities 
with wards and staff will give the U's additional opportunities to observe Agent 
treatment styles and help them guage their own appropriateness and effectiveness. 
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SUMMARY DISCUSSION OF RESEARCH GOALS AND EMERGING ISSUES 

We will now discuss - in a general way - our experiences and impressions 
to date relative to the four basic questions and objectives of the Group Home 
Project: Feas ibilgy, Taxonomy, Impact on Wards, and General Worth and Utility. 
A full discussion of anyone of these areas, and of the interrelationships 
among areas, becomes a very complex and involved process. With this in mind, 
an attempt will be made here to isolate what appear, at the present time, to 
be some of the most important, specific aspects within each question and/or 
objective. 

Feasibility 

In the First Progress Report six "areas" were designated for the purpose 
of discllssing issues relating to feasibility: (1) Group Home Manager (parents), 
(2) Community Agents, (3) The Community, (4) The Youth Authority, (5) NIMH, and 
(6) The Group Home Project itself. In the present report (4) and (6) are 
combined into one area - "Team Management Approach". This will be presented 
at the end of the section on feasibility, 

Group Home Managers (Parents): The major question here is; Can individuals 
in the community be found who are willing to develop a group home and who appear 
appropriately matched with a particular group home model, and w~th the kinds of 
youth that are to be placed in that home? Secondly, once such individuals are 
found, can they continue to operate a particular type of home in such a way that 
the operation of the home is considered to be (a) within acceptable limits of 
appropriateness as judged by CTP and DTED staff; (b) within the limits of the 
research model for the particular home; (c) acceptable to the group home parents 
in that these Individuals will, over time, continue to want to operate their 
group home? A further qu~stio~ would be (d) is there a sufficient, demonstrated 
need for a particular home operating within the confines of the Community 
Treatment P.coject - in the event that (a) and (b), above, are true? 

In regard to (a), above, individuals have been located in the community 
who are willing to operate a home for delinquent youngsters. However, we have 
not found a large number of these individuals; and, selection has been done on 
an "absolute" rather than a relative basis. l In contacting local Welfare 
Departments, the Coordinator has found that they, too, have experienced difficulty 
in finding a large: number of individuals who are interested in providing foster 
care, and who - by their "absolute" standards - would be considered appropriate 

There has been variation - within a given type of home, and across-types 
of homes, as well - in regard co the degree to which group home parents have 
met or exceeded minimum standat'ds) at the time of selection. None of the 

IThat is, individuals are evaluated and selected according to how well they appear 
to match up to the general as well as specific requirements of a particular ~ 
of home, rather than in terms of how well different individuals compare with 
each other in re:gard tc operaticg a specific type of home. To date, only one 
set of candidates ha'le been €'V'aluarf~d at tl:e same time for any specific. type of 
home. In brief, we have not had sltuations in which tw~~ candLdates have 
been available to choose between, at any given point in time. 
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candidates selected thus far have been thought to be "ideal ll fran every standpoint. 
However, staff confidence, at the time of selection, has been fairly high in 
regard to the potential of all of the accepted candidates for nny given home. l 

In the Protective Home, Mrs. H was seen as less appropriate for 12 and/or 
Cfm youths than her husband, due to her known tendency to be impUlsive. On the 
other hand, her previous efforts in investing her time and energies in youngsters' 
behalf indicated a basic sincerity in wanting to deal effectively with youngsters. 
Mr. H's calm, non-threatening approach combined with his desire to be firm and 
reasonable, and to see youngsters grow - appeared quite well-matched with Cfm 
youngsters. In addition, Mr. and Mrs. H very much wanted the youngsters who 
would be placed wjth them to become part of a total family group. 

When Mr. and Mrs. D (Containment Home) were selected, they both appeared 
to be well suited to operate the home for Cfc and Mp youths - not so much 
because they seemed well-matched with Cfc and Mp youngsters, specifically, but 
because their basic attitude toward the operation of a home reflected an 
emphasis on structure, supervision, and control. Little emphasis was given to 
the ques tion of their ability to form relationships with Cfc and Mp youths, 
since - at the time the D's were selected - the Containment Home model de
emphasized this aspect of the home. 

In the case of the Boarding Home (Mr. and Mrs. B), the group home parents 
seemed very well "tuned i n l1 to older adolescents, and to the "predicament" 
experienced by these individuals relative to their being, in more than one 
sense, neither adults nor children. Mi. B's quiet, calm, yet strong demeanor 
seemed quite well suited for Nx youngsters. Mrs. B seemed to prefer youngsters 
who would be more passive and cooperative (e.g., 14 Nx's); and, she expressed 
(in the questionnaires) some reluctance about deal1.ng with youths who would be 
more assertive, verbally aggressive and more openly rebellious (e.g., 14 Na's).2 

Mr. and Mrs. F (Temporary Care Home) seemed quite well suited for the 
Temporary Care Home. Their prior foster home work had given them a wide range 
of experiences with differing types of youngsters - Le., they appeared to b,,; 
ready to expect and to deal wil:h "almost anything". Though Mrs. F stated other
wise, it appeared likely that she would obtain the greatest emotional satisfaction 
from long-term relationships - those in which she could involve herself, and see 
youngsters grow. Her enjoyment of and interest in youths, taken together with 
her conscious recognition of the temporary nature of the Type IV Home - these 
indicated that she could probably offer much to youngsters at a time of crisis 
and could probably utilize staff in order to receive the kind of support that 

IThe Project's screening procedures (interviews and questionnaires) have provided 
information which has proved user,;!l in gaining a perspective on each candidate 
in regard to his particular strengths and weaknesses. However, these procedures, 
by themselves may not be indicative of eventual success or failure, since 
relative success or failure is dependent on many other things (e.g., candidate~ 
ability to relate over ti.me to delinquent, oftentimes disturbed, youngsters; 
staff's ability to fulfill the group home parents' needs for information, 
support, etc.). 

2Ho\Yever, Mrs. B has been quite effective with 14 Na youths - particularly in 
the area of her open> d irec t, hones t (1. e ., "no games") approach to them. 
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could offset possible frustrations related to her seeing the youngsters come 
and go. Mr. F also enjoys youths; yet he, by way of some contrast, seems to 
prefer friendly, interested, but ncn-involved relationships. 

Mr. and Mrs. U (Individualized Home) are youthful, spirited people - and the 
Type VI Home seems almost "tailor-made" for them. Thougl: they are inexperienced 
in dealing with disturbed delinquents, they have an openness and eagerness to 
experience new situations and to learn. Mr. U is an outgoing, assertive, verbal 
person; he appears well suited for 14 Navs. Mrs. U is a calm, quiet and "low 
pressure" individual whose demeanor seems appropriate with 14 Nx's. Their desire 
to help youngsters and to involve themselves in the helping process is more on a 
"professional" level than in the case of any of the remaining group home parents. 
In addition, (considering them individually and together) their compatibility plus 
the manner in which they complement each other in their strengths and weaknesses -
these factors are present to a degree which clearly surpasses that found in all 
remaining group homes. 

There has also been a range of inter- and intra-home experiences relative to 
the que'l tion of the extent to which the operation of the homes has been, (1) 
within acceptable limits, as judged by CTP and DTED staff, and (2) within the 
limits of the research models as well. These aspects of appropriateness are not 
mutually exclusive since DTED research attempts to consider current treatment 
thinking and current placement needs and issues, when assessing whether a given 
home's operation falls withtn acceptable limits relative to an originally stated 
model. Neither of the two homes which have been cancelled thus far, have been 
terminated solely because they did not meet research requirements. While research 
evaluation was involved in the final decl.sions, primary consideration was given 
to the assessment oy DTED and CTP staff of the homeis appropriateness in relation 
to its meeting or not meeting the treatment and placement needs of the types of 
youngsters for whom that type of home had been designed. 

Some of the homes have evolved in such a way that their method of operation, 
use, etc., is not totally within the implied limits of the original model state
ments (e.g., Boarding and Containment Home). However, except for some "hard and 
fast" restrictions such as I-level and short or long-term placement, research 
interpretations of the original guidelines have generally been flexible, so as 
to allow Agents and group home parents to move along a course that is most l 
advantageous to the type(s) of youths for whom the home had been designed. 

Thus it has not been the case that a given horne is cancelled simply because 
of that home's incompatibility with the research design - provided that the home 
is, at the same time, seen as being acceptable to treatment staff in terms of 
its appropriateness for the types of youths for whom that type of home had been 
intended. It is, of course, also concel.vable that a heme might be meeting the 
requirements of the research deSign, but in a way that l.S unacceptable to 
treatment staff, 

IEligibl.lity, short or long-term placement, etc., - these are, by design, not 
allowed to vary. As such, they represent carefully controlled conditions. 
However, how to deal ::nos t e£fec tively with those youths who ~ pl,aced in to a 
home ami how to best operate a home - these issues are not as subject to control. 
Nor ~ould ~appear that they should be "controlled" in an arbitrary, absolute 
sense, if we are to develop meaningful taxonomies of group homes. 
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The latter, - (exc.ept for (JL!t ';;;:,]0;: dl.ff6t'en:::c, 0::: 1<'.':L.:nj - 11.:: in i::act, 
occur l.n the case of the Containment Home. There, the D's approach, plus the 
general way in which they operated the home, seemed, on the surface, to be compat
ible with the research design. However, the major difference was that the D's 
(primarily Mr. D) were not abl~ to any substantial degree, to be eifeccive agents 
of control and discipline independent of the community Agents. Other than this, 
the D's Containment Home had most, is not all, of the essential ingred1ents implied 
or expressed in the original model. This model, however, lacked the increasing 
emphasis on relationships and growth that is now present in Cfc and Mp treatment 

thinking. 

The HIs operation of the Protective Home falls somewhat short of meeting 
research and treatment staff requirements in some areas. In other areas, it is 
satisfactory. For example, a great deal of patience and tolerance is not consis
tently demonstrated by Mrs. H; and, the home does not yet really seem to be a 
"family" despite considerable evidence that a degree of "groupness l

' does exist. 
On the other hand, the H' s have been able to provide - for mos t of the youngs ters 
placed - basic acceptance, supervision, control and placement stability. 

Mr. and Mrs. B (Boarding Home) have become involved with group home Y0uths in 
such a way that the B's have been able to develop much more than a "YMCA Hotel" 
atmosphere. They have contributed to some youths' stability and growth to an extent 
not originally considered to be the "primary mission" of the Boarding Home. Though 
DIED research might have tried to alter the direction in which this home was moving, 
it appeared quite inappropriate relative to what was considered to be the best 
treatment direction to take i~ ~onnection with the type of I 4 .youths t~at ~ad been 
placed into the home. In add~t~on, efforts to keep the Board~ng Home str~ctly 
on the track" of the original model would have interferred with the natural and -
to all indications - treatment-relevant ways in which the home was developing. 

None of the group home parents have initiated any request to terminate their 
home from the project. l Once the D's (Containment Home) were cancelled, Mr. D 
then indicated that there had been times when he was tempted to "call it quits" 
due to the increasing degree of frustration which he and his wife were experiencing. 
On one or two occasions, Mr. and Mrs. D had given some hints that they were ap
proaching such a point. In retrospect it appears that the D's were "compromised" 
somewhat in that they had become dependent on the group home subsidy to maintain 
the home in wh~ch they were living, as well as their standard of living. Following 
termination, Mr. D indicated that they would p'robably not be able to con~inue 
Iivlng in their present home since it was a larger place than they actually needed 
(and, also, too expens~ve for Mr D to maintain on hiD salary alone). 

In regard to "sufficient, demonstrated need for the home", each type of 
home developed thus far has been used to an extent that c.learly demonstrates 
that it has been a useful, meaningful placement alternative for CTP Agents.

2 

The amount of use that the homes have thus far had increases in significance in 
view of the fact that. (1) no one home was intended to fulfill all of the out
of-horne placements needs of any given type of youth; and, (2) the-ti:"umbers i:md 

INor have they shown signs of wishing to do so. 

2See "General Worth and Utility", page 105 for further discussion in regard to 
the extent of use the homes have received. 
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percentage of youngsters potentially eligible (by reason of I-level classifica
tion) for the Protection and Containment Homes have been relatively small. l 

Except for the Type V (Temporary Restriction) Hams, feasibility has been 
achieved in regard to locating interested, and seemingly appropriate individuals 
to operate each of the group homes. Even though there have been inter- and 
intra-home differences as to the 'appropriateness of thE: operation of the homes 
the use of "average". "non-professional" members of the community to operate ' 
the group homes also appears to have been feasible. 2 Our experiences indicate 
that certain "special" or "unique" factors have to be considered when utilizing 
"non-professionals" for group homt1s. 3 In addition, there are clear indications 
that appropriate matching of group home parents and youngsters (together with 
appropriate interaction between staff and group home parents) hso considerable 
bearioi on the relative aucceslll or failure of "uon-professionals". 

Even though an argument can be made for using "professional" people to 
provide fos ter care ~ unless the present ''voluntary'' concepts of paying fer 
some types of foster care are altered (e.g., being "salaried" foster parents) 
it is unlikely that the use of professionalized workers will be realized to 

4 any extent. In addition, certs1.n "OVer - (and under) - placements" may be 
avoided by the use of fos tE!'!' parents who have similar socia-economic backgrounds 
to those of the roster home youths. 

The Community: Only one home has had any difficulty with the local neighborhood. 
During its first eight months of operntidn, the Containment Home was located in 
an area ",hich had an organ,ized parents' group. Apparently, the home was not 
even noticed for about six months; however, 8a the group home youngsters became 
more involved in neighborhood affairs this parents' group reacted quite strongly 

lAs of 3/31/68, I 2 's and Cfm's in Stockton have comprised 19% of the unit's 
population (diagnosis at intake); 2210 for Cfc's and Mp's in Sacramento. (Boys 
only. ) 

2 

3 

Some refer to professional foster parents as those who are being paid for 
their services. We are using the work "professional" in referring to a degree 
of education and/or experience \-Jhich has resulted in a fairly high level of 
formal knowledge and understanding of hUJIl8.n dynamics and modes of intervention 
techniques. 

The other areas considered under ''Feasibility'' will contain further remarks 
relative to this subject. 

4whether professional or not, there seems to be increasing interest by DTED 
staff in the idea of placing a~ types of foster and group home care under 
civil service. at~d of paying the foster parents a salary. 
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against the presence of the home in the neighborhood. (This situation was described 
at length in the First Year Progress Report). Although the matter was resolved 
fairly well, and the home could have remained in the neighborhood, the experience 
did provide some of the impetus for the group home parents' decision to relocate 
the home. 

During the 18 months of operation, none of the homes have been the target 
of any expressed criticism or concern from other agencies (e.g., police, probation, 
welfare, etc.). There have been no police contacts directly with any of the group 
homes in regard to incidents occurring within given homes or incidents involving 
youngs ters who were - at the time - living in the homes. In fact, the Sheriff of 
San Joaquin County recently sent Mr. and Mrs. H (Protective Home) a letter of 
commendation with reference to their efforts. 

Licensing: From the experiences of DTED staff in regard to the licensing of 
group homes, and from talking with other CYA staff and members of local probation 
departments, there is general frustration and dissatisfaction with local welfare 
departments who are at present responsible for licenSing all foster homes for 
the Youth Authority and for local probation departments. In response to thiS, 
the California Chief Probation Officer's Association has spearheaded a plan to 
allow each individual probation department to license its own homes. Some years 
back, the Youth Authority considered, but rejected, the idea of licensing its 
own homes. This decis:f.on is presently being re-evaluated. DTED staff is of the 
definite opinion that the Youth Authority should obtain the necessary authorization 
to license their awn out-of-home placement resources. 

Most of the Project's experiences in working with local welfare deparements 
in regard co the licensing of homes have been in San Joaquin County (Stockton). 
The Boarding Home in Sacramento was not referred for licensing due to the 'fact 
that it was very unlikely that any youngster under 16 would qualify, in view of 
research - eligibility requirements for placement to the home. The Containment 
Home in Sacramento was referred for licenSing but the matter was dropped when a 
fire inspection showed that a good deal of money would have to be spent to get a 
fire clearance on the home. l In addition, it appeared unlf~ely that this home 
would be used for youngsters under 16. Because the matter was ciropped we had no 
opportunity to determine what set of standards or quidelines the Sacramento County 
Welfare Department would use in connection with granting or denying a license. 

In Stockton, the Type IV Temporary Care Home cannot be licensed because of 
State and local regulations on maximum age. (The group home father is 74, and 
the requirements specify a maximum age of 70.) Mr. and Mrs. H (Protective Home) 
had (some two years prior to their involvement with the Project) previouslJ~
plied for a day care license. (They had also inquired about adopting youngsters.~ 
They were at that time rejected on grounds of Mrs. H's background of instability, 
as assessed by the welfare worker. However, the supervisor of child welfare in 
Stockton indicated to the Coordinator that they would re-evaluate the H's, as it 
was believed that there had been a personality clash between th~ welfare worker 
and Mrs. H. Then, for reasons which still are not clearly understood, the Welfare 

ll'his involves things that 'Would not have been required for a family of eight in 
the same home. 

2Both of her parents had been married several times. 
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D~portl!illimt r~fu.scd tu re~r.;'\jal ... at~ the Hts 1u C(lt').·lt~.;t1)1·. , .... I.t.l~ the opel!."Q;ltion of a 
§;!1:'OOp home iii the Gr.oup UROilla Project. After o~vra!1:'alco'illvst'at1UOO'w b-.ll~O~l1l. th@ 
Coordinmt@r m"d the Welfar~ Dcp~t'~nt, the aupervisc~ of ~hild ~Gl~Q~~ ma~oed ~@ 
tclJte an IBl?plic&tion frOM ~o. H. 'I'hiB Wli1G then submitted by *0. M. ~ SG~ 
day ~ Mrs. H "'GI!! info~d by th~ Welfara Dep£lrtmgnt that a!oo. ~06 IIrc@@ y@1J\lll~QO ~ l!J~ 
t~t they ~ould not continu~ to pt'OC~BB the ~~plic@ti~. 

In an <!'.ttempt to 30in Q ge\nGt'liIl WUllQlwtand~.n~ of tho HreelW31~ ~M.ll.@3@g>it'Y 
of th~ S~fl Joaquin County ~11l1fa~o ilepar~t'i.t (mat lll@t t@ )?rO!HJ ~b.o 1fJ8t\O fi))fl 
l1cEllt1sing the HOo), th~ Reoatrrch AnmlYlllit ccm.duct€ld on (mtQl~G1'\1s i'ii'iltcsll'Viwv? 1),1(1:11 
the Bupervisor of child welfare omd th~ BUI?~rv1sor of ~he !leo~ilt1~ ~al~ is the 
SlOln J~qui1i'l COWlty ~caUel'@ ~~1.'t~nt. '!hit:} m<aEat~ 'W~.Ml (i;!(()g'@iel; owl ill; Ol?IilGl&~G~ 
too t the 'l:a® HSI'ta I!.l tuff 'W€H3 fGlmiUB~ ,:Iith D elOO unda~§ t~Th.'liliutt; @~ ~ thg utd~uJ,G gtll~«:GCe'i!i\t 
pl'@blo~ and n~sd$ of You~h Authority UGl'ds. ~~~Qva~t it o!o@ O~~D~O@ ~hD~ ~t 
~ould be e%tl'em21y difficu.lt t@ ~taln ~r~ the Uslfor~ ~~a~~3~t i~c~o~oed 
flexibility in the int@rp'lt'etatilOOl of Stllt® rG~uloUcmg ~.n tho ·U .. ce;;'il'All3li.~ q)f Sl:oo'eOl? 
b~s for the Youth Authority po~la~ion. They indieate~ ~hot C~~ ~~o @f A@gim Q 

lativ~ rnction ~ould prQbably ho~o t@ occur for t~o ~eu~h Au~b~Ei~e8 a~~~~o 
plsc0m~nt needs to be ~t. 

Rn~icslly, it ap~al'G that the ~~lfa~6 D~p8r~~~t ~~~D ~@t wioh ~@ li©a~o 
g given h~ th~t does lmot ~Gt tho specific ot~l."lclloluC'ldo tll~t fi:hoy ulilG ~@g' Ue0laoli.~ 
tnoir O"t.~ hems. TIl\~y feel th8t~ illl II £HaMe, (0) their ltopu~l1.lt1(m 10 cne r!l~&J~o 
~~an ~ license is aWar~$dD Qfid that (b) if a lic~~Ge is to be ~i~h~~~0n, i~ 10 
goi.ng to fall upc:m. tbem to tmklil the &'~IJt'O'ruDibUity for ©~ .• ml'~ieo\;:~ tItidl.I3 fljj~~ G(§I 
the £C9t~r parento. Tn0ir provl~ exporiGftcG ~d lad t~Qa t~ t~@ vi~J ehae ~~io 
coo be veery "unplealilell.lt1~; sudD ovit1iG1t1l:1y, thGy v.1illh to avoid ~hig whoa ~~Gibl(j). 
They lllao view with COfiee~ the f~ct thmt, till California~ a ~@3t~r ~~~ R!eo~~ 
(cmc~ sraoted) ia eoosider$d to 100 a Bipll."Op~&'ty right" U\1iiUl U: o~tJli1J!'c51 '" QllM~ ~ootot" 
pml!."ante can chQlle~1ge in court th0 ~p&r~ntaw withclro~cl o~ t~o1lt !1~o~Q. 

The"Welfall."G De~Qrt~ntaID eencernD ~re uJ.d@retond~bl@ - ~~tieulcg'l~ i~ ~o 
focuses exclusivQly upon ~~~ awn n~edB &nd ot~ff l~itotiu~Q. ~~ev@~, th@~G 
appears to be & need fo~ B ~~e pra~tic a~proach in ~wslug~1~S ~ho lic@aetag @~ 
out-of-hom:a placem2nts, itt the case of tho~e typ.:as of yoong£ltoClrD (e.s. n @1(@0~ 
dolinquelfiltsp diaturbed yooi1.gst~t'€I) for wh«ml t~e vVi(lO~311." fO!il~€lr !i'JflltC2l\-;;9 mw @!l.117 
i!infrequently mV!lll~ble. It ia quito ofton lleeeMOry that IJ 7@,@~S~Oi? ~G ~l~ccll ~i'G~ 
looe then ideal fost~r p~r~ntG - in eeo~nce b®eam0G thD~ pDrt1~~le~ ~loe~~~t !o~ ~~ 
the judgment of treo~nt stgff, ~£Ltt~r then ~ny of the oth~lr ~~!!_~lo ~l~£t~~~g 
(,1riclucH.ojg institutioMUggtio-al,. 1ft tJ.ddition, grGotm: no~1fu1iU~ Il'ool~ 8UJ1ffOCfr 
appropriate in licensing tlltonds~c95 in regard to s~ciml (tiliMll!Ifil'i!' Clll:p-oit!OOlilltOll) 

presr~m - wh~re foster parents or 3t~uP ho~ paren~e r0c~ivG ~~ch ~~ e~n t~ 
ueual.Q.!t'Owt of tiluperYbicm p 1nvolv~nt!! trsixainli!! mild f$~!!ML.Ql'llal~t.!~, ~~7 ~ho 
placing a3~~cy (~a to th& eB~e in ~® C~ity Tr@e~nt Wr@jc©t O~~ G~e~~ aemG 
rroj~ct) - i.e. 9 Eiil.Ot'o th£ln io tbGl Call1lf! ilOith ilWDt ~01f3rc n'i:l~l?~Ill.(!; t-are:ll6. 

The S~n Jeaquin County Wcl~ar® ~PQr~nt h~9 otatecl th~~ ~~o~ eGIilI toke eh~om 
f~ctor~ into c~no1derotio~; h~everp oxeept ~or thG ~va) G t00~ @f ~1lO hoD 1~~ 
to take pllJcQ! .1. lillcn'1©vGlt', fee~bac~t from oth~r CTF ~€lll'1tfl ,{-!ih!!» ba~9(iJ GIl:€:~e:od to 

IThis at~tam~nt by th~ Weifore D~~ar~t WQB ~d~ aftar 'thoy rc~~ad ~~ de ~fty 
caxtenaiv(l 1i:'oa-cavelUQdoo of t~e 00'0 taking into etmBTd"QFalti~ t'htlJ illlet@rs oonU.~o0 
Ilibwe (e.g.) &llt'lWunt olE Bu~"1@ion, etc.). liO'l:l'~.wcl'» the BaUsTfo ~~g'~.:amQ: ~!l.rll 1ii@Q: 
wa~t to reop~n th~ UU$ case (it ~~0 implied thGt i~ th~i~ j~~@a~nt the o~iet~~ 
of G good d~al of 8upervi0ion D tr&tnl~g, efc. ~ould not ca~0~ th~ to roeoaDi~®~ 
their 0~rlier decision to not lic~~~ tham). 



work with the W~).fare Department in connection with the licensing of individual 
foster homes indicates that the initiative to establish pragmatic criteria in 
licensing fos._t~r homes for the Youth Authority population will, in all likelihood, 
not be borne by the W~lfare Department. . " 

Approximately six monthR ago the ,San Joaquin Welfare Department's licensing 
practices were investigated by the State Department of Social Welfare subsequent 
to expressed concerns by the members of the Stockton community, in addition to 
those of certain local agencies who depend upon the Welfare Department Dor licenSing. 
However, the study focused' on the licens ing practices for dependent youngs ters and 
did not include an evaluation of licensing practices regarding delinquent youths. 

--tOne of the·J.1l8jor conclusions of this study was that: " ... The changes of too 
high ~tandarps; of,failure to accept promising foster home applications, and of 
taking too long to study homes were, for the most part, without foundation. Child 
Welfare· staff understand good professional standards and try to follow them. The 
stand~nds of performance which they apply are sound and proper, b~~ not too high 
as has been alleged ... II • 

Even though it is difficult to argue against the need for high or good stand
ards as a b,asis for developing specific standards for foster homes, an import3.nt, 
additional need- clearly has to do with developing foster home standards in terms of 
their ralevance, and utility, meeting the needs of many youngsters who must be , 
placed in less than desirable circumstances (e.g., receiving homes, kept in a poor 
home situation, etc~, when no foster home which happens to meet the "high profes"" 
sional·sttandards" is at the~ime available. There appear to be many ways (increased 
train:hng, car,eful supervision, close communication, personal relationship, etc.) of 
making .,a home both workable and acceptable. It thus becomes possible to increasingly 
apprGach the "ideal" within given homes, while at the same time meeting very real 
needs wbich might otherwise go entirely unmet. The fundamental choice thus appears 
to be between an "either/or" stance or one which consists of working on more than 
a single objective at one and the same time, by bringing to bear otherwise unavail
able resources to help develop and impvove a given home. 

The Youth Authority: During the first year of operation of the Project (1966), 
Youth~Authority Administration was quite concerned 'with cost-accounting and with 
maintaining a consistent popul"ation in some of the group homes. In addition, 
Administration was concerned with the specific and total amounts of money that 
were xo be paid to individual group homes., These seemed to be their chief prior.Ld£& 
The flexibility that was called for in the present, exploratory study did not blend 
well with these priorities during the first year of the DTED program. While admin
istratprs were. basically supportive of the program, considerable discussion was 
needed to help, keep in focus - and in balance - all of the relevant priorities. 
One, of the central issues was whether or not the group homes could, on the one 
hand, be a fully "operational" aspec t of the Youth Authority I s total program from 
the beginning; while on, the other hand, allowing for sufficient flexibility to 
test a full range of conditions - i.e., exploring differing ways of setting up, 
and contracting with, group homes. Perhaps there is the, concern - even in a 
clearly defined - experimental (i.e., "non-operational") program - to the effect 
that precedents can be established. Nevertheless, from a research standpotnt the 
~asic mandate of an exploratory 'study remains clear - viz., to explore and develop. 

r , 
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The thing which this progect was to demonstrate, and evaluAte, ~aB first the 
worth of an approach to handling youths - and under W!;9.~_C;~?it!ons this approach 
would be feasible. This necessitated having a fair amount of flexibil tty to expen
ment with "the conditions" within the overall (outer) 1 imits which had previous ly 
been agreed upon by the Youth Authority in conjunction with NIMH. 

Some of these concerns v7elre in regard to the manner in which the money was 
paid (e.g., whether to pay a retainer or a "minimum guarantee"), and also in 
connection with whether or not the Youth Authority would be able to continue to 
maintain the ho~s (at the requested amounts of subsidy) once the NIMH portion 
of the group home subsidy would be withdrawn (1969). However, both of these 
concerns appeared to be irrelevant to the basic mandate. 

The major concrete difficulty in discussing these issues - apart from the 
broader issue of differing priorities-of-concern - was the f&ct that there appear~d 
to be no common basis for evaluating what was lIappropriate", or even essential, 
to expend by way of group home subsidy. A 1966 Youth Authority survey of ten CYA 
group homes ~tated that group home subsidy at that ttme was without question 
inequitable. Even so, it was difficult for many individuals to accept the idea 
of paying higher-than-usual amounts of money to group homes, even though it was 
never proposed for any given DTED homa that the Youth Authority, and/or NIliH, 
contribute more than had originally bl2en allocated for any of these homes, or 
contribute in a manner not in keeping with NIMH standards, 

During the last year, few if any concerns have been expressed by Youth 
Authority Administration in regard to methods of contracting, and to the overall 
monetary amounts being paid to the group homes. Thus, the issues of tontract~ng 
and payments seem to be resolved - at least for the lIfe of the DTED project. 
In addition, there may have been some indirect impact by the Group Home Project 
in terms of breaking precedent with the previous upper limits of group home 
subsidYt in that a recent request for the fisca1

3
year 1969-70 includes proposed 

increases in foster home and group home subsidy. 

The Youth Authority plans to establish in the next year an out-af-home place
ment specialist who will attempt to evaluate the problems and issues relating to 
out-of-home placement in the Youth Authority program, to the end of lMking 

~~~~~~:d~!~~~!~~t~~~n~~8 n!~ :~~:~!~ ~~~g:~;~o:~~~s p~:s!~ii: 4 al~i!n~I~~~~ectiO!1 
appear to indicate that the Youth Authority is reneWing its concern and ~nterest 
in an often-ignored> but relatively expensive aspect of its overall program of 
rehabilitation. 

lThis survey was done before the Group Home Project began. The 1966 CYA group 
home subsidy was $200 per month retainer plus $94 per month per ward (based on 
a per ward per month budgeted rate of $149). The present CYA group home subsidy 
is the same as it was in 1966. 

2see Appendix B on Contracting for a description of the present form of payment 
to the group homes. 

3Requested are: (a) $300 retainer instead of $200, and (b) $110 a month for ward 
subsidy per. month instead of $94. 

4E. g ., Youth Authority doing its own licensing; having foster hOI'l~ sped.a1 :ists 
located throughout the State, etc. 
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NIMH: Here, the issue of feas.ibility centers around the ques tion of doing this 
type of study in such a way that meaningful info~mation can be obtained. The 
present study is exploratory rather than controlled in the sense that it does not 
involve random assigt~ent to experimental or controlled conditions. Thus, the 
experiences of the Project cannot be regarded as clear "proof ll of any particular 
point - i.e., as compared with specified alternativos. It ~s, however, felt that 
a large proportion of the Projectls experiences (regardless of how difficult hhey 
may be to define and communicate accurately) are likely to be representative of 
many of the problems and issues that the Youth Authority, and other agencies, have 
faced, and will face in the future, in dealing with individual foster homes, group 
homes, part-way houses, and the like. Xnformation resulting from the attempt to 
match group home parents with particular types of youngsters, and/or with particular 
types of homes, may have severa.l implications in terms of a possible, future re
assessment of selection standards, and/or an evaluation of foster parents in terms 
of a supplementary, and possibly a more pragmatic frame of reference. In addition, 
the group home project's general methods of operation may bring to light seme of 
the major (and preferred) alternatives available in connection with managing a group 
home or foster home program (particularly in the case where Agents do not transfer 
casework responsibility when and if a given youngster is placed out-of-home).' 

Group Home staff has spent a great deal of time trying to develop instruments 
that will assist in the description of the DTED population and of those experiences 
which relate to research goals. Unfortunately, few if any of these instruments -
as presently used - have been standardized. Some of them do appear to have a 
degree of potential for use in (a) the matching of foster parents to particular 
youngsters, (b) the description of home environments, and (c) assessing the impact 
of foster home placement on youngsters. 

The task of applying a large number and wide variety of instruments to the 
study of the present population has been difficult, and in some instances (parti
cularly in getting cooperation of wards) close to impossible. It is felt, however, 
that a large quantity of meaningful information has been, and will continue to be, 
collee ted, 

1 Team Management Approach: In assessing and describing our experiences utilizing 
a team management approach in the operation of the Group Home Project and in the 
operation of any given home, we will follow a format similar to that used in 
previous sections regarding each type of group home. That is, we will br~efly 
describe and evaluate our experiences within the context of a given "model" and 
a set of expectations. 

This model statement is the result of our more recent thinking concerning 
not only what is done but, more importantly, the major areas, elements or 
objectives in question. It is a way of abstractly describing a number of concrete 

lThe First Year Progress Report described the basic rationale for the development 
of this "cooperative effort" relative to the total project, and in connection 
with the operation of each given home. In summary, these points were: DTED staff 
felt that the hiring of group home parents and the operation of any·given home 
should be congruent with current staff thinking concerning the placements needs 
of specific types of youngsters. Even if the Coordinator and Research Analyst 
(individuals who - prior to the DTED project - had been Agents in CTP) were 
familiar with I-level and its implications for treatment, it was felt that their 
opinions alone in regard to the selection of group home parents or in regard to 
"what a home should be like", could not be automatically assumed to be those of 
present Community Treatment Agents and Supervisors. 
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experiences and developments. These developments began ~uring the ~arly months 
of the projec t, At that time a number of expe{:t:at:!on,s 'IT'trl .goreements (expllc 1 t 

or otherwise) were informally developp.d and ap.ree;:] UrOT\ f1'T.on~ '::7F ?"'; ~l",)""r' HClmE' 

Staff - chiefly in regard to several rlifferent kinds of Etaf~ing and roles which 
would be played. 

The management of the project and the homes is related to the b:oader i?Sue 
of feasibility by virtue of the following.questions: Can.the.op~ranon of tne 
project in general, and the homes in part~cular, (a) rema~n w~th~n acceptable 
limits relative to the overall research design; can it (b) continue to be congrL\lo.nt 
with treatr..ent needs of individu.SIl wards and current treatment thinking of erp 
staff' can it (c) be made compatible with the individual personnel and the <ldmin
istra~ive structure of CTP? With reference to questions of this nature, th,~ 
issue of feasibility might not have been so great had the Group Home Projrcc'.:: bu'r: 
a separate entity, rather than a supplement to the overall tre~tment plogr~m LD 
CTP. This is, of course, still an open question. Nevertheless, our.experLences 
todate may shed some light on the complexities of coordinating any g~ven supple
mentary program within the context of an already existing, broader treatment 

program. 

The tlshared" responsibility involved in a team approach has been viewecl w1tl~ 
no small degree of skepticism both from within CTP and by people in other a~r~cles. 
For example treatment supervisors, the CTP project supervisor and some CommunIty 
A;ents have'voiced their concerns as to whether or not t~i~ type of ~rrange~ent 
is theoretically and/or operationally sound. The skept~c~sm seems to be sLm~lar 
to that often expressed relative to IIfunctional supervision" - where l~nes of 
authority and responsibility are not clearly identified. 

I t has been only recen tly - after c lose to two years of operation - :ha t the 
complexities involved in utilizing a team approach.hav~ e~e:ged to the P01~~ ~ 
where we have hegun to systematically define certa~n s~gn~fLcant ~lemer:ts ,·i tht: 
team approach modeL As this tlmodel n becomes increasingly clarl.iLed, lt ,nIL 
provide a more adequate perspective from which.to describe: and evaluate Ollr . 
experiences. The outline which follows is des~gned to pOl.nt up some of the !!!~)"~. 
areas, elements or objectives involved in a te~m manage~ent approach. ~fter 
presenting this outline, we will briefly descr~be and d~scuss the Coord~nator s 
role together with a number of experiences with Community Agents as well as group 
home parents. The purpose of this section is that ?f acquaint~ng the reader wlth 
our perception of the complexities involved in th: ~mpl:-mentat~on .of .'1 tl':~~'T ~ 
approach. Future reports will expand upon this d~scuss~on, and wl.ll cont •. 1 H 

careful evaluation of the feasibility ~f such an approach, 

IThree kLnds of staffings were established: (1) a Management Staffin& which 
includes (for each given home) the group home parents, Community Agents, the 
Coordinator and Research Analyst; (2) a Maintenance Staffing which incluclf!i-' 
the J.ndividuals in the Management Staffing plus the Treatment Supervl.sor , .. nH h 

but excluded the group home parents; and (3) a Group Home Administt3tl.~ 
Staff~ng involving the Principal Investigc:ttol", co-Invest~gatoT~ Researc;~ ,r 
Analyst, Coorcllnator and the respective Treatment SUpel."V1S0i.S .rf)~ St0C~tO" 
and Sacramento. The general understanding as to roleR was formalLzed 1.1 

writing after approximately one year of operation (SeE. "C;uilleiin-;>s ff)T Puol\:: 
II A d' N' Agents and Grollp Home Managers, ppen l.X ,) 
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Major Areas, Elements, or Objectives of a Team Management APproach: 1 

1. Member::;hip (compos iHon) of any given team 

A. Indispensable (i.e., absolutely necessary) 
B. Desirable 
C. Unnecessary or undesirable 

II. Communication with, and by, the team 

A. 

B. 

c 

Modes (manner/context in which communication takes place) 
-l-.--Formal (schedules) - conducted on a group and/or individual basis. 

2. Informal (unscheduled) - conducted in a group and/or individual basis. 

Content (what is courrnunicated; what takes place) 
1. Original, long-range planning with regard to a given home 

2. 

3. 

4. 

(e.g., development of goals for the home). What in general 
"should" a given home be like? Given certain individuals 
(managers and other staff), what predictions can be made 
regarding what the given home will be like (initial perception$)? 

a. Evaluate the particular home relative to the original 
research model statement for the given type of home. 
What adjustments, modifications may be necessary or 
desirable (e.g., size of the home; other foster 
home youngsters already in placement, etc.) relative 
to the original model? 

Planning relative to any given youngster (goals; strategies: 
role of the home) 

a. Essential participants 
b. Desirable participants 

"Feelings" ... regarding (a) individual wards, (b) groupings 
of lyards, (c) group home parents, (d) agents, (e) Treatment 
Supervisor, (f) Coordinator, (g) Researcher; and (h) feelings 
relative to various combinations of (a) through (g). 

Dynamics (perceptions - by project staff and others - of 
what is happening relative to the ongoing operations/ inter
actions within the home). 

5. Trends (what changes are taking place within the home on 
a long-term basis?) 

IA general management (or communication) plan across homes can result from these 
considerations, but in addition, each home (and its particular "team") needs to 
be evaluated separately in order that the management approach (within the context 
of a team approach) be tailored to fit the type of home and the individuals in 
the team. The Type IV, T,~mporary Care Home, is an example of this. (See 
discussion regarding the Coordinator's role following this outline). 
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6. 

-------- --------

Sourcf'~atld nature, of co~_~~ca t!:on~ 
a. Who should commu~ieate what to whom; who takes the 

jr11.8 tive in c0111nlunir:.Q ti..n~ what; what s."'rt of informa
tion is (a) .ess~S!~J_ (e.~., chan8U in parole status 
of wards; is or is not a ~lve~ ward still residing 
within the home at :my 6:!ve,:", fl0int in time); and 
what is (b) desirable and (c) optional only? 

7. General Considerations 

Communication should be a means to an end (viz., appropriate 
decision-making). (a) who makes which kinds of decisions, 
and when and how are these made (re: status of indiv~dual 
wards, atmosphere of homes, etc.) (b) who "complains" to 
whom, regarding which kinds of content; (c) who makes 
decisions regarding placements, removal and selection of 
individual wards and regarding termination of a home; 
Cd) how much pressure (and by whom) is to be applied (when 
and to whom); (e) who-ill should decide on strategy; (f) 
hmv hard should or must one pr~ss (t>.g., for adherence to 
a particular home model or general treatment approach); 
(g) when, how and by whom are modifications made within 
the home? 

Underlying all of the above, relative to the possible successful functioning 
of a team approach, are the attitudes of the participants (a) toward one another, 
and (b) toward the communication techniques involved - each of which \~an relate to 
their personal implicit "requirements" in the areas of sharing, compromise, etc.

l 

The extent to which each individual's minimum expectations or demands come to be 
met undoubtedly contributes to his level of satisfaction. This, in ~urn, has a 
direct bearing upon the individual's attitude. Therefore. a major consid~ration 
is: what has to be done (and by \.Jhom) to achieve at leClst a minimum level of 
"satisfaction" for all of the participants involved in the home? Complicat~ng 
this issue is the fact that minimum levels of satisfaction dre generruly not static -
they may change over time. One additional question m~st also be cons~dered 
can (or, must) certain standards of performance, or k~n~s of expe,-tat~on, be 
lowered without significantly reducing the level of sat1sfact~on. 

lE.g., would given staff rather have an explicitly, pre-structured progr&m - one 
,.Jhich was to be dcvelo;')e.d and controlled by ?t~rs~)tls otber:- than toemse lTE:S • or 
'"ou ld they prefer to share in the deve] opmen t of. the program and Dl tile program 
res pons ibil ity? 

2Ef "satisfaction" we are referring to: (a) emotional satisfactiun1,,'h1ch j', Yelatp(I 

to an individual's source of motivation for wanting to help or d~cu {V1tr' (Jth~:rs ~ 
(this may include particular kinds of things that an individual wantE to do - hlS 

role _ in seeking certain kinGS of goals achi.eved as a result of hls ~nv0:"ement -
"pay-off"; and (b) intellectual satisfaction which is relatect to a person s sense 
of logic fair play, and/or background of ~xperieoces, educatLon or tra~nLng 

, 1 .,.' • "11:n1. ~s" )f (e.g., what occurs may ha'!"! to rem;:!i,CJ clear y '.vl.tnJ:,' t\le rJer~on s .....' 
intellectual "to1.erancF.:"). (a) .'\r.n (b), cf c.Ollrse, &T'? (lot Ir"Hu<lll;' e·{CllIS,·t!, 
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Coordinator's Role: A discussion of the Coordinator's role, and the rationale 
behind it serves as one specific example of how some of the above dimensions and 
issues come into play. 

When the Project began there appeared to be two basic alternative approaches 
to the Coordinator's role. The first alternative was for the Coordinator (a) to 
have direct responsibility for the recruitm0nt and general training of the group 
home parents, (b) in addition, to have exclusive responsibility for specific training 
relative to the development of each group home, and, (c) in effect, to "stand between" 
the group home parents and the Community Agents, as a resource for each. Under such 
an arrantement - particularly in connection with (c) - the Coordinator would directly 
coordinate, and/or integrate, all Agents' interests, concerns, etc., with those 
of the group home parents. By means of this process, Agents and Coor'dinator woulcl, 
together, define "what the honte is like". They would, possibl y, even develop 
guidelines for dealing with specific issues involving group home youngsters (e.g., 
consequences for given types of misbehavior). The Agents, under this kind of 
arrangement, would have little need for direct, ongoing involvement with the 
group home paremts. While they would not have direct resp'onsibility for determ:'ining 
and implementing training needs relative to the group home parents even though they 
had - together with the Coordinator - developed the above "guidelines" and "objec
tives" of the home - i.e., factors which, at least in part, would determine the 
content, scope, and focus of training. 

In the second alternative - the one that is being used in the Project - the 
Coordinator assumes a position in which there are many opportu\:lities for "role 
definitions" to become somewhat cloudy. Here, the Coordinator takes a "counseling" 
or "advising" position with both the group home parents and Community Agent, and 
also attempts to bring about meaningful and effective Community Agent/Group HOlre 
parent interaction. In addition, the Coordinator attempts to communicate general 
treatment concepts and general information about youngsters - and also handles 
functional problems relating to diet, budgeting, and payment problems with the 
Youth Authority administration. 

Under this type of arrangement, when the Agents might find particular issues 
either too difficult to deal with or feel that the Coordinator should handle them, 
the Coordinator must determine whether this information should most appropriately 
corne from her (as "counselor-advisor") - to the group home parents - or from the 
Agent (as the third significant person in the interaction). She must also assess 
the role which the Treatment Supervisor - i.e., the Agent's immediate supervisor -
might wish to, and perhaps ought to, play in the given situation. 

Thus. some issues might become a ''hot potato" - with the potential of being 
passed from one person to another. In many instances it would seem easy for the 
Coordinator to fill gaps left by insufficient and/or inaccurate communications by 
Agents and/or supervisors; but by doing so there then arises an opportunity for 
the information which she mi ht rovide to then be incon ruent with the A ent' 
and or the Treatment Supervisor's point of view. For reasons such as these, in 

IFor example, in the Containment Home the Coordinator's views regarding the emphasis 
which might usefully be given to "structure", "control", and "punishment" appeared 
to be somewhat closer to those of the Agents than to those of the Treatment Super

visor. In this instance, a major question would be whether or not the Coordinator 
had "permission" from the Treatment Supervisor to openly and directly support a 
point of view to the group home parents that he did not, or quite possibly might 
not agree with' or, should this issue remain solely between the Agent and Treatment 
Supervisor - with whatever was resolved between the two of them in turn being 
communicated either by the Agent or by the Coordinator to the group home parents. 

her atrl2mpf to maintain compatibility with current agent styles and treatment 
thinking (inc~U(llng that o[ treatment supervisors), tl~~ LO,)r,ll.nHt(lJ attempts to 
encourage communication among ~oncerned ind~vlduals, rather chart belng solely 
responsible for translu:..til.g 'LllfotLlation frorn one per wu Lu f,r.clher) and/or for 
taking independent action Lhsed 90l~~ Up0~ hee personal inlegr&tLon or interprEta
tion of several points of. view or of informati.jn whic'o, in given i.nstanceb, may 
or may not have been available to all interested part1.es. (Thi& S1 tuat:l.on is 
further complicated when differing individuals have differing viewpoints a8 to 
just how involved each individual should be. It is complicated to an even greater 
degree when it is difficult to determine whether or not any given individual 15 
especially interested and involved, and how consistent this involvement is likely 
to be.) This relates to the issue of precisely where, when, and now the Coordinator 
should take the ~nitiative in group home matters and whether and wnen the lnitiative 
or action needs to be unilateral (e.g., the action completed prior to full communi
cation with all parties). For example, in the area of training, there have been 
differing views as to how much and what kind of information should be communicated 
tp the group horne parents (and by whom); and whether certain items (e.g., wards 
drinking in the group home, I-level information, etc.) should be approached before 
youngsters are placed or whether these items should be handled when, and if, problems 
and/or concerns arise. In the opinion of some CTP staff tne Coordinator should 
have been more "structuring" in regard to specific 'lidos and donits" rather than 
to wait until an issue arose. 

In spite of the complexities involved in the Coordinator's role and the differ
ing views as to what 1t should entail, the Coordinator's involvement seems to have 
had a good deal of importance in all of the homes developed this far. The nature 
of this involvement has varied both between and within given homes. In all of the 
homes, the Coordinator has been able to give general support and acceptance to group 
home parents. In some instances, she has h'clped the group home parents to deal 
with their emotional and attitudinal reactions to youngsters and Communlty Agents. 
In addition, Comrnun1ty Agents have at times heen able to gain a better understand
ing aDd different perspective in regard to group home parents, as a result of 
discussions with the Coordinator. 

The most important involvement that the Coordinator has had with any of the 
group home parents has been 1n the Protective Home. l By virtue of th~ rel~tionship 
that the Coordinator has been able to develop with Mrs. H, many important ltems 
are being handled that have pertained to helping Mrs. H grow (and to help her se: 
that she is capable of emotional growth). This approach, for the most part, rel1.eved 
the Agent of this particular responsibiltty - thereby allowing him to deal more 
objectively with the operation of the home and the youngsters 1.Il the hoUte. 

In the other homes, the Coordinator's involvement has been gauged by the 
needs that were present at any given point in time. For example, Mr. and Mrs. p 
(Boarding Home) operate fairly well without ongOing support, acceptance and struc
ture. Thus, the Coordlnator has not had to become intensively ~nvo'lved w~th them 
in these areas. In the Containment Home (Mr. and Mrs. D), the (.oonil.nator was in
volved primarily in trying to assist the D's to look at their operat10n more 
objectively; to try to deal with their feelings in regard to the youngsters and th£ 
Agents; to help the Agents to V1AW the D's more objectively; and - where th~ Agents' 
demands or techniques were understood - to support these With ~hp group home parents. 

-------,----------------------------
lThis was discussed to some e{{tent in the spction on the ProtccLi.·/t' Hur .. 2. It 1.5 

further described ln the COOrdlr.ilcor's ~ection on th,,: Prolecthh" l'OT:l", 



As mentioned under the r.li.s~\lssi.on of the Ty~~,? IV H():ne, the COOyc':':'."'l.::or's role 
in this home is more in U:"\<> wi t-h t~~ i!I..2.t alter::~ti.'l('! mantioned previously, She 
is directly involved in defining the program of the home, in t:ha a:nt:going training 
and supervision of the grol\n home oA.re'1t c : and in f1e cOJrcination of most of the 
Agents' concerns and inter~stR. The major reason for t~is ~ifi2rent ap?roach 
appears to center around the nature of this type c£ h':E!.: it is for 1'efi1~.J:),:al'.1f 
Care only, The Temporary Care Home, in contrast to the long-term care homes (Type~ 

I, II, III and VI), provides a temporary placement resource for Agents and, such, 
a given youngs ter is not placed wi th the intent that the gro'lp home parents invol ve 
themselves directly in contributing to the achie'lement o~ l::l.~g-range treAtment 
objectives, In addition, none of the Agents will have the opportunity for any 
sustained contact with the group home since their wards placed in the home wOL~ld 
be there for only short periods of time. l 

Thus, in this home there is no need for the group home parents to become In
valved in thp. long-range treatment objectives of the Agents with a g1.ven ward. Tn 
be sure, there is a need for the group home parents (through ongoing training) to 
understand the nature of these long-range objectives, and to underst~nd how the use 
of their home can and does help Agents in meeting these objectives, In addition, 
there is the need for communication with the group home parents in regard to the 
differing kinds of responses that the youngsters will have to the home (while ~ain
taining a fairly constant, underlying program). In other words, some flexibility 
in the program may be necessary from time to time depending on the make-up of the 
ward popUlation in the home; but there needs co be a good deal of constancy in 
terms of the basic program of the home and the basic stance of the group home 
parents. The group home parents, however, need to understand the differing types 
of youngsters so that they can understand and deal effectively with the various 
ways in which youngsters will ,eact to living in their home. 

Experiences with Community Agents and Group Home Parents: 2 This discussion 
will contain what appear to Group Home Staff to be some of th~ highlights of the 
major, possibly more solidly founded, observations. In general, ~l7e feel there 
have been wide differences among CTP Agents, group home parents and supervisors 
in relation to what may be termed meaningful participation and involvemen~ in the 
operation of the Group Home Project and individual group home!".3 Although ear:h 

lIn addition, several Agents will be using the home for a wiele range of differipg 
levels of youngs ters, thus, there can be no one treatment phi losophy (for long
rangl' objectlves) th"lt would embrace all of these youngsters needs, Alsl, 3.S staced 
. 1b'lv(' it would he inc:omp2::ibl~ \o."t!-, the research _Jesign (the lrle.ndej pL.q)QSE c:: 
the Type IV Home) if the home THere to be used to try to acrieve long-rn'tge treal:
ment objectives for any given youngster (e.g., wanting a yotmgster to establisl:1 a 
long-range term relationship wlth the group home parents as q means of helping 
him grow). 

21n terms of the outline presented on page 94, this discuss~Qn will fOLUS on mOG~S 
and conlent of communlcation, '-'ith particular emphasis on dynami~, trer1<:,!., 1l'1!l 
oth~r gencra~_considerations. 

3The major speculations as to possihle causes of the experienc8s which W~l~ nc~ ~e 
reVil~\l7ed - these arc quite <.:omp'(',-: "lnd dif£icu1: to p:.:!s2nt in ;.':lY br:,E,f rranr:'::L 
'fht'refore, a complete discussion of probable causeE' and ,Iymm:; C', ,'iiI) t2 r £.'se -.,:,~ 
fnr our finAl ·.-cport 

member of a management team's' 
elements essenti.al to p' t-}' ...... ,.:mpo~.~~nt, it is felt that O~e of the most 
'II' c.-lJ."'"~'lb c::.'\:!'lu3te 'tJlt " , cru(lal 

Wl lngne~s and/or c:bjilt" ll- c.'''' .... , .. ~ .. ,. l:' lf1',UlllL',<:10i an(i a teClr., spirl" '<: t .• , 1 ' , ,. '-·I~ .... l .... ,y ",g-n's (b' ~ - - -.. '. 
ro e responsllnli til.co) _ as exr're"''-e' , . h'" ~ !::",allse 0::'- Lhel.!.' ~n-lrr,a'!:v t1'2 tr.,,- I , f r- ... ;>.:1 1.n t p 1.r at .. · t :l . a, .. , 

~ea~lng ul~y, involved with group hOITI€- raren~s anc L~T~' elo and behav'!..()('s - :;c bec.~"'t: 
e ess crltlcal in the cane of tr2atment su '~ . iJ s;8.ff \.ThJ,s appear;; t,:, 

and level of SUpport can, of course be ' fl Pt?ev1::,Or.", a. tnough their at:t~lv(1es 
Thus DTED staff have placed no sm~li d 1.n uent1.al regarding Commt;nity Agents') 
i ty Agen ts regarding communica tion and

eg
1.' reelof demands and expec tations on CO~I·.1' n., 
nvo vemen t . " 

In the Protective Home (Mr, and Mrs '. 
Agent, treatment supervisor group h . H) communlc atl.ons among the Cornmuol.tll 
good, Compared to the othe~ homes ~~e rarents and DIED staff have been qU1.~eJ 
going on" hAS been quite good F' e evel of confidence regarding "what 1 
i h or example the Comm . A .~ 
~ suc a way with the group home parents that h' . unlty gent has bE:('o~E. lnV'L~"",_ 

t1.on of the home has been rather drama"~ lS lmpact on them and on the OPF,td-

non-crlsis centered form of Contact Wi~hc~h He has malntained an ongolng, frE:q')(l1" 
to treatment and placement needs £ h' e group home parents, not only ln rega;~ 
ties with the group home parents ~par~~c~~ungsters, but in connect1.on with actlvL-
and outside of the home. I~ add t; arly the group home father) both wichin 
th " 1 .. on - because f h' 1 e group home - this same Agent h b 0 1.S eve1 of involvement w'th 
way, keep other members of the te as een able to informally, and in an on"Ot~g 

'th' h am up to date in:c d 6 -' Wl 1.n t e home, Over time it a ear~ ' .. egar to dynam1.cs and trends 
team "spirit" has developed thanP~ th" that wlth1.n the Protective Home mor", of a 

ln e other homes. 

The other Agent who utIllzed the Prote ' 
establishing similar relationsh1.ps B t~ ~t1.ve Home was much less successful 1n 

Agent were quite frustrated in their ~f t e grollp ho~e parents and tll1s parttc:UL..Il 
e orts to work WIth one another 1 

Three Agents have utillzed the C t 
to develop relationships involving ~n ~~)ment Home. The first Agent att~mpteJ 
allOWing them to particlpate a d/ mu u~ understandings and trust \Vlth t'~'lt:: D h :,y 
operation of the home and by'g.n. or ~a e some of the deciSions regarding rl~ 
His manner was generally of a ~vlng tlem a considerable degreE of Independ;;cP 
two Agents - althoLgh dl.£fer" er

f
y 

re axed, friendly, informal natUrE. Th; or\l':'r 
1.ng rom one anothe . t' . . -

youngsters - seem slmilar in that the bot r 1.n ~elr styles cf dealIng wi[~ 
relationships W1.th the gr~up h Y h preferred to develop casual I~f~'ma} 

- \.j ome parents. I dd' " . ." 
volve the group home parents to b ,n a It1.0n, they dId no't seem t.) It; 

planning and in regard to decjsi
sny s~ stant1.al degree in their thlnkln~ or case 

basis of p.xpecting cerkain thi onf-ma l.ng, They both seemed to operat€; on (he" 
• •• L ngs rom thE' group home lnto consideration the latt . . parents wl.thollt :u1>] rae;' , ... 

• c .er s personallti.es ne J . • 
appear, A. need for estaolishing '.', e(s, C'tc - 111(luding, ir wou)tJ 
wlthln which demands' o~ ex'pe t:t

some 
type of Agent/group home r~r~nt 1'~l~Ll~ns~lp 

_c d Ions 'lre commllOlcated 

The D's, as a result, lOlnplained of 
from the Agents, There were few 
one another regarrlIng demands 

feeling a lack of 
instances where Agents or 

support aod '\ •• ;; '.J!£" 
tne D's mlsu:ldersro(,,j 

should he done - and by ';;ho;') or expectations (what 
1 --.-------.--
Within any gi"en h (h ' - ome \v ere mere than one A . .. •. " . 
group home parents have sE'I:'mul to be bett:<>r 7,ent, IS ,·~L1~lZ1.ng that homt~, ch.! 
With, one particular lund of h'- matLheu wJ.th, :lnd/,-,r lTi-:>Y.;. (0l~d:'Jr!.·,I, 

d a pproac or i\gen t CJ' ' an lor Ag<i!nt . -' , n cor,lparE:d WIth '31y '-::;',c.: ,j~;::-;' 'h. 

------------------



However, LhE;.re 'was cons ide L"Clule 1i.~af?r,".e_em.J_nt .)S to '1 ,.~ ~,=-=- expec !:at j 0;;::: and demands between 
Agents and the D's. 

Relative to DTEO staff· lhr~re \.Jere n(Iticahle differences among the three AC\~nt8 
who utilized the Containment: Home: The first Agent i'lHiated COT'1Illuni:::l':~('n ou' ('! 

more informal, open and ongoin~ bASis than did the nth~r t~o Agents Hp ,1so 
seemed more amenable to "hearine;" information and perceprions :)f gr·:::llp r0tre S lai E. 
With the other two Agents (particularly the more recent one) tt ,~as often, imes 
difficult to be up to date on such routine matters as whether a given youngster 
was in the home or not. 2 

Within the Boarding Home there has not been any strong ~vidence of Agent/group 
home parent "mismatching" as was mentioned in the case of the Protective and CCt'

tainment Homes. However, a trend has emerged among the six Agents who have utllize~ 
the Boarding Home. Most of the Agents seem to prefer to not 1nvolve themselves 
directly with Mr. and Mrs. B in an ongoing, frequent, inf~al \~ay. FOl: the most 
part, the B's have been left to decide for themselves what the operation of the hon~ 
will be like. There does not seem to be any consistent effort, amon~ the Agents, 
to coordinate their varying ideas, and to express to the group home parents their 
consensus of ~inion as to what the "general program" for the home should be, 

Although there have been few occasions in which either the B's or the Agents 
hHve expressed dissatisfaction with this pattern of involvement or direct10n 
the above circumstances have not really allowed for the B's fuli pote~tlal tc'be 
tested or explored. Although the B's have questioned the reasons for the lack of 
Agent-direction (e.g., as to just what a given youngster's responslbilitles might 
have to be within the home), the Bfs appear to have taken the initiative (e.g., in 
determining what is acceptable and ,~hat is not acceptable behavior w1.thin the home) 
largely as a reflection of the ~ind of people they are. In general, 1.t appears 
that the Agents prefer to let the Boarding Home parents operate their hOI'1€ 1.n 
essentially whatever way they choose and to deal wi th the youngs ters wi !:l'1.n t.he 
home on an individual basis within the context of "what exists" wlthin tr,e home. 

The level of involvement in regard to the Boarding Home a~ ojtll~ed aoove has 
also made it difflicult for an ongoing, detailed exchange of '1':?anin~f111 j'lforPl"ltLnn 
to occur between DTED staff and the total group of Agents ,~hc l\p·.le Lltlll7.t;d the 
home. On an individual basis, Agents hav~ nevertheless been cooperative in shar
ing information with DTED staff; but except for crisis situaU:")ns, Group Home 
staff has usually had to rake the lead in initiating exchang~ of informAtion, As 
1n the Cont.~inment Home, information from the Agents to the ~roup Hom~ staff (e.g., 
slmply knowlng whether a given youl1P::;ter is or is not stl.11 r~3idmg within th'2: 
hrJme) has not always been consis tently communicated by Agents. 

.,----------_._------- .... _---_._-----._- ------_. -_._----_ ... _---_ .. ---
'For ~xample, 1n clealing with bAhavior problems, the D~s frequently wanted to 
df'cirle what ac tion the ~en!:. wanted to take (e.g., temporary detention) whereas 
Lhl~ Ag~li t wanted control over de ~ ermining whether he or the D's \oJould rr0virlc' 
n~eded disciplfn8, 

2Whilc it is uncertain whether different types of relationsh1{:s and cOI.)[l,I.nic&<:l\H1S 
amung the Containment Homt:. U:'"I,I "'·)t.ld ha'J~ "saved" tll,,! home, "'"', :1ppr"r,·1 morE 
cumpnti.bl.p. with ~he person'i~;':.:, 2.i,d .'.'ld:vti'Jal .re~(l$ :'; the group home parents 
woltld, jn ,n') ('v('nl. '<l.V(' PP"'I'i1f'H ild;(' it w)ssih!e L',', III·rre fl:;;. (Vi').r" ti 
fj's ,Ina Uw;" '1',lle, 

- l ()f). 

,-

The B's themselves are quite open with DTED st&tl un~ ~~enc~ Ln the a[e~ or 
sharing information; however. they are prune to wait until they are: ClskE:.d rather 
than calling frequently (u[ll~ss there is an ohV:Lou: c. =~ s!.:. I. As such, Ager~ts 

wanting feedback or information nee':' to npproa.:h the ~'s hnel cannot "imply aSSllr,~I·· 
that the B's will init1ate ongoing feedback. 

Even though a certain, basic level of acceptance may exist: between the B's Liod 
Agents regarding their relationships and communications} it is our ree110g that 
some of the difficulties which have arisen could quite possibly have been handled 
more effectively and efficiently if £ngoing relationships and COmIl'.lini .. cati(lt'·,S had 
been of a somewhat different nature. 

Within the Temporary Care. Home (Mr. and Mrs. F) the need for involvelTlE:ii.t wlth 
individual Agents is not as great as in the long term care homes" Commmi.1cat 10ns 
with Agents and DTED staff - relative to issues of ward's status in the heme and 
''how things are going" - appear at this time to be quite adequate. W1th th1s 
home, the expectations for level or intensity of Community Agent l.nvolvement H ~ot 
as high as in the long term care homes. 

The above account may at first glance have the appearance of a strc~g cr1tic
ism of many Community Agents. It is not intended to be such; instead we regard 
it simply as our best, present account of what we (Group Home Staff) have ~ee~ 
able to perceive and understand relative to given group home circumstances. ,. hope
fully, not to the exclusion of the perceptions and needs of others (Age~ts). It 
has been suggested that some of the additional expe<:tations and demands place.d on 
given Community Agents in regard to group homes !T\:ly have made their overall b~rden 
too great: In itself (i.e., apart from group ~c~e8) the Community Treatmect Project 
is a place where Agents carry many complex demands in their community treatment 
assignments. The decision to operate the Group Home Project in conj~rlcticl1. with 
CTP - in a "team approach" manner - this was based upon the View that a high dE:-gre.e 
involvement, flexibility and communication was essential on the par t c·£ all staff. 
Relative to necessary as well as desirable communication and perso':1al i:.volvernen':, 
the total quantity of demands placed upon Agents and other staff may - at least in 
some instances and with some but not all homes - simply have been too great. We 
will pursue this issue in detail in our subsequent reports. 

Taxonomy 

Discussions in regard to taxonomies will be both global (e.g'l bt1ef, "lar.cSi:.lV": 
statements concerning "what happens during a tYP1cal day or week!!) and qulte 

lOne example involved the drug issue in the Boarding Home in January 1968, In 
this case, a problem arose when Agents called an emergency meetirig i';'". the home 
with the group home parentI:; and group home youngsters. The group heme parents 
were not awar.e in advance of what the concern was, or o~ ~hy the Agents were 
handling it in the way that they \oJere. In addition, very llttle explanatt::;~ WEiS 

offered following this meeting. The anger, confusion and trustrat'.o']. v..71.C 1:. the 
group home parents felt following this meeting might haVl! been dy.:.d.t'o 't l€SSenej 
had there been bet ter, pre-exis ting communication or bet tcr rt" 1 at {or:,s'u ps r.e tweer. 
the Agen ts and the group home parents (and more adc'lua te and/or m'ne do" cai.l f'd, 
routine communication between CTP operations staff £md DTED personneli, :n:lat ive 
to the home. 
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specific, systemc.ttized or dimensiona1ized. 1 There are several problems and issues 
involved in describing what a particular home is like ror evaluating across homes 
along the same dimension) in relation to developing a taxonomy of environments and 
in explaining what has accounted for the differences and similarities. One major
problem is the fact that a complex set of variables is involved: (a) group home 
parent characteristics,2 (b) marital relationships; (c) the presence or absence of 
group home parents' own children (and, their characteristics and ages); (d) the 
Community Agents and their characteristics, treatment styles and thinking; and, 
(e) the characteristics of the group home youngsters. 3 

It is difficult at this point to be certain which if any of these factors 
should be given greater emphasis in terms of explaining the overall home environ
ment or any specific aspect of that environment. In many respects, however, the 
group home parrmts. (their personality and their styles of interaction and modes 
of expression) have become a focal point of study relative to the goal of describing 
and accounting for what has come to exist in a particular home, as an expression 
of the various circumstances in which a home is being operated. Thus, given certain 
Community Agents, certain types of youngsters, and so on, one basic set of questions 
becomes: ''What are the group home parents like as individuals? What is their 
relationship to each other? and, What seems most representative, over time, of the 
interactions and expectations which exist within their particular home?" 

lThis report - in view of the previous discussions pertaining to each group home -
will not go into extensive or detailed descriptions of the environments. Separate 
reports to be published in the coming year will expand a great deal on the general 
discussions included in the present report. 

2Because of the Community Agent turnover, CTP has had experience with a variety 
of Agents dealing with the varying subtypes. As such, it has been able to form 
meaningful estimates of which major characteristics and treatment styles appear 
to have been more, or less, effective with what types of youngsters. In the 
DTED Project, we will not have accumulated this same range of experiences. None
theless, our experiences should offer the opportunity to form some definitive 
hypotheses in regard to what type of individuals and environments seem well and/or 
poorly suited for what particular types of youths. 

3Tables in the preceeding discussions relative to each type of home contain some 
descriptive information regarding age, race, etc. In addition, Appendix F 
summarizes this type of information for the three long-term care homes (Protec
tive, Containment and Boarding). A total of 26 youngsters had been placed 
(through June 30, 1968) representing 31 separate placements. They have represented 
all but two (12 Ap and 14 Se) of the eight I-level subtype classifications that 
have been worked with in CTP. Forty-two percent were released on parole directly 
to a group home, with an additional thirteen percent having been placed within 
their first six months of parole exposure. The average age (17 years - 2 months) 
of group home youngsters at the time of placement is a full year more than the 
average age of all youngsters released thus far to CTP (age at time of commitment). 
Youngsters of all of the three major ethnic groups have been placed in each of 
these three homes. Negro youngsters have comprised a larger proportion of the 
group home population than they do in the CTP popUlation (38% vs. 19%). Caucasian 
youngsters have comprised a somewhat smaller proportion of the group home popula
tion (35% vs. 34%). Through June 30, 1968, the average length of stay was about 
five months, with almost half (48%) of the placements having had no official 
break in placement. --
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In order to focus upon the group home parents, research has conducted exten
sive interviews in the Protective, Containment, and Boarding Homes. Evaluation of 
this data is currently under way. This lengthy and detailed study of each group 
home along identical dimensions will be a major data source for describing and 
comparing the homes - including the expectations of the group home parents - at 
the time of the interview. Other instruments will help us focus more specifically 
upon the personalities of the group home parents (e.g., characteristics and 
behavior rating items, Parental Attitude Research Instruments). 

For the pr~sent discussio~, one broad area - that of structure, supervision, 
and control - w~ll be used to ~llustrate some of the differing and/or contrasting 
features of the Protective, Containment, Boarding and Temporary Care Homes. The 
most structured, controlled - and, to all appearances, rigid - program has been 
that found in the Containment Home. The least structured program has existed in 
the Boarding Home. The Protective Home and Temporary Care Home seem to fallon 
different points between the other, more extreme positions. 

It appears at this point that the Protective Home (while somewhat more 
structured and controlled than the Temporary Care Home)is more involved with 
these issues at least in terms of trying to help youngsters develop a sense of 
responsibility and involvement with the group home parents, as part of helping 
the youngsters grow emotionally. The Temporary Care Home, on the other hand 
has fewer specified rules; instead, it contains more by way of general rules: 
Here, the attitude about rules and structure seems to be centered around, "How 
can the home be effectively and efficiently managed II rather than around the use 
of rules,.structure, etc., as part of a longer-range goal of helping youngsters 
grow emot~~na1ly (through a change in perception of significant others; through 
the format~on of a long-term relationship with an adult; etc.). 

In the Containment Home it appeared as if the rules and structure were ~p.en 

by the group home parents as "ends in themselves" rather than as "means to an end". 
At the same time, it is true that the DIS did speak - in general terms - of wanting 
through the use of structure to "teach youngsters responsibility". Within the ' 
Boarding Home, the limits have been more on the basis of implicit understandings 
rather than specific rules. l Limits which are set are usually in regard to a 
spe~i~ic situation and refle;t the limits the B's set on themselves in regard to 
dec~d~ng whether a youngster s behavior and/or attitude toward them or the home 
is acceptable. 2 However, the Bls do little "directing" or controlling of the group 
home youngsters' general behavior and/or attitude (e.g., they do not communicate 
to the youngsters: "l am going to make you do such and such"). They let the 

1The Boarding Home is the only one in which the parents have not wanted to have 

2 

rules written out and 
Individualized Home -
Home) feel this gives 
circumstances. 

displayed in the home. (Also, Mr. and Mrs. U - Type VI 
have not as yet suggested doing this.) The Bls (Boarding 
them more flexibility to handle situations depending on the 

Thus, youngste~;-~ are allowed a good deal of flexibility in regard to their 
behavior and/or attitude as long as a youngster is not in a general sense 
" " taking advantage of" or "walking over" the B's. If the latter occurs the B's 
directly and openly let the youngsters know how they (the Bls) feel. The 
youngster is then left to determine what he will then do. 
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or think about an issue and leave the final dec~sion 
youngsters know how they feel, h th' difference between the Conta~nment 
up to the youngster. Interes~~~gly,~~~~gt~ th~Sdifferences betwen many 13 and 14 
and Boarding Homes has some s~m~lar~ h ' hi h is given by these individuals 
treatment workers and the relative emp as~s w .c 
to the issue of structure and control. 

, 'larities" has to do with the group 
One other area of "differences a~dV~~~~dividualized Home) all of the other 

home mothers. Except for Mrs. U (Typ d t d;ffering degrees been the more 
h 'd'ffering ways an 0 4 , 

group home mothers ave, ~n ~ , , 't;al motivation to operate a group 
, 1 t'o to the pr~mary or ~n~ 4 b d ' dominant person ~n re a. ~ n h t dominant than their hus an s ~n 

home. They have, ~n a, d' their attitudes and behav~ors . 
' ddition been some\-1 a more , ) 

terms of overt assertiveness (as expresse ~n 

. others have been more verbal and assertive 
Although most of the group horne m h are not viewed as inadequate, weak 

than their husbands, the group hom~ fathers b n seen as weak or ineffectual; but 
males Mr. D (Containment Home) m~ght ave ee d uld stick with the limits that • ., t charac teris tics, an wo 
he had some defln~te, s rong '1 "ushed around". Mr. and Mrs. U 
he had placed upon himself., He was n07 ea~~tYM p U appears to be the more assertive, 
provide some contrast in th~s regard, 7n th~- rd' , regard to the degree of initial 

b th in their relat~ons ~p an ~n , 
outspoken person - 0 h Wh'le J!.1rs. U is interested in operat~ng 
investment in wanting to operate a ome. h ~f n "ego investment" for her as it 

. cb t seem to be as muc 0 a , 1 
a group home ~t es no h f el they will approach the~r ro e as 
is for her husband. In terms of how t eye, greement with each other (and same-

t the U's seem to be more 1n a f ) 
group home paren s, , 't f view feelings and pre erences what more understanding of their partner s p01n so, 
than in the remaining homes. 

Impact On Wards 

wo ossible exceptions, ~ of the youngsters plac~d in group 
With one or t p ffected by the group home experlences. In 

homes appears to have been adversely a ters placed in a group home have 
the majorit~ of cases it appears th~.~o~:g:ct of course, has v~ried in nature 
benefitted ~n one waY,or anot~erh r~u h~me ~xperience is difficult to asses~ 
and degree; and, the lmpa~t 0 t e g ~ treatment being carried out by Commun1ty independently of the ongo~ng, concurren < 

Agents. 

'bl' t of group home experien.ce We will briefly discuss three areas of POSS1 e ~m~ac , arent 
on youngsters: 1n~ ~a , ' 't' 1 stabilization long-term stab~l~zat~on, and =a~p~p~ __ __ 
contribution to growth. 

. which man elements were considered inappropriate, 
In the Conta~nment Home, in f' lY 1 term stab~'lizati.on nevertheless f' d' te and a~r y ong- . , , a meaningful degree 0 ~mme ~a 1 t The structure and superv~s~on 

did take place, in t~e case of sev~~:n ~~~::Sy~~~~ste~s would have experienced in 
in the home was cons~derably mo:e . , 'dual foster homes. Although figures are 
their own home or even perhaps ~n ~d~~~. as if the length of stay 
not yet avail~ble for accurate compar~sons, ~t appears 

, 't a 1 , ent Home one youngster appeared to be enter~ng ~n 0, 
In the Conta1.nm _._' h ld lead to emotional growth. H~s h h home parents t at cou , 
wi t t e group 'b ' the D's refusal to readm~t reaction to the home s e~ng moved, and to 
home, was seen as a damaging experience. 
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relationship 
subsequent 
him to the 

previously seen in the case of Cfc an~ Mp youngsters ~n ct~~~ tj~Fn of out-of-home 
placement (principally il1divirluCll foster homes), The' prnter::ivc EolTl€' and the 
Board ing Home have &ls 0 expe'!;'ienced succeS$ tn tI!i'Tlccl {,,,) ;'e'--n~~-j ('Ttl! . tp.-m s t ahiH za ti on 
of placement with several youngsters. 

It is difficult to assess, at this point, thp ex(e~t to whir.h rh0 Prot~ctiv2 
~ has participated meaningfully in the growth proce~s '.dth any of th;--yoo;gst~'rs 
thus far placed into that home. (As mentioned in the Protective Home uiscussion, 
we hope to evaluate this area in the Protective Home more meaningfully next year). 

In regard to the Boarding Home, the Community Agents feel that with two or 
three youngsters there has been involvement between youths and the group home 
parents in relationships and/or circumstances that have contributed (and/or may 
eventually contribute) to apparent growth in these youngsters. 

In addition to the above mentioned dimenSions, in only four out of a total of 
45 placements have group home parents requested that a youngster be removed or not 
replaced (Protective Home: 1; Containment Home: 1; Boarding Home: 2). All of 
the group home parents have shown some degree of tenaCity, or readiness to "stick 
it out" with some rather difficult, disturbed youths. 

Feedback from wards ia not always highly indicative of what impact a home is 
haVing on them. Nevertheless, it ~ be a meaningful indicator. The general atti
tude which wards have about their placement may have some bearing on the potential
for-impact of given homes. The most positive feedback has come in regard to the 
Boarding H~. Only one of the eleven youngsters placed there has voiced any com
plaints about the home or the group home parents while he has been there; and, none 
has asked to be removed from placement. In the Protective Home, there has been a 
variety of feedback from the group home youngsters. Some have spoken positively 
of their experience at times, while others have complained a good deal and have 
wanted to leave. Most of them have been able to talk about both positive and nega
tive elements (from their point of view) in the home. Most of the negative comments 
have relatl"d to their reaction to, and irritation with, Brs. H.l 

In the Containment Home, during the first seven or eight months of operation, 
youngsters had some minor complaints. In general, however, they seemed to be satit:
fied - and at times appeared to enjoy - their placement in the: home. In the pas t 
year, however, feedback from youngsters has been strongly ambivalent. Most of the 
youngs ters in the Containment Home during the IRS t year have consis tentlv complained 
both about the D's and"the operation of the home, At times, these youth::; indic-8ten 
that they wanted to leave as Soon as possible. In the Temporary Care Home, there 
has been no negative feedback - in fact, some of the youngsters placed there have 
stated that they wished they could stay on permanently. 

General Worth and Utility 

It was not intended that all of the CTP placemento need., would be mt"t b"/ the 
group homes in the present projec t. However) each of the gl'OUP homes has b"!~n used 
(in fact, used as the placement of preference by Community Agents) _ to such an 

IRecently, the boys in the Protective Home 'Were approbched vli':h th~ "option" of 
::;taying with the HIs or staff looking for another Protective Hom~ Thpy all said 
they wanted to stay and "work things Ollt: \Jith the H'~." 



extent that it appears safe to ststP. that each of the hom~R has filled a definite 
plRcement need for many CTP youm;sters. 1 In intake stafftTlQ'l. m<HW Ap;ents view 
group home placement as having some potential for cnnt:libl·ti.n~ to the achievement 
of their long-range treatment objectives for individual youngst.ers. In other 
words, with the long-ter.m placement homes, placement has not been viewed as simply 
a "holding" technique (c.f., "initial stabilization"). 

At times, the group homes have been used by Community Agents in helping young
sters to evaluate the alternatives that are open to them, and, in a sense, to help 
the youngsters arrive at certain decisions without - at the same time - feeling 
tha t there is literally and/or psychologically, "no place to t urn". In this .... Jay 
the group homes have provided a specific, readily available, alternative for 
youngsters in placement crisis or dilemma - a placement which (as 'compared '..Jith 
the more nebulous or unknown, possible foster home placement) the youngsters can 
gain a good deal of information about, both prior to, and while in the process of, 
arriving at decisions. 

Agents who have communicated regularly with group home parents and have kept 
in touch with their youngsters' behavior in given homes, have found that they have 
been able to get better information about the youngster's attitude and behavior 
than has usually been available from youngsters' own parents, or from some individ
ual foster homes. Indirectly, this has had an impact on given Agents' treatment 
focus and/or objectives. It has, in some cases, assisted Agents in understanding 
more about given youngsters. 

Another example that may give some estimate of the general worth and utility 
of the idea of group homes relates to the change of attitudes shown by a number of 
Community Agents. In the early stages of the Project a number of Agents (perhaps 
one-third) were sceptical and/or ambivalent about the use of group homes as com
pared with individual foster homes - particularly in regard to the issue of 
coordinating a home into which more than one Agent would be placing youngsters. 
At present it seems that more Agents now see a good deal of potential in the llse 
of group homes and are more generally accepting of this concept - even in cases 
where dissatisfactions exist in regard to the operation of given homes. 

The Project's general worth and utility can be assessed from many points of 
view. From our contact with other agencies and general familiarity with the out
of-home placement problems faced by the Youth Authority, it appears that this 
Project is "breaking ground" in regard to many of the issues and concerns that 
are present or that will come up in any intensified effort in the future within 
the area of out-of-home placement. For example, the present Project is moving 
into relatively unexplored areas - e.g., exploring the use of differinq types of 
out-oE-home placements for differing kinds of youngs~ers ir connection with their 
individual characteristics and treatment needs; and, exploring the pctential that 
out-of-home placements can have relative to short-term stabilization and long-term 
growth processes for various types of youngsters. Related to the above point is, 
in rtddition, the attempt to systematically match group home parents to particular 
tyres of homes or to particular types of youth. "Matching" as a general concept, 

lAPpendiccs c.; and 0 describe the degree- of \If1e the gro'l[ htlnte~; l';jve rE~ce';ved in 
regard to I-level and DTED's portion of alJ rairl CTP out··of-born(, plecrmer:ts. 
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is perhaps no longer total1y 11eo. HowE'vcr. its implelJ.el1(,HlOf) ""I~'hjl' ttl€' context 
of the Community Treatrrpnt Proj,et:'t IJt i 1l7inp; tl>e J-i':"!Pj rlass;flf.atl0n system, 
seems to represent a very st)('cifi·::. f;vsr:ematic uti.hntl(lq of th:.q ~PDroRch .. In , 
ddition it is fell' tl,al" th(> Grcun }lCJ1l1€ hOiect'~' e·'-p,'(.I'?l1C(,f In rl2~·et;.;:;'i1g (<llh.~Lt 
:ubjecti~elY) the a1::ernate ways of mcma~1n~, coo'cdinating financ.lUg, ~aint:ai~illg, 
and training the homes and the group hom~ part'ots cal' have several meanlngful .1 r.. 

plications for future program efforts. 

Concluding Remarks 

In general, our experiences last year have been quirE' ~ar1ed and ~nfor~atlve. 
Each of the group homes has provided us with a set of exper1ences - some un1que, 
some shared and others common to all - around which to attempt to form general 
hypotheses.' Each, in its own Hay, has provided. a number of t hallenRE'S in re~ard 
to developing effective communications and mean1ngful programs. These expe~1ences 
have also been revealing in regard to the conditions that have to be taken 1ntc 
consideration in attempting to implement and coordinate a program among staff ~~0~ 
at times, differ widely in terms of their backgrounds, points of view, personallL1es, 

and caseload needs. 

In looking ahead to the next year we hope to be able to devel~p a~other ~pe 
II Containment Home in order to have experience with that home wh1ch L5 suff1cLent 
to' allow us to contrast its operation with that of the first Type JI Home. In 
addition to the planned study of the girls group home in Stockton, ~t is antici
pated that the Protective, Boarding, Temporary Care and IndividUalized Group Home~ 
will be with the Project until its termi.nation in September, 1969,1 As our exper1-
ence increases in quality and quantity, it is felt that we will be looking into 
the potential for developing professional, permanent out-ot-home placeme?t re~ources 
\vhich will be of benefit to Communi ty Agents and youngs ters not only durwg the 
life of the present project but beyond. 

The potential value of group homes for delinquents is becoming much m0~e 
broadly understood and accepted. Although the present Project has only scratched 
th~ surface as to this poten tial, it does appear as if gro\lp homes have much 
potential value in relation to the treatment needs - including stflbLl~zation as 
well as growth - of a wide range of youths. 

Few investigations of foster homes or other out-of-home placemE'nt reso~rces 
have been undertaken to the extent, and in the degree 0f detaLl, that 18 be~ng 
attempted in the present Project. While there will, of ~our~e, bp.dif~1culties 
in extrapolating our experiences to settl.ngs uther t~CJn ;:he Gomr.mnl ty J.r~8'_'r.enl _ 
Project, it is felt that our experiences and findin~s w~ll have several 1~~ortant 
lmplications for the development of future progrartlInng In the youth Al~tho.~ty and 
In the other social agencies. 

_______ ~_. ___ M ____ " 

----------------------_.-.. 
Iprior to that time each homE' will he asc;n<1s(?d ,.,lith CY(',1·!"/'~t qr,]+f ,~>: t" wt.crher 

and how they wish to continut the use of erich group homp rloe.n C'DE'l'P.tlT1g. 



APPENDIX A 

GROUP HOME MODEL TYPES 

The five types of group homes described in the DTED proposal were based 
on the differential treatment model (I-Level) and on experience to date in the 
Community Treatment Project in finding appropriate out-of-home placements. The 
five group home environments are described below. l 

Type I - Protective Home 

This type of group home is envisioned for extremely immature and dependent 
youngsters whose family background has involved many elements of neglect and 
often brutality (Asocial, passive - 12 Ap; Conformist, Immature - 13 Cfm) .. 
Treatment goals for this type of youngster have been formulated in the Pro~e~t 
as those of reducing the pressure of asocial drives, development of some m~n~mal 
measure of conformity by strengthening self controls, increasing ability to 
perceive the relationship between needs and behavior, protection from being 
scapegoated, and reducing the sense of isolation an~ rej~ction. Typical~y~ an 
out-of-home placement is needed for this type of ch~ld s~nce natural fam~l~es 
have been found to be difficult or impossible to work with. 

The group home required for this type of case approximates normal family 
living as closely as possible. The home would be operated by a married couple 
with the training and patience to offer intensive care and supervision to this 
type of child for as long as several years. The group home parents would be 
offered on-going training and guidance as well as intermittent vacations away 
from these demanding children. Initially, four children would be placed in the 
home. 

IYpe II - Containment Home 

This type of home is envisioned for the youngster usually labeled as a 
defective character or culturally conforming delinquent (Manipulator - 13 Mp; 
Conformist, Cultural - 13 Cfc). He needs structure and i~ cap~ble initially 
only of operating on the basis of external codes of behav~or w~th the support 
of social pmver behind them. The home would represent concrete and realis tic 
demands by community and society toward persons within that community for con
forming, productive behavior. This type of home would operate on "non-family!l 
basis, since these children are unable or unwilling to positively respond to 
adults who are seen as parental images. This type of youngster frequently 
responds positively to firm, objective authority and control when these do not 
carry with them·the price tags of the emotional involvement inherent in the 
parent-child relationship. 

lLook, L.W., and Warren, M.Q.: A Demonstration Project: Differential Treat
ment Environments for Delinquents, Proposal submitted to ND'lli, 1965. A model 
developed in }Iay, 1968, by DTED staff for a sixth type of home is also presented. 
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Appendix A, Con~inued 

The containment group home would house a maximum of six warns and \~ollld ~:( 
operated !'y group home parents under professional directior- ·rr·· f tl'.-. ,.. • alnlng or .t.: grollp nClT1f> parents would involve learning to make use of th 

. e peer g~o~p as a pressure for non-del~nquent behavior and to make use of T 'd d' ' 
" . u~ e group ~nteract~on sltuat~ons to Increase the \'lards' social perceptiveness. 

JYpe III - Boarding Home 

This t~pe of home would serve as a placement for the more ~nterpeTsonally 
mature and Internally complex wards in the ProJ'ect (all I 1 v 1 bf-
N . . 4 e e S14 ~ypeb 
e~rotl~, Ac t~ng -O~t . - Na; Neurotic, Anxious - Nx; S ituational Em()tIo~alKi)c.c t: 1\)" 

S~, C~] _ural Ide~~lf:er - Ci). These wards are beginning the process of emDn
Clpat~on from t?e~r nomes but do not yet possess sufficient strength to 11ve by 
themselves .. ThIS type of group living situation would provide the wards ~ith ~ 
base ~rom WhICh to work as they continue to deal with the resolution of internal 
confl~cts, emancipation, identity, etc. Essentially the goals and or:entation 
of thIS home would appear similar to those maintained in YM,C,A hotels; 
however, some very large demands would be placed upon the foster parents as a 
r~sult of the ~atur~ of the complexities of these youngsters. GenerallY, this 
t" pe of. youngs ~er WIll not be seeking additional parent figures. He may c.hcr .. sc; 
to remaIn dls~ant and cau~ious in his interactions with the foster par€r.t:s. ~e 
may late:- dec1.de to move In to a closer relationship, try~ng to cast the fC'S':2l" 

parents 1.nto roles of his natural parents so that he may cont1nue to try t~ 
resolve h~s Fconfl~c~s with them. This type of behaVior clearly spells o~t the 
demand for .lex~b1llty on the part of the foster parents. They must be abie to 
allow the wards an atmosphere of comfort without threat, give the wards the 
~pportunlty to take the initiative in seeking a more meaningful relatio~shIP 1£ 
wdeed they sho~ld.c?oose to do so. Additionally, the foster parents m'lst be 
able to sense slgn~fIcant cues in the ward1s emotional state (rather than focus
Ing upon behav1.or In itself) and communicate this to the Community Agent. 

The fos ter parents must be extremely tolerant and accepting. Typically I 
these wards will be placed in the home at different times and at differc>nt stages 
In the1.r own development. Characteristically, they will be less coheSIve as a 
total gro~~, at least initially, and the wards may continue meaningful group 
relat1.onshlps 1ndependent of group home members during their stay 1n the ~roup 
home. Cocsequently, the foster parents will in very short order be e~poR~d tv 
many other groups Interacting with their wards. 

The abovf~-described three types of group homes are almed spec1iIcal1y ai 
the. trea tmen r -con t rol need s of the three maj or subgroups of the d",l inq']ep t pop.)
latlon °2 , lil <1;'1(11 4 ), These three types of placements are seer, as rel,Hl'Nl,' 

lor,l?,-term or r£·r~J.:"'H.nt arrangements for wards. In contrast, grOIJP horr.e I',PP,i> IV 
and Var, v:!.suall.7.ed as temporary placements and will, to some extent, (.'.;t .;l,.!,),ss 
delInquent tvpps. 

..,------,- --. --- -----------------_._----1 ' ________ _ 

Se(~ te)(l ~l"CI!Ssion of Type II Home for revised model, page. J). 
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APPENDIX A, Continued 

Type IV - Temporary Corrnnun~ty Care Home 

This type of group home would be used for wards who h.ave a temporary placement 
need (all I-levels), In these cases, a custody situation is seen as inappropriate 
on the one hand, and the ward is too immature to handle an independent living 
situation on the other )-,and. This type of group home might merely be used as 
temporary housing between more permanent placements. It might also be a place to 
work with wards who have not adjusted in a regular placement and who require short 
term counseling witr. their Community Agent away from their regular placement. 
Wards might also be placed in this type of home when regular group home or foster 
parents require a vacation apart from their foster children. The atmosphere of 
the home would involve an "unlocked door" policy where support for the ward, 
rather than custody, would be the emphasis. 

As in Type II and Type III group homes, the parents in this group home would 
be required to mainta1.n a "non-parental!! attitude, so that they would not interfere 
with the long-range treatment program for each individual ward placed temporarily 
in their care. Such a home would house six wards. 

Type V - Short Term Restriction Home 

This type of home would be used for six wards (all I-levels) needing fairly 
restrictive behavioral limits imposed upon them and would be used as a substitute 
for detentlon in juvenile halls or other facilities. Placement in such a setting 
would permit the cont~nuation of individual treatment plans in cases where it 
would be necessary to know the exact whereabouts of the ward at any given moment. 
Residence in this setting would usually be limited to a few days, rarely exceed
ing one week. Generally, if the ward required limits and surveillance to this 
degree for more than a week, other arrangements would be made. Consequently, a 
\.Jard mlgh t be re:noved from his own home or fos ter home and placed in this type 
of group home where he would continue to attend school or to work, perhaps even 
being taken to and from these locations by the group home parents and remaining 
wi.dun the COTlf.1.~.es of the home for the remainder of the day. School or work 
attendancE. would n-:Jt be a requisite for residence, as some wards would simply be 
rtqu1.rc~d to remai:1 in tbe home except for Project-related activities. While to 
<l large degrN' wards would live in this home on the ''honor'' system, they would 
llndc>rstand thilt violat1.on of group home rules would lead to immed1.ate removal 
to th0 formal custody sett1.ng. 

Ihp follOWing home was conceptualized by DTED staff utilizing exper1.ence 
from tho Boarcll,~g Home, d1.scussions with Agents; and familiarLty with the treat
men t and placemen t Issues concerning 14 youngs ters. 

Thls home - for a maXlmum of six wards - will be a relatlvely long-term, 
"oppn -ended ", plac.ernen t res ource for those 14 youngs ters who may benef~ t from 
having a "family-11ke" Situation and healthy adult relationships made available 
to the-m, lolhlle rcsol u[ 1.on of conflicts with self and family takes place. A 
great cle~ll o[ f]exlbtln)l will be allowed in terms of the expectations ot the 
youngsters r~latlvp to the home and in terms of the nature of [he1.r relationships 
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APPENDIX A, Continued 

with the group home parents. 
return to family, foster home 
in the group home. 

Long-range plans for individual wards can include 
placement, independent living or continued placement 

Home Environment and Stance: This home focuses on the placement needs of a speci
fied (but broad) group of 14 wards who, at present, are placed in foster homes, 
premature independent p1.acement, or are allowed to live at home or with relatives 
not as a placement of choice, but because suitable placement alternatives do not 
exist. lIhile it is designed primarily for Na's and Nx's, it also permits .placement 
of Se's and Ci's whose needs and treatment objectives are compatible with the home 
design. 

The home will attempt to represent an environment where a "family-like" type 
of interaction and relatiunships are made available to each youngster. There 
would be a prior "understcmding" between the ward and his agent in which the 
availability of such interactions and/or relationships is emphasized. This would 
be in contras t to an "unders tanding" (explicit or implicit) to the effec t that 
the agent's intent ~, in fact, for the ward to definitely become part of a pre
existing (non-individualized) structure which existed over and beyond the existence 
(presence) of the family-type setting in general (i.e., an understanding in which 
the ward would be expected - or told - to behave or react in a given way). A 
ward should know prior to entering the home, that the agent does not have the 
expectation that the ward has to fit into a particular mold (e.g., "because 
that's the way the home is ") . In other words, the agent will not be "saying", 
"This is the kind of home for you and here is what it is, and you conform to it 
(or, do such and such)". Instead, a wide range of possibilities will be made 
avai1~ble, and the ward will be allowed to choose the "best" of these possibilities. 

Thus, this home can allow for regressive and/or non-regressive dependency 
needs to be met where this is appropriate and/or allowable in terms of the short 
and/or long-range treatment objectives. Relationships with the group home parents 
would be such as to allow for a great deal of variation between and among wards: 
For example, relationships might involve (a) "parent-child l1 interactions (e.g., 
regressive dependency); (b) I1parent-adolescent" interactions (non-regressive 
dependency); or, they might be largely characterized by the factor of relative 
impersonality or distance. 

In all three instances'of direction of the relationships would depend on 
the wards t readiness and openness for the given relationship and related modes 
of interaction - rather than upon the fact that "the home" is a place where one 
or another form of relationship is stressed, or where still other forms are 
discouraged on an across-the-board basis. However, from the point of view of 
the group home parents and staff the "starting point" in the interactions would 
generally focus around having the group home parents make available an "adult
adolescent" type of relationship or stance. Expectation as to a given ward's 
particular type of response to this stance of general availability would be 
very flexible, in regard to the form into which the actual relationship might 
develop. Thus, each ward would (primarily, but not exclusively) set the pace 
for, and the general direction of, the particular relationship ·between himself 
and the group home parents, and the total group home "family" as well. 

-l1.l-
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APPENDIX A, Concluded 

N:Jtllrc of PL'lc.\~mp.nl .1'P:] Treatmcnl Goals' Placement wl'll b l' 1 
d d ' . . e re atlva y long-term or 

open-en e WI th a gcod deal of flexibility allowed for short d I 
ment technlques and objectives. However (hree to five 0 than, ong-ranlge treat-

. h'd b ' m n s mlnlmum p acement 
elme SOUL e lntended at the time of entry into the home. 

Future placement objectives can include: 

(1) Return to family. 

(2) Movement to an individual foster home. 

(3) Independent placement on a permanent or trial basis. 

(4) Continued res1dence in the group home. 

Exclusions' The medel for this home excludes from d b' 'f a mission those wards for whom -
y vlr~ue 0 age, ~aturity, or treatment focus - ~he maklng available of a set of 

CO~dl.t10nS ,where :ach youngstE\r primarily sets the pace for and the form of th 
re ationshlps he develops in the home is seen as inappropriate and/or undesira~ 
For example, the treatment foclUs for a given ward mi ht be to ress" . Ie. 
aw~y) to be relat1vely self-sufficient and dependent

g 
upon himS~lf ra~~:r (~~!~t 

otlers. I? such a case, exposUire to a situation that allows for a dependent 
re ationsh1p to be developed would be undesirable and/or ina " 
this home would not be available for this ward _ given that pp~~~~r,.alte·t Thus, 
focus at that --'-t ' lCU ar reatment 

, ,poln 1n tlme - even though it might otherwise be preferred 0 
other alternat1ves at the same, given point in time. ver 

of ' Cases of extreme emotional disturbance will also be excluded 1f the nature 
~h:l d1s

d
turbancE- appears to be such that placement would inhibit prohibit or 

mar e y eter the hom'" from its primary PI' 
of the home (what 't 1; . i , urpose, or wou d alter the perception 
wards in the h~me.1 or 1sn t, what 1t can be or cannot be) in view of other 

Youngsters who - to all intents and purposes - are b . " 
(in terms of treatment objectives) and who are see ' e1ng

d
v1ewed a~ hopeless" 

a "hojd' "f l' n as ln nee, essent1ally of 
~ l.ng acl ~ty only - will also be excluded from placement. ' 

l
The detaIled heme mOdel descri.ption for the Type Vi home illustrates 

we p an [0 de for the 0ther model types' l' e expo d d h h' what l' . . .. , an e ypot eSlzed -nodels 
resu t1ng trom OUT experLences with each type. Although d - • . 
relatlv t 1 . . no mo el was developed 
tooffe; a

O ~r~~~ ~ ~8me prior to one being developed, we hope to also be able 
with a gl.Tlgs. gr'" .o~t: model 1n a future report based on anticipated involvement 

. ( oup ,lome. 
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APPENDIX B 

CONTRACTING 

A basic state contract has been develop~d for group homes. This contract 
is used with non-Project Youth Authority group homes and is modified somewhat 
in the DTED Project, basically to include research and staffing obligations. 
The basic contract and form of payment was defined following months of compli
cated - often difficult - communication and discussion with CYA Administration. 
It appears to be settled and resolved to a mutually satisfactory degree, for 
the remainder of the DTED Project. Some minor changes in the contracts 
(effective 7/1/68) have recently been made by DTED staff for purposes of 
increasing the overall degree of flexibility. 

At the time the group home proposal was written, speculations were made as 
to the differential cost of operating the five group homes. l Estimated total 
ward rate costs were in all cases higher than what Youth Authority normally 
budgeted for group home subsidy ($149 per ward per month). NIMH group home 
subSidy allocations were to make up the difference between the Youth Authority's 
normal contribution and the total budgeted rates for given homes. 

The financial supports which are contained in group home contracts which 
are part of the Youth Authority's regular group home program are written on 
the basic assumption that - since these homes are operated exclusively for the 
Youth Authority - some retainer or minimum guarantee should be paid to cover; 
(1) constant costs that occur irrespective of the number of youngsters placed 
in the home (for example, costs of equipping and making available a home plus 
a given number of beds); and (2) increased costs which are a function of the 
total number of youngsters in the home. 

In the Youth Authority generally, the present $149 rate has been broken 
down into a usual maximum of $200 per month retainer, plus §94 per ward per 
month subsidy.2 As a result of this form of payment, when E~ youngsters are 
in a home for a full month, the overall per-ward rate closely approximates the 
$149 budgeted rate per YCiungster. This same "average of four" principle is 
used in determining DTED group home contracts. The total amount of retainer 
is calculated first in terms of an evaluation of the financial needs of the 
particular home, and also with respect to what seems to be appropriate and/or 
reasonable in a more abstract sense. The ward's subsidy is calculated from 

lThe total budgeted rates per ward per month were established (and have remained) 
as follows (shown by type of home): Types I, II, IV; $240 (YA $149, NIMH $91); 
Type III: $180 (YA $149, NIMH $31); Type V: $300 (YA $149, NIMH $151). 
Type VI, which was not specifically outlined in the original proposal, has 
its contract based on the $240 per month rate. 

2 $94 per ward per month is the normal CYA foster home subsidy payment (the sum 
includes $14 per month for clothing and incidentals). 
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APPENDIX B, Continued 

the amount of monies which then remain. l Grollp home parents are paid with little 
specific instructions as to h~N the monies are to be spent. Generally they are 
advised that they are to meet the needs of operating their home the best they 
can within the total amount of money they receive (retainer + subsidy) in any 
given month. In addition, the Coordinator is available for consultation and 
advice concerning financial matters. Evaluation and discussion of this procedure 
and alternate methods will appear in future reports. 

In some cases, it has taken as long as two or three months after selection 
of a group home for contracts to be processed and to become effective. In every 
home developed to date, there has been a need to place youngsters into the given 
home prior to the effective date of the contract. With the cooperation of the 
group home parents, we have been able to do this by using the regular Youth 
Authority Foster Home Agreement ($94 per ward per month). 

Together with other delays in routine monthly payments, the above-mentioned 
slow rate of processing of contracts has not created a positive image of the State 
in the eyes of some group home parents. DTED plans to submit in the next few 
months procpoural recommendations that may reduce future problems. 2 While mone
tary consideration has not been apparent with DTED group home parents, the occas
sional (and sometimes consistent) malfunction of contracting and payment procedures 
has sometimes made it appear that some group home parents were overly concerned 
with money - when in fact they have, in OUT opinion, been primarily concerned 
with (a) the principle of the S tate meeting its end of the "bargain" and (2) meet
ing payments of expenses incurred by virtue of operating their home. 

As soon as the group home parents have been officially "hired", the home is 
considered to be under the auspices and control of the DTED Project, and all of the 
procedures and mechanics of operating the home in conjunction with the CTP staff 
(intake staffings, training, etc.) go into effect, regardless of the effective 
date of the group home contract. 

lFour times the budgeted rate minus the retainer, divided by four _ (4B~-R) equals 
the per ward per month subsidy. Alternate ways of contracting were presented in 
the First Year Report. 

Specific contract amounts for the group homes during the past year have been 
as follows: 

Type I $300 retainer per month, plus $160 per ward per month subsidy 
(subsidy includes $25 for clothing and incidentals); 

Type II $500 per month retainer, plus $110 per ward per month subsidy 
(subsidy includes $14 for clothing and incidentals); 

Type III $200 per month retainer, plus $125 per ward per month subsidy 
(subsidy includes $14 for clothing and incidentals); 

Type IV (VI) $360 per month retainer, plus $145 per ward per month subsidy. 

Beginning July 1, 1968 - May 1, 1968, for the Type IV home - monetary amounts for 
clothing and incidentals will not be indicated. The group home parents will be 
asked to evaluate and meet legitimate needs in these areas within the total amount 
of money they receive in any given month. The aim of this is to give the group 
home parents and Agents more flexibility in meeting ward needs. The gtuup home 
parents are required to keep records of expenses in order to allow for future cont 
analysis. 

2For example, decentralizing payment control information and flexibility in contract 
wording to meet individual home - and ward - needs. 
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APPENDIX C 

GROUP HOME INSTRUMENTS AND FORMS 

----
ITEMl SOURCE 

i "/ 

i FREQUENCY USED' - .- -. 
. Group Home Parent Data Sheet DTED I Once, pre-selection. " 

& Initial Screening Report 

1---
'I ~8search Screening Inverview For DTED Once, pre-selection, 

I Prospective Group Home Parents 
I 
i 

I 3. Seventy-eight items for rating Selec ted from scale items used to After screening inter-

I 
Group Home Parent's Character- rate Probation Officers in study by views; then every 12 
is tics Ted Palmer, Ph.D .• "Types of' Pro- months. 

bation Officers & Types Of youth On 
Probation: Their Views and Inter-
actions", Youth Studies Center, 1963. 

14. Characteristics Of Youngsters Adapted from "Scale Items Used To After ra tings (No.3) ; 
Questionnaire Define 28 Core Characteristics Of then every 12 months. 

Youth", used in same study as No. 3, 

I 

above. 

S _ Foster Parent Preference Survey Adapted from the "Staff Preference After No. 4' then every 
! 

, 
Survey II , used with group supervisors 12 months. 

I in the "Pres ton Ty po logy Study If. by f 

1 
Carl Jesness, Ph.D. , at CYA's 
Preston School of Industry. (l964-68). 

'*6 Group Home Parents "Pre-Hiring" DTED Once, after No. 5. I . 
Staffing Guide for Group Home 

! 

I staff 

I !JHiring" Staffing Guide used DTED Once, after No. 6. L7
• with CTP staff . I . ,. 

lItems that are in the appendices of this report are indicated. Copies of most of these items are availabl~ 
from the Group Home Project (DTED), 3526 Fifth Avenue, Sacramento, California, 95817. 

') 

""Ir: some instances the frequency has been difficult to maintain which may result in the eU.mit';ation of some 
l'i,struments or rev ision of the frequei'!.cy (if it appears that the information would still bn meaningful). 

" l·~di.cdtes t!iat the instrument or ferm was incl;jded in the First Year Progress Repot't, AU.f:ust, 1967. 

! 
, 

I 

I 
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APPENDIX C, Cont inued 

r--
ITE_M ___________ -_.~._~I _____________ 3_0_U_R_C_E __________________ -+I _____ F_R_EQ_U_E_N_C_Y __ U_S_E_D ____ __ I 

8. Importance Questionnal~e For 
Group Horne Parents 

I 
Adapted from interview items used in thel 
"Family Relations Project", William ! 
Larson, Youth Studies Center. 

-----1--. 

After No.7; then every 
9 months. 

:*9 
I 

Ward Intake Staffing GULde , DTED Once before entry into I, I , 
I 

I I -r-
10. Initial Ward Interview Guide I DTED 

I i 

II, III, and VI type homes.: 

After entry into a group 
horne. 

, 
r-- ---------- ~I--------------------------------------------Ir_----

I ,6.dapted from interview items used in thel' In I, II, III, and VI type 
i 
I 111. Importance Questionnaire For 

/

1 "Family Relations Project", William homes. After No. 10; then i I Gr0up Horne Youngsters 
I Larson, Youth Studies Center. every 9 months. 

----------------------I~-------------------~II------------~ 
12. Group Horne Fathe~ Behavior Adapted from the Ilparent Behavior Three montha after 

Inventory Inventoryll, Earl S. Sch,tefer, NIMH, placement; then every 6 
1964. months. (Revis'ed) 

-----------------------------------~------------------------------------------~----.-----------------------~ 

13. Group Home Mother Behavior 
Inventory 

Adapted from the "Parent Behavior 
Inventory", Earl S. Schaefer, NIMH, 
1964·. 

After No. 12; then every 
6 mon ths. (Rev is ed ) 

---------------------------------------.~I-----------------------------,-------------~----------------------------l 
I 14. Paternal Behav~or Inventory 

15 Mate::na1 Behavi~r Inventory 

I , 

I 

Adapted from the IIParent Behavior 
Inventoryll, Earl S. Schaefer, NIMH, 
1964. 

Adapted from the IIParent Behavior 
Inventory", Earl S. Schaefe~, NINH, 
1964. 

I i-------- -.-------.-------r----. 
;''<16. H.1nagt'IT,ent Instrument IntervieWS " Developed by 

, I Home Project 
I 

Ted Palmer, Ph D" Group 
Principal Investigator. 

"I , 
1 

I 
I 

I 

In I, II, III) and VI type 
homes. After No. 13; 
once. 

--"l 
In I, .U, III, and VI type 
homes. After No. 14; 
once. 

Every 6 months over a "l 
oJ 

month period of time. 
(May be r2vlsed) 

._-----!.-_. --------------_. -.----~--~-- -----------
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APPENDIX C, Continued 

~~~~---.-- -~'---------,----

ITEM 

17. YJ'Jn:.-;tt"r BE.:hi1v1.or In llentory 
:':;r (. roup Hl1me Par en t~ 

SOURCE 

<\dapted from the "Classroom Behavior 
Inventory", by Earl S. Schaefer, May 
Aaronson, and Betty Burgoon, NIMH, 1965. 

I 

ia. ~oungst~r Behavior Inventory 
For Parole (Corrmunity) Agents 

Adapted from the "Classroom Behavior [I 

Inventory", by Earl S. Schaefer, May 
Aaronson, and Betty Burgoon, NIMH, 1965. 

1-~·9-. -P-a-r-e-n-t-a-l-A-t-t--i-t~de Research ji Adapted from "Development Of a Parental 
. Ins trumen t (PARI) Attitude Research Ins trument". by Earl 
i I S. Schaefer and Richard Q. Bell, NIMH; 

(Sept., 1958). 

FREQUENCY USED 

Every 2 months afte r 2ntr: 
into Type I, II, IU, or \,I; 
homes. 

Every 2 months after 
into Type I, II, III 
homes 

Every 12 months. 

I 

-j 
entry i 
or VI i 

I 

L 
CHILD DEVELOPMENT, Vol. 29, No.3, 

-----+-------f------i 
120. Daily Attendance Pattern 

21. Accounting 

/22. Group Home Register 

I 
I 

f 

DTED 

DTED 

DTED 

Monthly. 

Daily: MonthJy totals. 

By COllJIlunity Agent at time r 
of ward's entry into a 
home. 

1 ?J. Group Home Youngster Follow-up I DTED Every 4 to 5 months. 
I Interview (Type I, II, III, and VI , 

I homes.) " 
I -----------------------------------+-----------------------------------------i------.--------------------~. 
r 24. Sommuni ty Agent Follow-up . DTED Every 6 months. I 

I Interview 

~. Follow-up Group Home Parent L Interview Schedule (open-ended) 
DTED After 18 months. 



ITEM 

26. Comparative Rank Order Ratings 

27. Family Problems Scale 
(1968 Edition) 

28. Type IV Temporary Care Home 
Data 

29. Placement by Subtype 

.. 

APPENDIX C, Concluded 

SOURCE 

DTED 

Jane Loevinger, Claire B. Ennhart 
and Blanche Sweet. 

DTED 

DTED 

FREQUENCY USED 

Type I t II and III Homes. 
August 1968. 

Once after 15 months. 

At time of entry and 
departure on each 
placement. 

Survey of each Agent's 
caseload on the first 
of the mon th . 



APPENDIX D 

Definitions and Explanatory Remarks Relative To 
Tables 2, 3, ,4, ; and, 5; Appendices E and K 

Item 

A. No. of Wards Placed: Total number of different wards placed. 

B. No. of Placements: May be greater than "number of wards placed" if a ward left 
aohome (usually under conditions that appeared to preclude replacement) for more 
than 8 weeks and was later placed back into that same home. Except for Race, and 
I-level, ali oata on the tables which follow win be presented in terms of numbers 
of placements. 

C, Age: In months and years at the time of each placement. Average age shown is 
rounded to nearest month. 

D. Race: Cauc:::: Caucasian; Mex/Am :::: Mexican-American; "Other" includes Chinese, 
Japanese, Fillapino, and other national origins. 

E. I-level: Official CTP classification of wards at the time of entry into a given 
group home. Exceptions will be noted in footnotes. 

F. Months on Parole Prior to Placement: The number of placements within ea~h category 
are shown - e.g., ~ == five placements in the group home occurred at time of release 

to parole; ril= two placements in which the wards had been released to parole 

within one to six months prior to group home placement; and so on. 

G. Number of Breaks in Placement: Refers only to the number of temporary breaks (e.g., 
AWOL, temporary detention, etc.) in each continuous placement. Most of these 
breaks were for two weeks or less; a few were for as long'as four weeks (e.g., 
cm = five placements had no breaks and so on). Includes only those breaks ~n m 
placement for which a ward's Agent submitted a stop payment order (Agents have 
the option of submitting or not submitting this order if a ward is out of a home 
for three days or less, however, breaks in placement where a stop order was not 
submitted are estimated to be 10% or less of the total number of breaks). Breaks 
in placements are not calculated for the 'Eype IV Homes due to the temporary nature 
of all placements in that home. 

H. Days in Placement: The number of placements in each time-category as shown includes 
wards s till in the homes on 6/30/68 (i.e., not jus t those wards who have ~ a 
given home). E.g.,~ == two placements have existed for one to 30 days. Breaks 

in each continuous placement are not deducted from the total number of days. 
Average number of days shown are rounded to nearest day. 

I. Wards in Home: The number of wards in a home on the dates shown (6/30/67 and 
(6/30/68). Includes wards who wer.e temporarily out and those particular dates. 

J. Placements: Number of placements made through 6/30/67; and during the per~od 
7/1/67 through 6/30/68. 
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APPENDIX E 

GROUP HOMES/CTP: POPULATION DATA SUMMARIES 
(Long-Term Placement Homes: Protective) Containment, and Boarding)l 

A B 

i 15-5 

C 
Age* 

17-6 Average 

D 
R ce 

Number of Number of 
Wards Placed Placements !and under 

lfc/' 
17-5 and over Age Cauc Mex/Am Negro 

26* 31* 

, 
N 
% 

I 

I 
1 
3% 

20 10 
65% 32% 

17-2 

*One ward placed in Types *CTP ages at t~me of commitment. 
II & I1~ homes count as 
olle w8J:'d and fl.;o placement;:;. 

Number of 
Wards 

CTP 287 

Aa 
Group 
Homes 

N 
'% 

0 
-

! Ap 

I 
0 
-

~ 83 153 51 
16-1 % 29% 53% 18% 

~----~~------+---~~~----~ 

Cfm Cfc 
3 5 

12% 19% 

E 
1-leve1* 

M2 
4 

15% 

Na Nx Se 
5 7 0 

19% 27% -

CTP i~ 3% 

N 9 6 10 
'% 35i. 23% I 38% I 

Ci 
2 

8% 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-~~~~~~~ 

*CTP c.1assifications at time of commitment; DTED classifications 
at time of group home placement includes as a Mp only one ward 
who later changed to 14 U (undifferentiated as to subtype). 

F 
Months on Parole Prior to Placement 

I 0 
! 13 Group N 

Homes ,yj 42% 

0- I 31- 61-
30 I 60 90 

6 5 -
20i. 17% -

1-6 
4 

13% 

J 
I 

19 & 
7 ·12 13-18 over 

7 5 2 
23% l6i. 6% 

D ays 1.n 
91- 121- 1151- 181- I 
120 150 180 210 

3 3 2 3 
10% 10i. 6% 10% 

I 
Wards in Homes 

on on 
6/30/67 6/30/68 

9 10 

G 
Number of Breaks in Placement 

H 
PI 

o I 1 
N 151 8 
'% 48% 26% 

acement 
211- 241-
240 270 

1 2 
3% 6% 

2 
4 

13% 

271-
300 

2 
6% 

J 
Placements 

3 
1 
3% 

301-
330 

1 
3% 

through 7/1/67 -
6/30/67 6/30/68 

16 15 

4 5 6 &:\ ovel:' 
2 0 

~%J 6% -

331- 361 :1 
360 over Ave. 

1 ~% 1156 3% 

I 

Other 
I 
j 

1 1 

4% ; 

lSee Append1.x D for explanation of each item. CTP figures represent the total 
(cumulative)as of 3/31/68 for boys only. Group Home figures axe cumulative through 
6/30/68 for Types I .. II, and III Homes !R:1Y (excludes first Type I Home - 1/1/67 -
3/17/68). Percentages on Items D and E ace and I-level) respectively are in 
relation to total number of wards place (26) for other l.tems, percentages are 
given in relation to the total number of placements (31). 
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I. wards 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

Key: 

a Age 

1
20

-
5 

: 

I ::~~ I 
16-9 

16-0 

I 16-0 ' 

APPENDIX F 

J:'LACEHENT PATTERNS 
Tvrc T Protective Home: Mr. & Mrs. H 

; [J966 1967 i I I:! 1968 11 : 

1-1e\'~l ! Race I Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Ju1 :Aug Sep Oct l Nov Dec, Jan Feb Mar Apr May! Jun . "·~c~-+I~~~I=-~~~~~~~~7ir:~~-:~~~~-~-~+~~-I~:~:=::-~~X~~~-41~~~~~~-r~~~ 
CEm 

Cfm 

Nx 

Nx 

MiA r-~~~~:x ':~:--+---r;h'~I--r-~~,x 

. 
I 

TyPe l.: • 
Mr. & Mrs. N 

II 
I' 

~ome began 5/1/67 

IH---r---+---+---+---+-~IX ( 

I ,IJ I I 

Placd 
.. _--1 (as represented 1;)y the start and stop orders for payment control) 

Lef't or 
Rp.ID')ved 

____ ", ~ __ .. _~_ Er<':.ik 1..: pl:1(e(T~elt (ctut." t<..1 AWOL, temporary deter-tioD by Agent, or arrest, etc.) 

~""'_. __ ._. __ ., .-1 x R",jT,0'.-al p~ ·.)ba':>1) PI" t I'T1d·"\e.1 t . 

...-_ ... 1 

}. 

-0·igl~al Ci~ dla~~~~lS Wnf~ pla(!d ~~~ ~o ~~~~r 



AFP?:KDIX C-

PERCEN!AC~ OF i.JARDS BY I -LEVEL 
PLACED .1 N T~~E r'UE I, II; AND IT 1 HeMES 

Type 1, Pr~~ective Heme (Stockton) 
__ .,----:;5 {116 7 .. 6.0 0 168 

I-level i N'~mber '_Ti I Pl~~:~e~nJ % Placed in 
, 1.'-1 .. 1 J G H " 

--I-2-
A

P -l-.\: ---'~--- 1--~~U3: ~e ,_u_r_ooll_~ .... '%....;;oHc;.;o:...;m.;..:·~:.-;~I~ 

Cf~ 5 60% 
,.,., 1 I I 
1.ota s I 6 I 3 50% 0 

114 Na, Nx I 60 (41 ~x) 2 (Nx) I 3% (5% Nx) 
o __ ~ 

l'rD::J€S ~ i':l.clude one efc:. placed by e.rror for one 
week, and ~ce [4 (1 ward ertonious!y classified Cfm 
when placed. LEter rediagDosed as 14 ct. 

Type II, Containment Home (Sacramento) 
r-----~~-, :1.11166 - 6/30/68 I i ----- I Num-:b:-e-r---r------, 
! I-level 1 N'...mber:n Placed 1n % Placed in i 

.J t'~ i ... 1 ,r H G I 1-------- I.. ... ! yroup _O'l\e I roup Home. 

; efc ! 11 i 5 ~ 45% 
f Mp ! 8 I 4 50% 
l.;---_Tcta~s L._19 __ , - __ 2.'::'-"_ 47% 

DOeS ££!:. 1nc l..lde::>ll'? efc war'd la::er termed to be a 
Na when l~ the home 

Type ill, ~card!r~g H.::.lt't ~Sacramento) 

r-----------.1Li.!f)] =-6 / 3~ /G.8 
I ! I N • .iffiD<::r I 
I I-level i N"mb'=.r ,:.r. I PL:l(.E;d 1 0:1 

I " ! L r 1-_~__ C:roi~n Hurne ! - ___ c __ ' __ _ 
% _ PIa ;ed in 'II 

ut'oup Home -------
I Na 28 4 
: Nx 40 

I Se l:' ~ 
C. I ~ I 

I I~ ll~ ~ ~ I 
_____ IotB:~_L __ 83__ I 11 
*Undifferent la ted .. '"1S tc -subtype 

i. 

14% 
13% 

I 

I 
0% I 

13% J' 33'J. 
13% -'--__ -==c. 

1 - --- .. -- ---------------.. -.----- .. ·---·-----.--.-----.. 0----
llle numbc·r of wards In.8 gtV6'J (t1' IJ~llt fttt::' (he tc·tal number of wards of 
each I-level (CUt-fro c.'ass • 0 '~ 

,- .. -.' '- 1..0" - 1 L 11. 'It !0'~1'1 -'. '.:112.(, Wi'rl2 ~~_~£~l~duEing the time 
that a given hom~_~~::_o.~£_~!::t.::..§.:::t~!~ (ttirc.lloigt1 6130/68), 
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APPENDIX 11 

type I Protective Home Rules 
H GROUP HOME 

Welcome to the H Group Home. We hope you will like it here and that you will stay. 
The boys who live here like the idea of having some written rules so you will know 
what Y0U can do and what is expected of you. The i5011owing rules will help you get 
llong at home and at the CTP Office. 

YOU WILL BE EXPECTED TO: 

1. ARISE AT 6;30 A.M. WEEKDAYS. YOU CAN SLEEP UNTIL 8:00 A.M. ON SATURDAY 
AND SUNDAY. 

2. BE READY FOR BREAKFAST AT 7:00 A.M. WEEKDAYS, WEEKENDS AT 8:30 A.M. 

3. BE HOME FOR EVENING MEAL AT 6:00 P.M. BE READY TO EAT AT 6;30 P.M. 

4. BE READY TO LEAVE FOR WORK, CTP CENTER OR SCHOOL AT 7~30 A.M. TRANSPORTATION 

5 BE IN BED AT 11:00 P.M. WEEKDAYS WITH LIGHTS OUT. FRIDAY AND SATURDAY YOU 
MAY STAY UP UNTIL 1:00 A.M. WITH PERMISSION. 

6. PLEASE KEEP MATCHES AND LIGHTER QUT OF THE CHILDRENS i REACH . 

7. TELL US WHERE YOU ARE GOING AND WHEN YOU WILL BE HOME. 

8. CALL HOME IF YOU ARE GOING TO BE LATE OR NEED TRANSPORTATION. 

9. CHANGE BEDDING AND IRON YOUR CLOTHES ON SATURDAY MORNINGS. 

10. CLEAN YOUR ROOM BEFORE BREAKFAST AND KEEP IT NEAT. CLEAN BATHROOM AFTER 
USE. KEEP CLOTHES NEAT AND CLEAN. 

11. KEEP PHONOGRAPH, RADIO, T.V., AND YOUR VOICES TONED DOWN AFTER 9~OO P,M. 

12. HELP KEEP HOUSE AND YARD CLEANED UP. EVERYONE DOES CHORES. 

13. GET APPROVAL FOR VISITORS: NO VISITORS UNLESS WE ARE HOME, 

14. CONTROL YOUR TEMPER, SMOKING, AND PERSONAL HABITS. 

5. NO BORROWING FROM ANYONE: CLOTHES, PERSONAL ITEMS, ETC 

16. TELEPHONE RULES: 

A. NO CALLS BEFORE OR AFTER 9:00 A,M. AND P.M. 

B., DO NOT USE PHONE FROM 4:15 TO 4:45 P.M. 

C, TEN MrNUTE LIMITS WITH FIFTEEN MINUTE INTERVALS 

D. NO GIRLS CALLING IN. 

17. YOU NAY SN .. \CK BETWEEN MEALS BUT WITHIN REASON, 

You may aup,)(; -hvtf'h if you wish. If you need to know anything not listed, ask 
th~ H t s 

Francis and Charles H. 
-123-



APPENDIX L 

PLACENENT PATTERNS 
Type II Containment Home; Nr. & !>frs. D 

:--, a: -----,- i 1966 -.'1967; ~' I ! ,-: ! ! ! I 1 '1968 r ! ! : 
_~~~rds _, Ag~_: .l.:.lev~l_..!~-lt:e _. __ ~~~ _Q~~~I Fe~ Mar Apr! }fay ! Ju~,1~~) Aug; Sep 10c t . NoV! Oed Jan Feb! Har :Apr i Nay 'JUl<' 

, I' '.' 'I I Ii! I ! · I Ii" , ' I I - I "I I 

II! 17-
7 ! Hp N; ~--, -I; t--'-T

,"'-' --r~---[- -(- 'j-' .':? i 1 /" ! I ,'I I " 
'I ';' I j i I ; , I i 2 116 - 1 ! Hp H/A UI- 1

--) ! ~--I--j !1-ll--r------l---I!~Ii-1 H? ! r-----; I~+_:x; 
I 3 17 -1 I C Ec i cj it-! J~' ! I I I : ! I i I /i j i ! 
1 4 17-S

1 
Mp I c '/ I ,f--ri I f-f- !-I? : ! Ir- 1k 1 I I ! 

! 5 16-8 I Cfc i MIA I i I f-L·I-i? I I i 1--1- -i If- I " f--l 
, 
I-' 
IV i 
f I 

I 

6 16 -lll N,hl ,C: I ~- ~ -+-1, II I I I Iii 
7 17-~ I Np IN; 1 'f

TT
H I I! LLI, i 

1 
! 
I 
I . 
I 
J 

j 

I 

8 :::: I ::: ",I :/1_: ,",: I I I· '!. jl ! ~r-·~----r-c-t--I : ~. 
9 M. I ., I 1-lIt---H ~ -!--"If-!~-: 
10 17-2 efc I N i. I ! I 1 I I i II-IJ-L j ! I~~-I ~·Hf- ~ -lxi 

-"'_.Home began 11/1/66 Home cancelled 7/1/68---" 

Key: 

~I __________ 1 (as represented by the start and stop orders for payment control) 
Placed Left or 

. Re'TIoved 
I . Break in placement (due to A'~OL; temporary detention by Agent, or nrrest, etc.) ---, r--
------~x Removal probably permanent. 

------f Future return possible, but~u~n~c~e~r~ta~~~·n~.~ ___________________________ . ______________ ___. l ____ _ 
aAge at t~m€ of original plB:cement in years and months (to nearest month). 

bEven though officially a etc when placed, later reclassified as Na retroactive to 
prior to group home placement. 



I 
I-' 
N 
VI 
I 

, , 
I , a I 

.'/G.("!-:' Ml'e I -- :'-==--, 
! : 17 -5 ; 

! i 
2 i 13-4 I 

I I 
I I 

16-5 

4 I 17-4 

5 16-6 

6 16-4 

7 17-5 

8 17-11 

9 16-0 

10 18-6 

11 18-5 

Key. 

APP'::NDIX J • 
PLACEMENT PATTERNS 

Type III Boarding Home: Mr & Mrs. B 
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TYPE ~ ~ -:::E~?'Ja.ARY CARt: LjOME' PO:?"JLt..TI0N DATA
l 

Mr and Mrs NI 3J17/~7- 6/30/67 (3.5 months) 
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APPENDIX L 

PLACEMENT PATTERNS 
Type IV Temporary Care Homes: Mr. & Mrs. N and Mr. & Mrs. F 
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Key: 

. (as represented by the start and stop orders for payment control) 
Pla''-c-e-d--L-e-f-e or 

Removed ~. Break in placement (due to AWOL, temporary detention by Agent, or arrest, etc.) 

! ______ -If X Removal probably permanent. 
I __ ----l!? Future return possible, but uncertain. 

~---.--------------------------------------------
aAge at time of first placement in years and months (to neares~ month). 

bI Nx: paid for his cost of placement. 
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4/68 

'I'"ipe lV Temrorary c.:a~:\' Home Rille::; 

F Group Home 

1. Bedrooms must he kept cleRn at all times 
(vacuumed Rnrl dusted). 

2. Please keep c I.othes and personal belong
ings in your room. 

3. Bed Time: 10:00 PM weekdays 
12:00 PM weekends 

4. Please be on time for meals. 

5. If you are going to be late corning horne 
or if you change your place of activity, 
PIease telephone. 

6. No "horseplay" in any part of the house, 
please. Okay in back yard. 

Thank You 

Marie & "Ernie" F. 
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ApP~NDIX N 

GROUP HOME PROJECT 

GUIDELINES FOR PAROLE AGENTS AND GROUP HOME MANAGERS' 

Th~ Guidelines For Parole Agents And Group Home Managers 
which are presented here arQ for the purpose of creating 
and maintaining effective means of communicating our con
cerns and meeting our needs as they arise in our attempts 
to develop particular treatment environments in group 
homes for delinquent boys. The information is ·presented 
with the awareness that it will not provide ready answers 
to !!l questions, but will answer basic questions which 
may arise in the early development and uae of a given 
home. The expressed concerns and requests for information 
ftom parole agents, group home managers, and Group Home 
Project staff accentuated the need for standardization of 
some procedures and license for creativity and flexibility 
with regard to others. The following guidelines are pro
paGed to help meet these needs. 

----------<.- ._. --.. _._----
lriit=seJ lluirti~J lnf~q are a parr-: of a loose~leaf notet'>ook \>Jr trh is !'!uprlied to each 
gtoup home. In addition to the guidelineFl the noteho0\< ,ontAins the following 
formE1 whlcr, are f1110.3.1 Ollt by the group home pat"f'.ntr;; f!!:ofJE.Ho~ .. Il.sily Attendance 
Re.pn~, U) ~ro.lJP HOt.ll€' Accounting (Hnme C·,s t!'l c!u .. 1 10(13 rd f,)c ~'!'n.:;t>s \; C~) Group HO!!S.. 
!t":.8.i..'!.~.~t (f j 11 ed out hy A youngs ter I s Agent at t fmc of pi ;)~P'TIpp t:). 
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If you are considering placement of a tolard in a group home, contact the Group 
Home Coordinator to make arrangements for a staffing time. Wards will not be 
placed in the Type I, II, III or VI homes prior to a p18c~ment staffing. the 
purpose of the case staffing is to determine the appropriaLeness of the place
ment with regard to the present status and overall desi.gn of the home. tn 
order to maintain our research design for a given home, approval will not be 
given to mix l~levels to solve emergency placement needs (i.e., 14 boys in 1) 
homes), or for "temporary" placement in "long-term" homes (i,e., '1:jpe IV home 
boys in Type III home, etc .. ). After a placement is considered appropriate, 
you may proceed with placement plans by contac ting the grou'p home managers re
garding ward history and placement details. At this time you may wish to begin 
to develop the treatment attitude regarding your boy with the group home 
managers. The boy should be structured for placement in the home. Placement 
arrangements and Board reports should be made in accordance with routine Com
munity Treatment Project procedures. 

Arrangements for placement in the Type IV and V home~ may be made by contact
ing the Group Home Coordinator or your. supervising parole agent. A pre
placement staffing is not required. 

Placement 

The Foster Home Agreement is to be completed by you. Th~ agency code for Grou~ 
Home Project homes in Stockton is 2282; in Sacramento, 2281. 

You will retain responsibility for treatment and case management of your wards 
in placement. Necessary initial clothing purchases should be made and you 
should communicate to the group home managers what clothin~ the ward has and 
the extent of normal replacement which may be anticipated in the near future. 
Medical cards should be left with the group home managers (except in homes IV 
and V) with signed medical consent forms. A Group Home Register form should 
be completed and left with the managers. The Group Home Coordinator should be 
proVided a copy of the Clinic Summary, Board reports, and dates of Start and 
Stop Orders. Agents using a home may be requested to attend management staff
ings (agents, group home managers, Group Home Coordinator, Research) twice 
monthly, and maintenance staffings (agents, supervising parole agent, Coordin
ator, Research) once monthly. Participation in these staffings contributes to 
the training of the group home managers and keeps the parole agents and Grou~ 
Home staff apprised of the status of each ward in the home. Routine individual 
contracts by you with the managers will enhance dirp.ct communication concerning 
specific ward treatment. 

l(:eep group home managers and the Coordinator informed of significant modifications 
in treatment p:'ans and ward status and indicate any major issues regarding the 
treatment stance and ':echnique so that these issues may be discussed at appropriate 
staffings. Cm'\muni.cating C0ncerns regarding a home with Group Home Staff will 
facilitate n2ndli.n~ r:f possible problems before major iSC:!leR deVE'~0r, Special 
s taffings "-I)) ~ 1 he i>C'h~,-i·.'l ed at the reques t of any staff:i.ng o8-rtjci pant. 
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APPENDIX N, Continued 

'i.lJLI Bre requesteJ to ~'(lpport the grol.lp home managers in whatever manner seems 
appropriate, to tis ten to them, to evaluate their perceptions, and to act upon 
I-he information in whatever way is appropriate after making an evaluation with 
them. 

Termination Oi Placement 

U(,()n terndnallllll ot th.. L:lL.emE~nt) submit a S top Order and advise the Group 
HOlnt: Cl.lf'ldinatu! of tilt' tt~l'l\/)v8.1 da.te and reason for removal. If you do not 
ant.icipatE:. tile return of the ward to the home within a reasonable length of 
time, collec t Lhe Medical card and dispose of it in accordance with county 
welfare department instrll'.':tions, Collect the Group Home Register from the 
group home managers, complete the last three lines and return the form to the 
Group Home Coordinator. Collec t the medical consent form and hold it in the 
field folder. The termination of the placement should be discussed with the 
group home man<l.gers to evaluate the experience from their perception and from 
your perception relative to the ward's stay, the group home' managers' feelings 
about thei l' pe.rticipation with the ward, and relative to your feelings about 
the placement. 

Hiscellaneous 

Fcom time to Um~ you will be requested to compl~te and return questionnaires 
and inquiries to Group Home staff. The information elicited may be helpful to 
you at some future time although it may not seem so at the (-(,me of the request. 
Research will also call upon agents periodically in collection of data pertin
ent to research goals, 

1. l"CnLcctlve (N'H) Cfmts~ Maximum 4) 

II ~lmlainment (Cfc I s,Mp's, Maximum 6) 

lL., ilv(.lu:ing (t\Ii 1. 's, Maximum 6) 
q 

IV - 'l'empnrar r (', 'nlunity Care (All ,llbtypes, Maximum 5) 

.n 
t, l,lI1 i.' idu! I i Z~ J (I4' s - primarily Na I sand Nx' s, Maximum 6 ) 
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APPENDIX N, Continued 

GUIDELI'NES FOR GROUP HOME MANAGERS 

Group'. Home,Project: What Is It? 

Th~ Group Home Pt'l"Ijecl. is a demonstration research project in the Department of 
th~ Youth Authori ty, Divis ion of Parole. It is sponsored jointly by the Youth 
Authority and the Nat iona 1 Insitute of Mental Health (a Federal agency). Its 
purpose is to develop study homes for delinquent boys who are on parole to the 
California Youth Aurhority in the cities ·Jf :~tockt:on, Sacramento and Modesto. 
It is anticipated that there will be three h~ll~s in Stockton, two in Sacramento, 
and possibly one in Modesto. Each home will be developed to meet the particular 
needs of the boys \-)ho are jJlaced there. 

What Is A Group Home'! 

A group home is a home which is large enough to accommodate several boys in 
addition to family members already in the home. BOys who are most alike in their 
degree of nwturity and ways of getting along with others will be placed together. 
The group home provides a fletting in which care, supervision, and guidance can be 
given to each boy in addition to shelter and food, clothing and personal needs. 

Who Are Group Home Managers? 

Group home managers are usually a husband and wife team who want to help us rehab
ilitate delinquent boys. They must be stable in their family relationships. 
They should not have emotional strels or worries which might prevent them from 
developing posi.tive, helpful relationships with our boys. They must be willing 
and able to work closely with our staff (Parole and Research). They must have 8 

home large enough to house our boys with their family. Their income should be 
sufficient to care for their own family so that monies provided for the care 
oE our boys can be tlse:! for the purposes indicated in the group home contract. 
Gr,;JUp home managers ace l-eques ted to apply for a fos ter home license in accordlllnce 
with regulations estab1 iAhed by the State Department of Social Welfare. Licenses 
shou lel be appU eo for Lhrough the local county welfare departments. 

!lCt~. ~.ce GJ.-OllP Home Managers Paid? 

~d1l; 3.mount of 1I1unlhly rent (or retainer) indicated in the contract will be 
mailed Butollla lically on the firs t workday of each month. Monthly rent is paid 
in advance; i.e., rental allowance issued on the first of a given monthls for 
the maintenance of: the home throughout that month. Ward subSidy plliyments 
usual!l will be mailed by noon on the fifth day of the month. However, if the 
fifth day 1& on 8. weekend, the checks are mailed on the first workday following 
the weekend, Ward subs Idy is paid in arrears; i.e., the check you receive thiB 
month :tS for ward maintenance last month, and is computed on the basis of the 
number:' of days each boy was in the home dUi:'ing the month. You will v~rify atten
dllnce leach month on a form provided by our accounting office. This farm should 
be signed and recut"ued immediately to avoid delay in payment. The parole agent 
will initiate ward sub8irly payments for each boy he places in your home in 
accordance with the amount indicated in your contract. He will terminate pay
ments when the hoy is removed. 

OTED 5/68 
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A:'PEND[X N, Continued 

The. monthly rental allowance will normally be used to develop, equip, furnish 
and maintain your home for the number or boys incidated in your contract, and 
for year partici pating closely with parole and research staff and wards in de
vclepi.ng and researching 8 treatment environment appropriate for the "type" of 
homu you have been selected to develop. Ward subsidy payments will normally 
provide food, shelter care and personal needs (laundry, dry cleaning, shoe re
pair I hair cuts, etc.). Clothing, recreation and incidental allowances should 
not be used for personal needs items. Arrangements regarding the issuance of 
cash to boys should be made directly with the parole agent. 

Care Of .8oy~ 

Medical and dental care may be arranged for each boy by contacting the parole 
agenl dlcectly. Meals should be regularly scheduled, nourishing, and pleasant. 
T)w hom-= :;!lOuld be maintained in a neat, clean, orderly manner. Each boy 
should be directly involved in the care and maintenance of the home by way of 
chores and responsibility for his own room and clothing care. Home activities 
and outings should be planned to include all of the boys when possible. You 
should work with"the parole agent initially in developins appropriate kinds of 
activities and trips. 

Follow the parole agent's instructions and directions. Use common sense judg
ment when in doubt or when the parole agent is not available to help you 
resolve particular difficulties. Specific discipline and ward management should 
be developed with the parole agent. 

Home Mal)agement 

From Lime to time you will be requested to ptovide specific, detailed informa
t~on c.or,cl'!rnJ.ng the management of your home. You will be asked to document all 
expenditures relative to each ward specifically and the home generally; there:
fore, accurate, current records should be kept. We request that you maintain 
Cl monr.hly attendance report on forms provided. Questions regarding budgeting, 
contracts, meetings, and general policy should be directed to the Group Home 
Coordinator directly. 

You hli.! 1 h~ l·eql1e~;tE'rl to meet regularly with staff (parole agents, Group Home 
COul/Hna tOt- l Researcher) to discuss and evaluate home development and ward pro
gless, Contact with the Researcher and others on individual bases will be fre
quenl to ins',He sharing of information, the development of particular treatment 
techniql~es for the boys in your home, and to evaluate various aspects of treat
ment otances deemed appropriate for the care and treatment of the boys in your 
home. Scheduled meetings with staff will be conducted in the Community Treat
ment P'·'Jje.ct of.fi.ces or in the Group Home Project office in Sacramento. At 
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APPENDIX N, Concluded 

other times, the Group Home Coordinator, the parole agents, the Researcher, or 
the supervising parole agent may visit with you and the boys in your home. 
From time to time we will ask you to participate with us in sharing our group 
home experiences with others interested in similar programs by way of bringing 
visitors into your home to talk with you directly and to look at the home en
vironment you have been able to create for the boys. 

Because we are a research project, we will be asking you to share with us much 
detailed information concerning yourselves, the boys in your home, your percep
tions of us, and so on. We hope that the foregoing guidelines will be helpful 
to you in our working together to develop the kinds of treatment environments 
which we feel are appropriate for the particular home type for which you have 
been selected. 
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(3/67~7/68) 
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Totals 

APPENDIX 0 

CTP/DTED PAID OUT-OF-HOHE PLACEMENTS l 

8/1/67 - 7/1/68 

1967 1968 

• 

I Aug I:Sep~t U Nov If Dec Ii Jan ~ Feb I[Mar 11 Apr 1, . ...;;M~a~~~J~u~n~l~· ~Ju~l-+_-~A~V~E~.: 
1 ii---+-", ~~Ii ~::.J.......:l i I 1 9 1'-10 I 

:::: i_I _:--;i ___ :--+I_:_,-I ~:~I_.: I : ,-:-+I-:-·f---'-3-+--5~-"';;:----lI--=I:"=":·l~~_: :_1 

Group H~In!~: 43% I 29% I 25% I 25% I 29% I 38% I 50% I 33% 25% ~3% i 36% i 31%! 33%' 

I 
CTP: 9 ,I 5 7 7 I 7 7 I 7 j-1-2 -.:-i....;.1~4'--1,--:.1:..::...3-+-~14~~1=1'---t- ',.4 

I I I I ' , 
DTED 5 4 7 7 7 6 9 I 7 r 6 7 7 I 3 I Q • J ; 
% in!----~II----~--rl---;I----rl~~I--~~'~~I--~-~~+!--~~1 ~--l~~ 

Group Homes _._3_6..;.'7o~_4_4....;..%"--,--_5-,o'%,,,"o...:...I--...:;5~0..;,:;%~j_5:-0.:...:i.~o .L-_ ..... 4-=-6.:..:;i.-'-,---::5:....:6:..;;%::.....!-1--=-3.:...:r:.:..%...:.:.---::3:....:0~%=----=-35=-'%:.:.. • .L-1--=J~3..:.:%~):.--2;=..l::.:"!.::..o .t..; ,0% 

-----~-----~-----------~--~----~----~----------~----~----~----~--~, 

CTP 13 I 10 I 13 10 12 12 11 I 20 23 I 23 I 23 22! 16 I 
DTED t-,----=-s-!-I---'6---'+ 9 8 9 9 13 11 9 I 12 T 12 I 8! ",-l 
% in ----rl-----~~-~---~-+--~4---~-+-~~+-~~~~~I~~~~=-~I~---t--~·~ 

Group Homes ..:;:.3...:..;8/,:.;:.. • ..!.-..:::.3..;:;.8":.::.lo-'--....:.4..::.,1";.:.../o..!--....:.4-.:.,4i..:.::..o-l..-43% 43% I 54% 35% I 28% I 34% f 34% I 27% !~;7% I 

1 These figures are froln a survey done of each Agent's caseload on the first day of each month. 

2CTP out-of-home placements include~ Foster Horr.e, paid relative, subsidized independent placement. DTED 
figureB inc lude on~ youngs ters in group homes (unless in temporary detention, At.JOL, etc.). 

37 /1/68 Sacramento figures do not include three youngsters in the Type II horne on 6/30/68 since the Type It 
horne to,lHS cancelled effec tive ~7 /1/68. 






